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SYNOPSIS 
An ultrasonic imaging technique was to be developed for sizing and 
characterization of defects in thick sections of steel. The problems 
generally found with the existing techniques in such applications are 
low speed. inadequate image quality. large size and high cost. 
This work is a development of a new ultrasonic imaging system. It 
is based on an extension of the technique called DUVD 
Visualization of Defects} by P. D. Hanstead (1973). 
[Direct Ultrasonic 
The main problem 
wi th the DUVD being a ' passi ve' system is itS' low sensi t i vi ty. 
Introducing electronic amplification using transducer arrays. the 
concept of the DUVD is changed from passive to 'active', solving the 
problem of low sensitivity. while preserving itS ideal characteristics 
by a new sonoptical design. A complete image field is formed with a 
single pulse. practically within itS time of flight, hence the Ultimate 
speed possible in imaging has been reached. 
The work involved studies in a variety of d};5cip1ines relating to 
the formulation. analysis and identification of system parameters. 
evaluation of conceptual validity and the design and construction of the 
instrument. Parameters such as array element spacing. aperture required 
were theoretically assessed while signal amplification required 
investigations into areas involving gain, bandwidth. terminal impedance. 
dynamic range etc.. The process of re-transmission needed 
investigations into the new sonoptics as a whole. leading to a design 
capable of producing high resolution focused B-scan type images of the 
whole object field. 
A number of areas have also been developed as part of this 
work including a compact wide aperture compact schlieren system. a new 
sub-miniature stroboscope using a light emitting diode. high performance 
miniature wideband amplifiers. high quality transducer arrays with 
backings etc •• 
After completing a feasibility study the first prototype for NDT 
applications was built and itS performance demonstrated. Future 
prospects of development are also presented. 
- Patent pending -
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-CHAPTER 1-
IMPORTANT FACTORS RELATING TO ULTRASONIC IMAGING 
7 h.L.6 chapUvt. de.aL!, w.iilt geIuvw.i. fua:lmRni o/. pltoP..Lenu, 
Itefat.i.ng 1.0 iAe huRjed o/. ul.:tJtcv,orUc .imag.i.ng. 7he 
po:i.e.n.:Ual o/. u1.iA.cv,orUc iMi..i.ng and .i.n pwdJ..cu.f.wz. iAe 
itdaLi..ve .impodance o/- ' .imag.i.ng' aJte ou:f..lined. lmag.i.ng 
i.ech.niqUi!.h aJte CAoadf.y c1.cvMi?ied into two cai.ego~. 
7 he /-un.dCll!l.R.J1i..af .l.i.m.J.h., and valtiOUh .impodani. /.adoM 
conceltning all imaging hYh1.emh huck ah accultacy, 
lteholu1.ion, henhi1.ivi1.y and dynamic Itange e1.c. alte 
CAietly de./..i.ned and anaf.y<,ed. 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The tendency to demand higher performance from fabricated structures and 
plant places an ever-increasing onus on Non Destructive Testing (NOT) 
methods to determine accurately the degree of integrity of such 
structures. Application of fracture mechanics depends on speci fic, 
detailed knowledge of the nature of all defects and discontinuities in 
the structures and it is the uncertainty of the available NOT methods to 
meet this demand that is a major cause for concern! 
Of the available methods for quantifying defects in structures or in 
routine quality control work, ultrasonic testing has the potential to 
size defects with sufficient accuracy in a wide range of applications. 
Similarly in medical diagnostics, ultrasonic techniques are being widely 
used in a number of important applications!,3making this area a very 
demanding field of technology. 
1.1.1 Imaqinq versus conventional techniques 
• Conventional techniques, for example the well known A-scan may provide 
accurate results, but the amount of information is limited. In general, 
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with conventional testing, a large number of uncertainties are involved 
and the necessary degree of operator skill and experience is difficult 
to define. This is where ultrasonic imaging plays an important role in 
providing a great deal of additional information about critical defect 
features such as size, shape and orientation. 
The potential of ultrasonic imaging in NOT, sonar and medical 
applications has led to the development of a variety of ultrasonic 
4 5 instrumentation systems: Although the complexity and sophistication of 
these systems have been growing over the years, the degree of 
improvements achieved in this field considering the effort and apparent 
investment seems rather low. 
1.1.2 Orthographic and co-axial imaging systems 
The term imaging in a classical sense may be defined as a process by 
which an image of an object is formed with the object-to-image spatial 
relationship correctly maintained. The early attempts of ultrasonic 
4 
pictorial displays such as Pohlman cell were so crude and fraught with 
difficulties that the idea of imaging in the classical sense was seen 
only as an ideal academic goal. Later other techniques were gradually 
evolved such as B-scan' and C-scan2, which may be broadly classified as 
(1). othographic and (2). coaxial systems: 
(1) Othographic 
(2) Co-axial 
i.e. displaying an object plane 
perpendicular to the ultrasonic beam axis 
i.e. displaying a plane containing the 
axis of the beam 
The results obtained with the simple B-scan and the C-scan systems are 
too crude to be considerd as imaging without the adoption of special 
techniques to enhance the image quality. They are therefore simply 
referred to as B-scan and C-scan displays, respectively. 
In spite of the drawbacks, the majority of the imaging systems today 
- 2 -
make use of some form of 8-scan display using manual, mechanical or 
electronic scanning together with signal processing techniques to 
enhance image quality. 
Another category of imaging may be called 'focused 8-scan' displays. It 
does not necessarily use focused probes or an actual scan, but other 
methods such as the use of ultrasonic. lenses and dynamic focusing to 
form a focused image of an ultrasonic object field similar to a 8-scan 
• display format. Hanstead's Direct Ultrasonic Visualization of Defects 
[DUVD) system is one such example. Although it is not implemented in 
practice, DUVD has the potential of producing three-dimensional focused 
ultrasonic image of a complete object volume, even though the actual 
display is usually restricted to two dimensions. 
Some other pictorial techniques, although not widely used, are 
ultrasonic tomography - a pictorial representation technique utilizing 
through-transmission time of flight information of a given object field 
containing acoustic inhomogeneities and ultrasonic holography, a three 
dimensional pictorial representation using coherent ultrasonic 
irradiation. The important areas with regard to image quality and 
interpretation are 
1 • Accuracy 
2. Resolution 
3. Sensitivity 
4. Dynamic range 
5. Repeatability 
1.2 Accuracy and resolution 
In conventional flaw detection techniques, the accuracy of measurement 
is usually stated. However, in imaging applications, what is more 
relevent is the accuracy of maintaining linear spatial relationships 
between the object and the image fields. 
Resolution in the case of an imaging system may be loosely defined as a 
measure of its ability to display structural details in its images. 
- 3 -
Structural details in imaging terms not only apply to linear dimensions, 
but extend to other important and more complicated areas such as 
movement and contrast as well. Various aspects of resolution relating 
to image definition may be listed as follows. 
1. Axial resolution 
2. Lateral resolution 
3. Amplitude or reflectivity resolution 
4. Temporal resolution 
1.2.1 Axial resolution 
Axial resolution is the ability of the instrument to produce separate 
echoes from structures lying one behind the other along the sonic beam. 
Assuming that the theoretical limit of the axial resolution is only a 
function of the pulse length, a simple expression 'may be derived, as 
follows. (Fig. 1.1). 
J-_=-AI'--_-t __ 1ST INTERfACE __ 2'"'INTERfACE 
I, 
I, 
d 
r-----t- It 
2d d 
FIG. 1. 1. AXIAL RESOLUTION CONCEPTS. 
If c 
d 
= 
= 
velocity of sound in the medium 
axial separation of targets 
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At = pulse duration 
In order to resolve. 
2d , c t:. t 
since At = Pulse length in the medium / c 
d ~ Pulse length 
2 
(1.1) 
i.e. the theoretical limit of axial resolution in the pulse echo mode is 
one half of the pulse length in the medium. 
1.2.2 Lateral resolution 
Lateral resolution may be defined as the ability of the instrument to 
display separate echoes from structures that are lying side by side 
across the ultrasonic beam. As might be expected it depends on the 
effective width of the ultrasound beam and the depth at which the 
measurement is carried out. 
In practice. the lateral resolution of a system may be examined by 
imaging a series of small targets or small drilled holes of various 
spacings in a suitable test object medium. Although complications such 
as near field problems could arise. this method can give a fair idea of 
the lateral resolution achieved as a function of depth. 
In theoretical terms the lateral resolution may be defined with 
reference to the point where the transverse pressure profiles of two 
point targets cross each other at a specified db down. For example 3 
dB correspond to half power points as illustrated in Fig. 1.2. It may 
be estimated as a function of the aperture A. wavelength 'A • and the 
depth 0 using the formuli 
x = 1. 22 A D 
A (1. 2) 
- 5 -
where x is the minimum lateral separation resolved 
n 
--, , 
X 
----1 .. ~
D 
FIG. 1. 2. LATERAL RESOLUTION 
CONCEPTS. 
1.2.3 Amplitude ~ reflectivity resolution 
The details of an image depends also on the power of the system to 
identify the differences in the reflectivity of targets. An assessment 
of this would be particularly useful in medical applications where a 
wide range of reflectivity difference exists between tissues. However, 
in NOT work. the reflectivity of acoustic discontinuities is nearly 
perfect, except in rare occurrence such as a thin crack filled with a 
liquid. This knowledge of the refle~tivity of defects in NOT 
applications therefore eliminates the necessity of having to specify 
this parameter. 
1.2.4 Temporal resolution 
Temporal resolution is a measure of the power of the instrument to 
separate two events closely spaced in time. Because of its critical 
significance in real time imaging, the factors governing temporal 
resolution have to be considered more carefully. 
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There are two important factors concerning the absolute real time 
capabilities of an ultrasonic imaging system. They are : 
1. Maximum single frame speed 
2. Maximum repetition rate 
In order to estimate the fundamental limits, consider a test object 
whose depth is D, and the sound velocity c. Assuming the imaging is 
done in the pulse echo mode, and neglecting the pulse length in 
comparison to depth, the approximate minimum time, Ll.t required for 
gathering data will be 
At'::' 20 / c (1. 3) 
If insonification is repeated within a time less than that given by the 
above equation, the resulting image field may be confusing. Hence the 
maximum repetition frequency f~p permissible is c / 2 D. 
1.3 SENSITIVITY 
This defines the ability of the instrument to display weak targets. 
However, unlike in the case of most standard equipment it is not 
possible to give an absolute specification for sensitivity in this case. 
The common practice is to specify the weakest target (in terms of its 
geometry and depth) which could be imaged with a given system. 
1.4 DYNAMIC RANGE 
Dynamic range is a measure of the range in signal amplitudes that are 
generated by or can be handled by the portion of the system under study. 
It applies to quite unrelated topics, for example transducers, displays, 
reflecting targets etc. 
In the case of medical imaging, higher dynamic range gives a greater 
number of grey levels corresponding to different tissue reflectivities. 
However, in NDT imaging this does not apply in the same way, but what 
- 7 -
would be of interest is the dynamic range determined by the actual 
signal levels present which can be very large. However, it is the 
dynamic range of the display, the recording medium or our ability to 
appreciate grey levels, that usually reduce the overall dynamic range to 
about 24 dB in most cases. 
Some examples of typical dynamic range values encountered in practical 
imaging situation~ are : 
Transducer 
TV monitor 
Scan converter storage memory 
Grey scale response 
Biological tissue reflectivities 
Instrumentation amplifier 
40 dB 
20 dB 
30 dB 
30 dB. 
36 dB 
60 dB 
When faced with dynamic range limitations, techniques such as dynamic 
compression or dynamic range control may be used, if the resulting 
signal distortion can be tolerated. 
1.5 REPEATABILITY 
Lack of repeatability is often seen in ultrasonic inspection systems, 
more than in many other fields of instrumentation. This can be mainly 
due to the critical nature of ultrasonic inspection techniques, 
transducer behaviour and in some cases due to the difficulty of meeting 
proper operational standards. 
1.6 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 
In addition to the academic concepts discussed above, two other 
important factors regarding the commercial success of a new system are 
the compactness and cost. Some imaging equipment are so bulky and 
expensive that their use in practice is limited to special localized 
applications only. However, the present trend of miniaturization and 
cost reduction of the instruments entering into the competitive market 
- B -
is rapidly advancing and therefore must be taken into account at all 
times in the development of any new system or process. 
1.7 CONCLUSIONS 
The $tudy and the comparison of existing ultrasonic inspection systems 
against the factors outlined in this chapter will be used in identifying 
the potential areas of new development. 
--- II ---
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- C HA P T E R 2-
BRIEF DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF EXISTING TECHNIQUES 
In thi~ chapte~1 Ra~ic technique~ ot ~ome exi~ting 
u1.iAMOMC in~pedion ~y~~ =e RUet£Y examJ.n.ed in 
0JUieA. to i.denLily the =a~ ot potentiaL deveLopment. 
P~cul~ emphM~ will Re placed on the B-~can type 
=a£ lime .i.maging ~y~tem~ and the u~e ot £ine~ ~ayh 
Recau~e ot :Lhe..Ut ~alive impo~ce. 
2.1 THE ULTRASONIC PULSE-ECHO FLAW DETECTOR - (A-SCAN) 
The ultrasonic flaw detector is the most conventional, general purpose, 
real time ultrasonic inspection system in the widest use. The principle 
• is called the A-scan and the essential elements are shown in Fig. 2.1. 
PIJlSt: TtlE BASE 
GENERATOR GENERATOR 
-- .... 
" , 
I .. I' [AM-) ~ 
\ I 
" 
, 
PUlSE - -
\ TRANStlTTER • ":::iF' DETECTOR [> [> CRT IISPlAY p -et-
-rl RI. V1IlEO PREAI1PlI'IER AIt'lIFlER 
} 
• 
7EST ~ 
'" 
OBJECT 
/\~ ..-.. ~ ~~/V 
FIG. 2.1. PRINCIPLE OF A-SCAN DISPLAY. 
The basic operation is as follows. A high voltage electrical spike 
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presented to the transducer generates an ultrasonic pulse which 
interacts with the targets in the test object medium. The echo signals 
are then picked up by the same transducer or by a separate one and are 
presented to a receiving amplifier. These signals are then rectified 
and further amplified before applying to the Y - deflection plates of a 
CRT whose time base is synchronized to the transmitter pulse in a 
suitable manner. The resulting arrangement therefore presents 
depth-amplitude information about the targets in the test object medium 
and is commonly known as the A-scan display. Its typical performance 
capabilities are such that : 
1 • Accuracy of range 
(41 
measurement + 2 to 3 % 
2. Resolution 
(a) Axial Approaches the limits shown in chapter 1 
(b) Lateral 
" " " 
(c) Amplitude Very good (far better than other techniques) 
(d) Temporal Only repetition frequency is applicable which 
can approach the limit shown in chapter 1 
3. Sensitivity Very good 
4. repeatability satisfactory 
From the above, it is evident that apart from its use as an inspection 
tool, the A-scan flaw detector is most useful in calibration work and 
also as a real time monitoring device in other ultrasonic inspection 
systems. The main drawback however, is the difficulty of interpretation 
of results in characterizing defects due to the limited amount of 
information presented. 
2.2 8-SCAN INSTRUMENTS 
(2.81 There are various forms of 8-scan systems. The simplest 8-scan system 
uses a series of A-scan signals obtained from a single transducer which 
is mechanicallY moved along the test surface to produce a two 
dimensional pictorial representation of the corresponding target plane 
(4) 
on a CRT. The display format may be understood with reference to Fig.2.2 
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• • -------------4.. • 
DATUII 
1'- '" , I , 
• • ~ ,~ , I 
TEST OBJECT DISPlAY 
FIG. 2.2. B-SCAN DISPLAY FORMAT. 
The mechanical movement of the transducer is sensed by a potentiometer 
and the corresponding electrical signal is used to move the CRT spot 
linearly in the x - direction. The time of flight information is 
electronically translated as depth and is used to deflect the spot in 
the y - direction, while the amplitude of the signals are used to 
modulate the brightness. Some form of storage is usually employed such 
as a digital frame store. 
Several modifications and refinements have been made to improve the 
image quality of the basic B-scan technique over the years, some of 
which are : 
1. Improved co-ordinate sensing systems to track the movement of the 
transducer along non-planar surface profiles 
2. Use of linear arrays and electronic switching to simulate a fast 
repetitive mechanical scan, thus approaching real time performance 
3. Improvements in lateral resolution, using, 
(a) Focused probes 
(b) Phased arrays 
(c) Dynamic focusing 
4. Sector scanning, using, 
( ) Ph d d 1 t . b t' (S,9)t h' a ase arrays an e ec ron~c earn s eer1ng ec n1ques 
(b) Single oscillating transducer 
5. Synthetic aperture and computer re-construction techniques 
Schematic diagram of the basic elements in a typical mechanical 
I3-Scann!:'T' is Shown In Fig·Z·3· 
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CO-ORIDINATE RE6ISTRAT1OH ~ 
. HEASURING SIGNAL , , 
, I SYSTEII GENERATOR 
, 
FIG. 2.3 BASIC ELEMENTS OF A MECHANICAL SCANNER. 
The images are built up by a series of echo lines. If the mechanical 
scan is performed in a time t, and the depth of the object field is 
d, then the maximum number of scan echo lines in the image field is N, 
then 
N = c 2d x t (2.1) 
However, the actual number of lines in the field may be much less as it 
is necessary to allow time in between the scan lines for the multiple 
reflections to settle down. 
2.2.1 Use of linear arrays in B-scan imaging 
B-scan imaging with a single probe as described above has many 
drawbacks. Firstly, the lateral resolution achieved is limited by the 
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relatively wider beamwidth of the transducer. Secondly, the 
signal-to-noise ratio can be relatively poor. Thirdly, the scanning 
speed is low. In many instances, the use of linear arrays could provide 
satisfactory solutions to these problems. It enhances the 
detectability, resolution and directional measurement of targets. 
Furthermore, the freedom to operate in many different modes as outlined 
above, makes the linear arrays rather versatile in the field of 
ultrasonic imaging. 
However, one of the main practical problems is to ensure proper coupling 
of the entire length of the array to the test surface, which could be 
much more difficult compared to a single transducer of smaller size. 
Proper coupling is vital in achieving good results with arrays, not only 
because of sensitivity problems, but also the success of achieving good 
lateral resolution depends largely on the trueness of the beam 
characteristics in the test object medium. 
In the case of a linear array B-scanner, the beam is rapidly switched 
through a succession of parallel directions by altering the particular 
group of elements fired in some sequence, for example, 1 to 5, 2 to 
6, •••• By repeating the sequence in succession, a certain degree of 
real time performance is achieved. If the frame rate is F per second 
and the number of lines in the field is N,' then, 
N = 1 
F (2.2.) 
Some factors concerning B-scan techniques can be observed at this stage. 
1. From the above equation it is clear that the frame rate cannot be 
increased without a corresponding reduction of line density. 
2. Comparison of equatio~2.1 and 2.Z reveals that the image 
definition in the case of a real time B-scan image is inferior to 
that presented by a single frame B-scan image due to the reduction 
of line density, because in practice t» 1/F 
3. None of the B-scan techniques can approach the fundamental limits 
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of temporal resolution discussed in chapter 1, as all B-scan 
techniques require a large number of discrete echo lines to form 
just one frame. 
4. The resolution is usually determined by the size of the transducer 
or the group of elements fired(in the case of an array) and hence 
the full aperture does not directly contribute to image resolution. 
In order to improve the lateral resolution, focused probes are sometimes 
used. However, this has the serious disadvantage of degrading the image 
quality outside the focal region much more rapidly than in the case of 
non-focused transducers, due to the divergence of the beam. In this 
respect one of the advantages of using arrays is the ability to 
manoeuvre the focus or the beam direction by electronic means. If the 
focusing is done in both the transmitter and the receiver mode, then 
much better side-lobe rejection can be achieved in addition to the 
improvement in sensitivity. It is also possible to manipulate the delays 
such. that the focus follows the transmitted pulse. This is found in 
some sophisticated B-scanners and is known as dynamic focusin~~) which 
improves the lateral resolution throughout the image field. However, 
these techniques generally suffer from bandwidth limitations and 
therefore may be used only in applications where signal distortion is 
less critical. 
Another popular technique is to use frequency mul tiplexing, where the 
beam sweep is effected by connecting each channel with a local 
oscillator whose frequency varies by constant increments along the 
array. However, one of the difficult practical problems with this 
technique is to generate phase locked signals of different frequencies 
for all the channels. 
2.2.2 Sector scanning systems 
These techniques are mainly used in medical imaging system~'~here access 
to some organs such as the heart is limited. The scanning sectors are 
formed by the mechanical movement of the transducer or a group of 
identical transducers in rapid succession. 
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Although the single point entry provided by these techniques is very 
beneficial, the image quality can be inferior compared to other methods, 
mainly due to the smallness of the transducer generating a wider beam. 
2.3 C-SCAN SYSTEMS 
C-scan is an orthogonal imaging techniqu~41 and is used in situations 
where the depth of defects is irrelevant, but their distribution 
parallel to the test surface is an important feature. The image has to 
be built up in a similar fashion to B-scan and the principle may be 
understood with reference to Fig. 2.4 • 
, 
" 
~. 
TtsT OBJECT 
.' 
,,' 
, 
,. 
". , 
'" ~/ I .-,.-
.-
DEF£CT 
, 
FIG.2.4 THE PRINCIPLES OF C-SCANNING. 
• " DISPlAY FORI1AT 
An advantage with C-scan technique is that a required plane (usually a 
thin layer of the test object) may be effectively selected by electronic 
range gating. The lateral resolution can also be improved using focused 
probes in this case as the focusing could be held fixed at a particular 
depth of interest. 
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However, the use of C-scan technique is particularly limited to special 
applications like bond line testing. Some problems that limit its use 
are the lack of speed, difficulties in direct interpretation and the 
uncertainties involved with the finite thickness of the layers selected. 
2.4 ULTRASONIC HOLOGRAPHY 
In contrast to pulse echo imaging techniques described above, ultrasonic 
holography is based 0[1 a conceptually more advanced approach of using 
phase-amplitude and time of flight information to reconstruct acoustic 
(8) 
wavefronts. Holographic systems may be broadly classified into two 
groups. The first contains those systems which are approximately 
analogous 
which are 
to optical holography, while the second contains those systems 
analogous 
technique is used. 
to synthetic aperture radar in which a scanning 
Fig. 2.5 shows an elementary form of optically 
analogous ultrasonic holography using a liquid surface levitation 
t h ' C4) ec m.que. 
~TRASOItC 
TRNISItTTER 
FIG. 2.5 ULTRASONIC HOLOGRAPHY (OPTICAL ANOLOGY). 
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In the above arrangement, two transducers driven from the same generator 
are placed in a water tank such that they overlap at the liquid surface. 
The ripple pattern formed on the surface in the absence of any 
disturbance in the sonic paths are modified accordingly when an object 
is placed in the path of one of the beams. The resultant static 
displacement is the ultrasonic hologram and the images are viewed by 
means of coherent light reflected from the surface which is focused on 
to an optical stop to remove all but the first order diffraction 
patterns. The detailed theory is given by Hilderland and 8rendo~~ 
In the scanning systems, the wavefronts from the object is sampled on 
point by point basis over the receiving aperture as illustrated in Fig. 
2.6. After multiplying the received signal with a reference to obtain a 
holographic coding, it is laid down on the recording medium by a scan 
The recorded similar and synchronous to that of the receiving aperture. 
hologram is converted into a photographic transparency and 
viewed optically. Alternatively the holographic coding may be 
the image is 
recorded 
in a computer store and re-construct the image using digital techniques~ 
HOlOGRAl1 PlAll£ 
t 
OBJECT 
fIXED TRANSDUC£R 
FIG. 2.6" ACOUSTIC HOLOGRAPHY (synthetic aperture analogy). 
The main advantage of holography seems to be its ability to give good 
resolution to large depths. However, holography has not found wide 
acceptance in NOT, mainly due to the instrumental complexity, economics 
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and difficulties of using it. 
2.5 DIRECT ULTRASONIC VISUALIZATION OF DEFECTS, [OUVD) SYSTEM 
In 1973, Hanstead demonstrated a new imaging system called Direct 
Ul trasonic Visualization of Defect~8;")[ DU VD ). It is comparable to 
ultrasonic holography in achieving a three dimensional image, but unlike 
other pictorial methods, DU VD operates without the need for mechanical 
or electronic scanning. Furthermore it does not require coherent light 
and it operates in real time. Fig.2.7 shows one form of DU VD using 
t · 1 . t ''',I!) plas lC enses ln wa er. 
ACOUSTIC 
fOCUSING 
SYST£II 
TEST OBJt:CT 
(lIlT AIIIIIG DEl'£CTS --~ 
IAIlldIll 
• 
ACOUSTIC UIIS -1-+--1 
1--1+---- REflECTm PIJI.SES 
A 
....... IM'!EDII! 
STROIIOSCOPIC PLTEII 
.. IJ&tIT SOURC! 
FIG. 2.7 DUVD USING PLA~TlC LENSES IN WATER. 
DU VD essentially consists of a pair of acoustic lenses arranged in such 
a way to produce a three dimensional image with two other special 
properties called linearity and isochronici ty. The term 'linearity' 
here refers to its ability to maintain a constant object-ta-image 
spatial relationship, while 'isochronicity' means that when the test 
object is insonified with a short pulse, all the echoes from different 
targets [defects), irrespective of their distances, arrive 
simultaneously at their respective image points, thus giving the system 
its ability to display the whole image focused at once. 
The acoustic images formed are made visible in a suitable transparent 
• • (I~,IS) • • 116 )11l 
medium either by photoelast1c techn1que or by the schl1eren techn1que of 
visualization using stroboscopic flash%of light. , 
Although DU VD has very remarkable features, as mentioned above, the 
fundamental problem is its low sensitivity. This is mainly so as the 
system is 'passive' in that it only utilizes the insonifying energy for 
acoustic image formation and heavy energy losses are involved. Further 
work on this technique has also been reported by Hayma~~ and by 
(lfi.l~) 
Bar-Cohen et.al. Even so,at its best the sensitivity of DUVD falls far 
short of that required for practical implementation. 
drawbacks are the difficulties in coupling and manipulation. 
2.6 DTHER PICTDRIAL METHODS 
The other 
There are several other pictorial methods for ultrasonic examination, 
such as Bragg diffraction imaging, and various forms of ultrasonic 
camera~,:5) They too have many problems and drawbacks which limit their 
use in practice. Two recent developments have been an American sy~tem 
by the brand name SIGMA SDL 1000, based on computer reconstructed 
holographic technique with mechanically scanned aperture and the Zipscan 
developed at the AERE Harwell. The latter uses diffraction based time 
of flight measurements to IQcate and size defects. Although they have 
many attractive capabilities, the instrumental complexity, low speed, 
size and particularly the price being aroundf200,000 andlS0,000 
respectively are the major set backs. 
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2.7 CONCLUSIONS 
It is evident from the above that most of the existing systems fall far 
short of the features that could be considered as ideal for imaging 
applications. It is also noted that in many cases the fundamental 
limitations of the particular techniques do not permit much room for 
significant improvement. 
However, it is interesting to note that the DUVD system has many 
features which are very close to the 'ideal', except for its main 
problem of low sensitivity. Therefore, it seems reasonable to examine 
this technique in details and the ways and means by which further 
developments could be made. 
--- II ---
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-CHAPTER 3-
HANSTEAD'S DUVD SYSTEM AND ITS PROSPECTIVE LINES OF DEVELOPMENT 
In thih chapte/LI DUVD technique ih examined in 
detaiL, to htudy ith /Lema/Lkae.Le teatU/Leh and the 
/Loot cauheh 01. the d/LQh)e.ackhl M an .impodant hUP 
towa/Ldh ident.itying p/LOhpect.ive 1..ineh 01. deveLopment. 
3.1 DUVO DESIGN FEATURES 
The basic concept of the DU VD is formulated to satisfy the requirements 
that, an ultrasonic focusing system should ideally have two essential 
properties called linearity and isochronicity as defined in the previous 
chapter. This is achieved in the DUVD using a special design of pair of 
acoustic lenses as shown below. 
3.1.1 Conditions relating to linearity 
Hanstead used calculations based on ray optic~l) to derive the necessary 
condi tions. The sign conventions and the symbols used are as shown in 
Fig. 3.1 below. 
AXIS - --
V, 
u. 
1/ ,., INTERfACE 
'. 
D 
1/ 21D INTERfACE 
I ,~ 
... 
........ --- FOCAL LENGTHS 
....... -- RADI OF CURVATURE 
V, ......... --SOUIII VElOOTES 
---I.~ V -1I1AGE DISTANCE 
~ 
10000CT I'IEIlIUtIl III'tAGE I'IEDIUIII 
FIG. 3. 1. TWO-LENS DUVD PARAXIA' ANAL YSIS : (ONVENTIONS 
AND SYMBOLS.' 
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The object distance to image distance relationship for a combination of 
lenses as above may be written as : 
v = 
.•• (3.1) 
This relationship can be made linear by incorporating the condition 
D = 
which makes the focal points coincident. Then, 
v = - f3 f4 (u-fl ) + f4 
fl f2 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
This is linear in v and u and therefore the arrangement gives axial 
linearity. Also, the axial magnification MA may be written as, 
(3.4) 
The linearity in the lateral direction may be seen from the ray diagram as 
in Fig. 3.2. 
,sr1iElJQ1 
(object ...... 
- - - --
I / 
I COl1ttOll fOCUS 
FIG. 3. 2. TRANSVERSE LINEARITY 
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From the above paraxial ray diagram it is seen that the lateral 
magnification ML can be written as : 
M = - f I f L 3 2 (3.5) 
Therefore it follows that taking the focal points coincident is the only 
necessary constraint to produce the overall property called 'linearity'. 
It is also noted that the two magnifications are not necessarily equal, 
except in the case where fa and f3 are equal. 
The maximum usable object and image distance5 are found by substituting 
zero for v and u, respectively, in equation 3.3, giving, 
(3.6) 
and 
(3.7) 
3.1.2 conditions relating to isochronicity 
AXIS ' 
-.. 
V, 
I 
.-
V, 
A. 
2Au ,. 
-"-V, V, 
FIG. 3. 3. REQUIREMENTS FOR lSOCHRONICITY 
It. 
Referring to Fig. 3.3, if an axial displacement of Au in the object 
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medium results in a corresponding displacement of Av in the image medium, 
then the necessary conditions for isochronicity would be 
(3.8) 
Hence from equations (3.4) and (3.8), the axial magnification MA can be 
written as 
(3.9) 
since fl / f;!. = 
(3.4) and (3.9) 
v z.. / v ~ and f3 / f4 = v 3 / v1. ' and using equations 
it can be shown that the necessary condition for 
isochronicity is obtained when 
= 1/ f2 (3.10) 
Thus the necessary and sufficient conditions for linearity and 
isochronicity are: 
1. The intern ale focal points must be coincident 
2. The external focal lengths must be related by : 
It also follows from equations (3.4), (3.5) and (3.10) that 
(3.11) 
which is the relationship between axial and lateral magnifications. 
• (11) Because of its direct relevance in the present work, the follow1ng table 
gives a set of parameters for the design of a OUVO system, where vi ' Vz ' 
v3 and ~ are regarded as independent variables. 
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Item 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Symbol 
f' 3 
D 
u MAX 
Definition 
Sonic velocity in 1st medium 
" " " 2nd " 
" " " 3rd " 
1st focal length of 1st lens 
2nd focal length of 1st lens 
1st 
" " " 2nd " 
2nd " " 
11 11 
" 
Radius of curvature of 1st interface 
" " " " 2nd " 
Distance between lenses 
Maximum object distance 
" image " 
. 
Longitudinal magnification 
Transverse 
" 
Value in terms of 
independent variables 
Independent Variables 
Table 3.1 DUVD design parameters - ( after Hanstead ) 
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One of the problems with the original DUVD system is that the object 
medium acts virtually as a part of the system, severely limiting its use 
in practice. This is because the curved interface between the two media 
represents the first acoustic lens. 
the velocity of the second medium 
Also the design is 
approches the first. 
not feasible as 
Hence another 
configuration utilizing two thin lenses and a coupling medium has been 
deviced by Hanstead and the appropriate design equations are given in 
(6.1 1,13J 
several references. 
Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 show some results achieved with the Hanstead' s DU VD 
system. The first shows an image of some holes drilled in a steel 
specimen to which the insonifying transducer was bonded, while the latter 
shows an image of some steel pins immeresed in water. 
o 0 
o 0 
o 0 
o 
rORM OF 5P£c/"",£/II 
rh.,. S'"'''C-rI /,h,-.,v!?h-hoks 
or< d/ /·5 h7 n'I dlon1t~rcr 
Sc"'/~ /u// S,3",. 
I 
q 
IQ. 
I 
I 
I" 
9 ~ 
~ 
I 
1 
10 
,9., 
I 
, 
",' 
'/h7"? .. S 0/ 
ho/t!!s: ot//~,. 
po/r or~ -'70" 
//7 Of!!'arn. 
Fig. 3.5 DUVD image of some holes drilled in a steel specimen 
(after Hanstead) 
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(a) STEEL PINS IN PA TT£RN OF LETTER 'E' 
7h~ pl"nS ore 1.2 '"'". /0"9 
/. $ /"I'?n7 O'iQ. 
------~'" Wo/'er .sU'lo<~ 
(OurS,de- T/~/d 
o~ view), 
(h) ARRANCEM£1V7 of "rAANSDVCE,q 
ANa P/NS 
A.-oprox. /~ x ,cull .s;.3~ 
(e) THE IMACE 08TAINED 
SOn7<: ve"/'/col .$co/~ as (b) 
Fig. 3.6 DU VD image of some steel pins immersed in water 
(after Hanstead) 
3.1.3 Practical limitations of the DUVD 
Although the DUVD technique has many features which are close to the 
characteristics of an ideal imaging system, it has not been implemented in 
practice due to a series of drawbacks. The most serious problem is its 
very low sensitivity, about 50 dB less than other conventional techniques. 
Most of the other limitations like small field of view, necessity to bond 
transducers to the test material in some cases, the need to have a high 
insonifying power, are linked with this problem. It also lacks 
manouvl:!rability as the test object is virtually a part of the system 
forming the first refracting interface. If the images are to be viewed in 
three dimensions, stereoscopic visualization is required which makes the 
system even more difficult to handle. On the other hand, viewing a 3-D 
acoustic image in 2-D could be very confusing depending on the nature and 
the extent of defects present in the object medium. 
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Further work on this technique mainly concerning the ways of improving 
(12) ('~) 
sensitivity has also been reported by Hayman, and Bar-Cohen et. al. 
this respect Hayman investigated the following. 
(1) Use of more sensitive visualizing media instead of water 
(2) Improvements of optics in the schlieren system 
(3) Reduction of optical scatter 
(4) Increased insonifying power 
(5) Optimum choice of materials 
(6) Astigmatic defocusing 
its 
In 
From these' studies Hayman ruled out the general application of DUVO in NOT 
and in medical diagnostics, mainly on the ground of low sensitivity. 
Bar-Cohen et. al used a different sonoptical geometry consisting of a 
(/S) 
single lens and a reflecting concave mirror as shown in Fig. 3.7. 
I : I 
- -
S \. 
r-
-
.. ... 
I I 
lENS 
TEST OBJECT 
--.-------~ --., ----. '---
V1SU ALlZATIOH 
UII lJQ 
TRANSDUCER 
FIG. 3.7 DUVD USING A LENS AND A MIRROR ARRANGEMENT 
(Sf\'R.- Coto'5N £'j. AL.) 
This arrangement gave some improvements in sensitivity, partly due to the 
less attenuation of the system. Another useful finding was when testing 
materials with rather different sound velocities with the same 
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arrangement. the degradation of image quality due to the loss of 
isochronicity can be tolerated if slight alterations are made to the 
delay between the insonifying pulse and the stroboscopic flash. 
In spite of all these efforts however. the sensitivity of the DU VD was 
still far below that required for practical implementation. 
3.2 PROSPECTIVE LINES OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE DUVD 
From the above. it is clear that conventional approach to enhance the 
performance of DUVD is not adequate to promote its use as a practical 
inspection tool. Its main problem of low sensitivity therefore has to be 
solved in a different way. For example by introducing electronic 
amplification. One natural option is to consider the use of ultrasonic 
arrays with which amplification may be introduced. However. the technique 
will then no longer be a direct ultrasonic visualization of defects in 
that sense. but one which is essentially an active. sampling and 
re-construction technique to which the ideal features of the DUVD are 
introduced. Such a new concept would obviously involve a great deal of 
investigations to identify the parameters and to study the feasibility. 
It would also be inevitable that a great deal of hardware development 
would be involved. However. because no other system presentS the ideal 
characteristics of the DUVD. it appears to be well worth pursuing along 
this new approach. 
--- II ---
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-CHAPTER 4-
THE NEW CONCEPT 
7 hi-6 chapteA_ de.al-6 with the. to/l.mulation ot a new 
concept tOIl. de.ve.£oping an uilAMOnic imaging -6y-6te.m 
that ha-6 the. ide.al cha//.actl!.l!.i-6tic-6 ot the. DUVD 
p/l..inci.p£e. l1.y adopting a new -6onopuca£ ge.ome.ill.y, wh.i£e. 
e.£.im.inat.ing it-6 majo//. dll.awl1.acJu, l1.y mean<> ot iII.an-6duCl!.l/. 
al/.l/.ay-6 and e.£e.cill.onic ampliticaUon. 
4.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE NEW CONCEPT 
As seen from the previous chapter, the most attractive features that are 
found in the DUVD and that are to be preserved in the development of a 
new system are : 
(1) Linearity 
(2) Isochronicity 
(3) Real time operation 
At the same time the main problems to be solved are 
(1) Low sensitivity 
(2) Lack of manouvel'ability 
(3) Imaging a selected axial plane, rather than 
producing a 3-D im~ge which is viewed in 2-D 
4.2 CONCEPTUAL FORMULATION 
In order to examine various possibilities of achieving the above 
objectives, consider the basic block diagram of the original OUVO as 
shown in Fig. 4.1. The blocks are placed adjacer't to each other to 
appreciate the fact that the original DU VD is an integral design. 
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TEST OBJECT FOCUSIIG YlSUALIZA TION 
CD @ ® 
V, VI V, 
V,,. V, • SOUIII VUOClTIES 
fiG. 4. 1. BASIC BLOCK DIAGRAM Of THE DUVD 
Supposing the interface between 1 and 2 :lS separated and replaced with 
a set of transducer arrays having a large number of elements between 
which amplification is introduced in parallel channels, all the factors 
listed under 4.1 may be achieved. In acoustic terms, this is 
equivalent to introducing a 4th medium between blocks 1 and 2, whose 
sound velocity is infinitely high, causing no change in the acoustic 
focusing properties of the original system. Therefore the same design 
equations are valid and hence linearity, isochronici ty and real-time 
operation are preserved. This new concept is schematically shown in Fig. 
4.2 which is also briefly summarized as follows. 
I''" HEDUII 
YlSUALlZA TIOH 
V, V, 
RETRANSHlTTER IJI1I.A y 
FIG. 4. 2. A NEW CONCEPT OF ULTRASONIC IMAGING 
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(1) Echo signal reception by means of a linear array of transducers 
(2) Electronic amplification of received signals in parallel channels 
(3) Re-transmission of amplified echo signals into a visualizing medium 
-" -------- -"--
using a second array of transducers forming a part of an acoustic 
focusing system, capable of forming focused B-scan type images. 
In Fig. 4.2, the block containing the receiver/re-transmitter arrays 
together with the amplifiers is' considered as the 4th transmission 
medium whose sound velocity is infinite. It illustrates the fact that 
this will not aiter the characteristics of the DU VD principle. 
Since amplification is now employed, the problem of low sensitivity can 
be eliminated. The lack of manoeuvembility is also solved as the test 
object can now be sepa.rated from the rest of the system. In order to 
achieve co-axial imaging, the focusing system may be re-designed with 
cylindrical surfaces instead of spherical surfaces used in the original 
DUVD, so that targets in a selected plane may be displayed as focus 
B-scan type images. 
4.3 DIFFERENT POSSIBLE WAYS OF IMPLEMENTING THE ~ CONCEPT. 
For the following discussion, the validity of the new concept is assumed 
which will be proved later. The arrays are considered as of one 
dimensional strip element construction and the refractive interfaces 
are designed to be cylindrical, so that focused B-scan type images are 
formed. 
4.3.1 Implementing the ~ concept using the two-lens DU VD 
One straight forward method of implementing the new concept is 
illustrated in Fig. 4.4. Here, the two lens DUVO configuration as the 
one showed in Fig. 2.7 is used and amplification is virtually 
introduced within the coupling medium. 
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FIG. 4. 4. IMPLEMENTING THE NEW CONCEPT USING THE TWO LENS DUVD 
The advantage of this approach is the simplicity, as no other major 
changes to the DUVD technique aTe necessary. The surface of the 
re-transmi tting array becomes a virtual test surface where the 
re-transmitted wave fronts are much more strong than those received at 
the true test object surface. However, the drawbacks are the low 
efficiency due to acoustic mismatch, excessive multiple reflections and 
attenuation etc. 
Transducer arrays could also be manipulated to simulate the action of a 
lens in addition to their use as receivers, transmitters and various 
other applications. Such techniques are well established in sonar and 
medical applications and therefore it is worth investigating these 
possibilities as well in the present case, as elimination of any lens or 
a refracting interface would naturally enhance the sensitivity even more 
and simplify the system further. 
4.3.2 Use of electronically phased arrays 
As mentioned earlier, electronic focusing by means of introducing phase 
(S.20). • delays is commonly used w~th arrays and therefore to exam~ne the 
applicability of this approach for the present purpose, the following 
analysis is presented. Fig. 4.5 shows an illustration of a possible 
arrangement where electronic phase delays are introduced to the received 
electrical signals to simulate the action of the first refracting 
interface of the DU VD which is designed with the single refracting 
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~ 
interfaces at both the lens positions. 
RETRANSllTTING 
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" Et£CTRONIC PHASE D£lA YS 
FIG. 4. S. IMPLEMENTING THE NEW CONCEPT WITH THE DUVD. HAVING 
SINGLE REFRACTIVE INTERFACES AT BOTH THE LENS 
POSITIONS. 
An attractive feature of this technique is the ability to manipUlate the 
second focus, and hence the focal length f2 ' by electronic means which 
gives greater flexibility in the sono-geometrical design. With reference 
to fig. 4.6 below, the necessary amount of phase delays to be applied to 
the elements of the array with respect to the middle element may be 
calculated as follows. 
Y 
N- - - - --, 
I 
"i. -------~,...... ... 
I 
1- - - - dT -
0-· ---!!.. ---if+- ---"_. _. ----. 
f X 
CC_FOCUS) 
, 
FIG. 4. 6. PHASE DELAY REQUIREMENTS TO SIMULATE THE 
ACTION OF THE FIRST REFRACTING INTERFACE. 
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i = i th element p.d 
d = element spacing va 
2N = number of elements 
fl/, = second focal length vl. 
y co-ordinate of the ith element is 
p.d. 
= 
p.d. 
liIi = 
= 
f -1 
i d 
= path difference 
= sound velocity in the 
second medium 
= sound velocity in the 
first medium 
(4.1) 
where l is the necessary phase to be introduced into the i th element 
t 
relative to the middle element in order to define the focal length fa • 
Phase delays can be introduced by means of active analogue delay 
circuits or by passive lump parameter delay lines. However, these 
methods can cause problems. Firstly, these are essentially narrow 
band techniques leading to signal distortion problems particularly if 
dealing with short pulses and therefore the full potential of the new 
concept cannot be realised. As an attempt to overcome signal distortion 
problems, non dispersive broad band time delay lines such as co-axial 
cables may be used, but the shear length of the cables required is 
unacceptable for a multichannel transmission system. The second problem 
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is caused by the non ideal behaviour of the array elements. In 
practice, array elements do not possess omni-directional response and 
hence the response fades away off their axes leading to amplitude 
shading with the increase in the array aperture. 
Since both the amplitude and phase information have much greater 
significance in the image formation compared to many other techniques, 
the use of electronic focusing methods do not seem to be a good choice 
for the present purpose. Therefore it is worth investigating 
other possible methods of using arrays where focusing is achieved by 
mechanical means. 
4.3.3 Use of ~ curved re-transmitting array 
One of the interesting possibilities of applying phase delays to 
simulate the action of the first refracting interface is shown in Fig. 
4.6. Here, a curved re-transmitting array is used whose focal length 
fl1.' is made equal to that required by the equation (3.2), 0 : fl1. + f3 ' 
where symbols are as defined previously. 
2nd MEDIUM (Aluminium) 
fJ 
D 
I" 
FIG. 4.6 USE OF A CURVED RE-TRANSMITTING ARRAY 
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Apart from eliminating the first refracting interface which lowers the 
acoustic signal losses, the other main advantages of this arrangement 
are the simplicity, compactness and less amplitude shading. 
As mentioned in chapter 3, the sound velocities in the test object 
medium and the second medium in the original DUVD must differ 
significantly in order to be able to design a two-lens DU VD system. 
However with the above approach this restriction is also removed because 
focusing is done by the re-transmitter array itself, irrespective of 
refractive index differences of the two media. This gives the freedom 
to use a 2nd medium having a high sound velocity, such as aluminium 
which eases the construction of the of the re-transmitting array. 
One problem can arise due to the curvature of the array, as the 
effective element spacings along the aperture are not exactly equal. 
However, if care is taken to avoid the use of a very large aperture and 
a small radius of curvature, this problem will not be significant. 
4.4 CONCLUSIONS 
Of the methods discussed above to implement the new concept. it is clear 
that the design of a sonoptical geometry conSisting of a curved array 
and a cylindrical lens is far more promising than the other methods. 
However, in order to be able to design a complete system, the 
requirements concerning the new concept in the areas, namely, signal 
interception, amplification and re-transmission using transducer arrays 
must now be considered in sufficient detail in order to identify the 
design parameters and to study the feasibility of the new system. 
--- / / ---
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-CHAPTER 5-
SIGNAL INTERCEPTION 
7hi-t> chapte//. deaf.-t> with the theo//.eticaf. concept-t> 
conce//.ning the //.equi//.ement-t> ot -t>ignaf. inte//.ception 
U-6ing UaMduCRA aMay-l> lo//. the p//.opo-t>ed new imaging 
-t>y-t>tem. Some teaiu/te-6 01 .f.in.e.aA. aMay-t> a/te examined in 
compGAi.<>on to that 01 a coniinuou-t> f.ine apettf.wz.e in 
0Ni.eA. to -t>iudy .f.im.iU, ot uan/>duCRA p=to/tmance. 7 he 
nece/>-t>a/ty de<>ign pa/ta.rne.iRA/, ot the i/taMduCRA a/t/tay-t> 
a/te then MUmaied e.y a p~a/ty compuiRA -t>imuf.aiion 
5.1 USING TRANSDUCER ARRAYS 
In a DUVO system the wavefronts are received with a continuous aperture 
which are then focused by the son optical focusing system. In the 
proposed new concept, however, it is not possible to have a continuous 
aperture of the same kind, but the wave fronts are discretely sampled 
and re-transmitted by the corresponding elements of the two arrays. 
The continuous aperture can be thought of as having an infinite number 
of sampling elements representing an absolute upper limit. However, 
in the case of a linear array, the choice of parameters such as the 
number of elements, element spacing are dependent on many factors 
including cost and complexity. In this regard it is useful to examine 
the features of the discrete line aperture in comparison to that of the 
continuous aperture to estimate some limits of transducer array 
performance. 
5.2 ONE DIMENSIONAL SPATIAL FILTERS 
5.2.1 Continuous line aperture 
The one dimensional line aperture as shown in Fig. 5.1 satisfies the 
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basic requirements of a spatial filter. If a plane wave is incident at 
an angle to the line transducer producing a signal s(t) at the origin, 
(2.1) 
then the signal at any other point along the x axis may be written as : 
s(t,x) = 5 (t + xSin~ 
c 
where c is the speed of sound in the medium. 
(5.1) 
FIG. 5. 1. LINE TRANSDUCER AS A SPATIAL FILTER 
If g(x)dx is the response to a unit signal at x, the total output of the 
line transducer may be expressed in the form 
00 
= jg(X)S 
_00 
(t + xsin~ ) dx 
c 
where g(x) is the aperture function. 
If s(f) is the frequency domain Fourier transform of s(t), 
5 (t + x5in~) / 5 (f) ( . 2.1:'51' nnc) c ...... '---~ exp ) ~ '" 
c 
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(5.2) 
Then the output s (t,~) can be expressed in the frequency domain as, 
~ 1 [ j2nft)df ] g(x)dx 
I S(f)[[:(X)eXp(j2nfXSin~)dxJ exp(j2nft)J.,j: • 
c 
• • (5.3) 
where the inner' integral is the Fourier transform of the aperture 
function g(x) in a domain represented ~y the variable u ~ (sin <p) /'r- • 
This transform G(u) = G( f ,<j6) = J g(x) exp ( j 2 IT x u) dx is the 
--pattern function of the line aperture. 
If g(x) is constant over the length of the aperture and zero elsewhere, 
then g(x) is a rectangular aperture function as shown in Fig. 5.2 
and may be represented in the normalised form as 
g(x) 
-Vt 
.!. rect (~) 
L L 
I 
FIG,S, 2, RECTANGULAR APERTURE FUNCTION 
The corresponding pattern function is therefore, 
G(U) (~) exp (j2nxu)dx L 
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(5.4) 
(5.5) 
which is shown in Fig. 5.3 in both cartesian and polar forms. 
GM o 
" 
, 
" 
" 
, 
, 
45' 
" 
270'----~~ ~~-------"' 
I 
-45' 
.. 
u 
I 
I 
I 
,I/A 
110' 
FIG. 5. 3 . PATTERN FUNCTION OF THE RECTANGULAR APERTURE 
From the above, the angular width of the main lobe is obtained as, 
= sin -1 (~) !liB L rad 
• A ifL»A 
L 
The 3 dB beam width in degrees is approximately equal to 
!li3dB = 50 i deg. 
. (~,) The Directivity Index may also be obtalned as 
DI = 10 Log~2~ ) .£si 
1.11 
(5.6) 
where . (21fL) St - A (Sin x ) dx 
x 
(sine integral function) 
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For L»" 
OI 2L 10 log (r-) 
5.2.2 Discrete spatial arrays 
(5.7) 
The characteristics of a line array aperture with constant element 
spacing d, will now be examined by extending the results obtained for 
the continuous line aperture. In this case, the aperture function may 
be thought of as a sampled version of the corresponding rectangular 
aperture function with the samples consisting of spatial impulse 
functions as shown in Fig. 5.4. 
t4 
r -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ., 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I I I I I I 
I 
-lit o 
... • 
FIG. 5. 4. DISCRETE RECTANGULAR APERTURE. 
Since d is constant, the discrete form of the rectangular aperture 
function can be obtained by using the comb sample function, such that, 
g(x) = (5.8) 
'" 
= ~ L <I (x-nd) rect (~) 
n=-oo 
where, L = Nd and N = 2m + 1 , giving m equally spaced elements 
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on each side of the ongln with one element at the origin itself. The 
corresponding pattern function, which is the Fourier transform of g(x) 
is 
x 
reet (1:) 
G(U) = [reP1/d sine (Lv)] 
1 
= -N 
sine (Lu) ] 
.• (5.9) 
i.e. sampling the rectangular aperture function results in a repetitive 
sinc pattern function as shown in Fig. 5.5. 
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FIG. 5. 5. DISCRETE APERTURE PATTERN FUNCTION 
The following observations are made at this stage. 
(1) The width of the main lobe as measured at the first zero crossing 
is the same as for the continuous aperture, and hence the beam 
width is r/.. = $,,,-1 (2..) rile!. 
't':3e!S NJ 
(2) If d .( AI 2, then the real pattern function is confined to a 
region where u < 1 I"" and hence the minimum side-lobe level 
exceeds 1 I N. Fig. 5.6(a). 
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(3) If d = ~/ 2, the minimum side-lobe energy level is 1 / Nand 
occurs at ~ =:!: 7f /e . Fig. 5.6(b). 
(4) If" / 2 < d < A , the minimum side-lobe level occurs prior to 
cf = ± IT/~ and exceeds 1/N at cp = 't 1f / 2 Fig. 5.6(c). 
(5) If d = ~ , the first repeated main lobe at u = 1 / d occurs at 
1 / 'X resulting in full amplitude lobes being located at ~ = ±. 11"/2 
in addition to that at ~ = 0 and IT. Fig. 5.6(d). 
(6) If the element spacing is increased further, more and more grating 
lobes would move into the real pattern, thus. seriously degrading 
the performance of the array as a spatial filter. 
(bl 
-Vi - -~~~ -V2 
VN 
III 
(c) 
-An -V2 
VN 
FIG. 5. 6. DISCRETE LINE ARRAY PATTERN FUNCTIONS (POLAR FORM). 
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In practice the need often arises to use the maximum permissible element 
spacing due to construction difficulties and cost. However, as seen 
from the above, ,the optimum spacing d for a discrete line array aperture 
would be equal to 'A /2 Although useful performance may still be 
obtained at slightly wider spacings, the performance will be seriously 
degraded if d exceeded ~/2 by a significant amount (Fig. 5.6 d). 
5.3 SYSTEM MODELLING FOR COMPUTER ANALYSIS 
The main object of modelling at this stage is to obtain the design 
parameters of the arrays for the present application. Since the new 
concept represents a combination of different techniques it is useful 
to categorise them broadly as: 
(1) Those involving sampling, amplification and re-transmission, 
(2) Those involving passive son optical focusing, 
(3) Those involving optical visualization. 
For the purpose of modelling, the subject of optical visualization can 
be left out at this stage as it simply deals with the way in which the 
acoustic images are optically mapped. 
The design dealing with the son optical focusing geometry has a common 
basis of operation with the DUVD, at least in a limited sense, and may 
be best examined by ray tracing techniques. This can also be omitted 
here from the present analysis, as the image spread is largely 
dominated by the diffraction effects of the system rather than by 
geometrical relations. 
The subject dealing with sampling, amplification and re-transmission 
using transducer arrays and amplifiers, covers a wide area of activities 
and may be modelled in a way to represent the principal process of 
operation as close as possible. 
For simplicity, the following basic assumptions are made: 
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" 
1. Continuous wave operation - (Although the system is pulse operated, 
considerable knowledge may be gained with continuous waves regarding 
the use of arrays for the present purpose) 
2. Array elements giving identical, point source, omni-directional 
behaviour 
Considering Fig. 5.7, in a theoretical sense, diffraction limited 
acoustic images of targets in an object plane may be produced with two 
• ( 2ol. . 11near arrays 1f appropr1ate phase delays are 1ntroduced into the 
channels to make the combination act as an acoustic lens. 
OBJECT FIELD ( 
- I ~y I r- __ - -It 11 .. " 
1 ,.. - - - I IRfAlIHAGO I - I I ~ 1 ) ---... 1/ • \ I ~ I ~ \ 1 C. ... I I , I , I s f"""'" ;., ~ • ~ ,tlAGE AELD ~ ,I • WAY! I , ~ I ~ /;t I , I FRONT I \ ~ • -- I -I \ I ~/ :. t I - I I - , 
/ ---'"' 
-
I DELAY I 
-
RETRANSHlTTED WAVE FRONT 
.----
) 0 ( 
FIG. 5. 7. MODELLING WITH TWO LINEAR ARRAYS. 
Acoustic images are formed at corresponding image points where all the 
wave fronts originating from the transducer elements arrive in phase. 
This is what basically takes place in the new system where the necessary 
delays for constructive interference are taken care of by the sonoptical 
focusing system. As mentioned above, the image quality is largely 
determined by the diffraction effects of the array and not by the 
sonoptics, it is usually possible to design the focusing system to give 
sufficiently good performance so that there is no significant image 
deterioration occuring due to the focusing system itself. Hence, the 
image quality is primarily determined by the performance of the arrays. 
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As far as the basic parameters of the arrays are concerned, the 
situation may be further simplified by considering the symmetrical or 
reversible nature of the arrangement shown in Fig. 5.6. For the present 
purpose, it is therefore sufficient to consider only one array, e.g. 
the re-transmitting array to which the appropriate phase delays are 
introduced to achieve focusing at any given point in th~ image space, as 
shown in Fig. 5.8. 
y y' 
11-------- • 
I 
I 
I 
L ~. __ ~~~------~x · "".,,, 
• ,: 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
x 
- - - -I,------------------~ o 
FIG. 5.8. REPRESENTING THE BASIC OPERATION OF JHE SYSTEM WITH 
A SINGLE ARRAY. lA SIMPLIFIED APPROACH). 
The necessary phase delays for each point of interest may be calculated 
as a function of the x,y co-ordinates in the image space. This approach 
has the advantage of being able to represent a focused image field 
which is functionally closer to that of the real system. Using this 
model, it is possible to observe the acoustic pressure distribution on 
and around a given point in the image space as a function of the array 
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parameters, such as A, N, d , L, etc. In this regard, the necessary 
equations for computer analysis will now be developed with the help of 
Fig. 5.8. 
The acoustic pressure p(x,'J) at a point (x,y) in the image space may be 
written in the normalised form, 
N 
P = 2: -j(kr.+!1l,} (x,y) exp 1 ~ 
i=l r. (5.10) 
l. 
where, k = 27["/" (wave number) 
r{, = the distance from the ith element to the point (x,y) 
~. = phase function t 
In order to deal with a phase function of one polarity, the origin is 
chosen to be below the first element of the array. Also to utilize the 
symmetry about the axis of the array and to avoid the ambiguity of zero 
axial distance, the axes are linearly transformed to a point of 
reference xo' y., as shown in Fig. 5.8 and the computations can still be 
done without loss of generality. The relationships for rt and ~L may be 
written as follows. 
2 ( Y )~ J 1 /2 r = X + Y i i 
y. = c + ( i - 1 ) d ( i = 1, 2, ••••• N ) 
l. 
fit = J!. - k ( r r ) i 1 
where c = y co-ordinate of the first element 
d = transducer element spacing 
Applying linear transform to x,y co-ordinates and making c = 0 
X = x + J 
o 
y = y + K 
o 
• , J = 0, 1, 2, ...... p 
K = 0, 1, 2, ...... Q 
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J and K are considered as integer variables for simplicity although they 
can assume any fractional value. p(x ) in equation 5.10 defines an 
image space matrix of dimension (p x dr, whose elements represent the 
peak acoustical pressure at the corresponding points. In order to 
examine the lateral resolution and the degree of artefacts formed, the 
pressure distribution may be examined by varying the y co-ordinate 
around the point where the conditions for constructive interference, 
i.e. effective focusing is maintained. This is equivalent to examining a 
focused image space on a point-by_point basis with which a preliminary 
estimation of various parameters of the arrays could be made. One of 
the programmes initially developed to compute the acoustic pressure 
distribution in the image space is given below. (Page 51). The results 
achieved with this preliminary simulation were sufficient to proceed with 
the feasibility study. 
5.3.1 Choosing the number of elements N and element spacing 2 
It was then necessary to select suitable ranges for the random 
variables used in equation 5.10 on some criteria to reduce the amount of 
computations. This was done with the help of the observations made 
under section 5.2.2 above, where it was noted that the element spacing 
of the array d must be in the range ~I 2 < d < ". Hence examination 
could be limited to this range. 
Also it is noted that the angular resolution of the main lobe can be 
written as J e = "I N d • Using this relationship, the on axis lateral 
resolution in terms of wavelengths may be written as 
>. 
Nd 
m>. (, 
x 
where m is the lateral resolution as a multiple of wavelengths and x is 
the x co-ordinate at which the lateral resolution is measured. Using the 
above relationship, some practical limits could be imposed on the size 
of the aperture required. Hence if the range of aperture values to be 
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PRoGi<flMME LIS1IfVC, 
REAL 11,112 
CONPLEX SUN, VALUE, SN, \IALU 
DIf1ENSIOII X(161) .. ~'U61.) 
PI = 3.1..4159 
SCALE = (2*PI>/0.1 
PRINT 10 
10 FORNAT(," J, K, LW) 
READ<1, *),T, K, L N 
511 = CNPLX (0. 0, !:1. 0) 
DO 60 I = 1,N 
Z1 = (5. 0+J>*'I'2 
Z2 = OH!. 0-2*1 >*L/(2*N) 
R = SORT(Z1+<Z2+K)**2.> 
IF( I. El~. 1)R1 = R 
X2 = -1. 0*SCALE*(2. O*R-R1) 
~'3 = COSO{2)/'" 
~'4 = SIN(X2,l/R 
VALU = CNPLX(1'3, ~'4) 
5(1 = SI1+-IlALU 
60 CONTINUE 
TRU = f;:EAUSN.> 
ARGU = AI11AG(SN) 
AN = ARGU/TRU . 
PHASE1 = ATAN(AN) 
DO 100 N1 = 1,161 
112 = r11-81 
N = FLOAT(f12.>l4. 0 
SUN = CNPLX(O. 0,0. 0) 
DO 90 I = 1, N 
21 = (5. 0+-,T.>**2 
22 = (N+1.0-2·'I<!)*L/(2*fO 
R = SORT(Z1+<22+K>**2,1 
IF< I. EO. 1)R1 = R 
. RD = SQRH21+(Z2+-K+N.>**2) 
X1 = -1.0*SCALE*(R+RC'-R1.> 
1'1 = COS(X1.>/RD 
1'2 = SINO<V/RD 
VALUE = Cr1PLXn'l, ~'2) 
SUN = SUI1+~'ALUE 
90 CONTINUE 
TRUE = REAL(SUI1) 
ARGUE = AINAG(SUf1'> 
ANG = ARGUE/TRUE 
PHASE = ATAN(ANG'> 
IF<N. m. 0. t1.>PHASE1 = PHASE 
RPHA5E ='ABS(PHASE1-PHR5E) 
ABSUN = CA8S(SWI) 
SPEC = A8SUI1*COS(RPHASE.> 
:<(111) = 11 
1'«(11) = SPEC 
NRITE(J.., 70)SUI1, A8SUI1, PHASE, RPHASE, SPEC 
70 FORf1AT<6(F9. 5,2:<'>'> 
NRITE(5, 80)X(l11), 1'011> 
80 FORNRT<2(F10. 5,5X» 
100 CONTINUE 
CALL EXIT 
END 
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FIG. 5.9 (a) SAMPLE PRESSURE AMPLITUDE PLOTS (on axis) 
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FIG. 5.9 (b) SAMPLE PRESSURE AMPLITUDE PLOTS (off axis) 
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examined are limited between 2.cm to 8 cm say, a fairly practical range 
of interest concerning the present application can be covered as seen 
from table 5.1 below. 
APERTURE MAXIMUM AXIAL DISTANCE (cm) FOR A RESOLUTION DJ!' 
SIZE 
(Nd) cm 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Table 5.1 
- >- -2>- -3>- -4>-
2 4 6 8 
3 6 9 12 
4 8 12 16 
5 10 15 20 
6 12 18 24 
7 14 21 28 
8 16 24 32 
Approximate aperture-resolution values for given axial 
distances 
Within the above range of values for the element spacings and the 
aperture, a large number of acoustic pressure profiles were plotted such 
as that shown in Fig. 5.9(a) and(b), in order to examine lateral 
resolution and the level of artefacts found in the image field as a 
function of the aperture, element spacing and the wavelength. From this 
exercise, the number of elements N and the element spacing d were chosen 
as 30 and O.7~respectively as a satisfactory compromise to proceed with 
the feasibility study. 
5.4 SELECTION OF CENTRE FREQUENCY JJ:l AND WIDTH-TO-GAP RATIO (wIg) 
So far the analyses were carried out on the assumption that the array 
elements behave as point sources. However, the transducer elements in 
practice are not point sources in a physical sense nor give 
omni-directional response. Among others, two important aspects relating 
to the finite size of the transducer elements, namely the width (w), 
and the element-to-element gap (g), are briefly examined below. 
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Recalling equation 5.7, the Oirectivity Index for a line transducer of 
width w can be written as: 
01 = 10 log (2L) A 
(5.7) 
From the above equation it can be seen that a transducer element 
approaches omni-directional response only when L /" approaches zero. 
Obviously L cannot be made smaller than certain limits due to : 
(1) Construction difficulties 
(2) Reduction of sensitivity below usefulness 
(3) Complications due to lateral modes of vibrations 
Lack of omni-directional response modifies the transducer array 
performance and it has some adverse effects as shown below. 
y 
FIG. S.10. EFFECT OF FINITE BEAMWIDTH OF ARRAY ELEMENTS 
ON THE TARGETS (LOSE TO THE ARRAY. 
x 
As can be seen from the above diagram, the contribution from the outer 
elements gradually decreases as a target or an image point is moved 
close to the array. This progressively reduces the ability of the array 
to function as a spatial filter at small axial distances. If e is the 
half angle of the beam width of an element and x is the x co-ordinate of 
the element with respect to the centre, the contribution from that 
element ceases at an axial distance of 
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y = x cot e (5.12) 
Hence achieving beam width as wide as possible from individual elements 
of the array is important. 
When the elements are small, the lateral clamped conditions for the 
transducer elements are not strictly valid and hence lateral modes of 
vibrations be,gin to appear. As the thickness mode of vibration is 
selected in the present case, the width of the elements must 
therefore be reasonably greater than the thickness to reduce the 
influence of width expander mode of vibration. According to li~ture 
and the experiments carried out, a width to thickness ratio (wit) in the 
range of 1.5 to 2 seems adequate. 
Oirectivity Index on the other hand requires w to be small for 
omnidirectional response which is contradictory to the above. At the 
same time, the resolution offered by the array according to equation 5.6 
f2!3dB = 
. -1 
Sl.n 
A 
Nd 
which becomes progressi vely worse as A increases. 
(5.6) 
Smaller A favours 
higher resolution, but acts against omni-directional response. Hence a 
compromise between the conditions set out for ~ by equations (S.6), 
(S.7) and(w/t)ratio is necessary for choosing a suitable wavelength. 
Since the aim of the project is mainly to develop an NOT imaging system 
for inspection of thick sections of steel, an operational frequency in 
the range of about 1.S MHz to S MH2 may be adequate. If a frequency of 
2 MHz is chosen as the centre frequency for a feasibility study, then 
the wavelength A in steel would be approximately 3 mm. Since Nand dare 
already chosen as 3D and 0.7 A, the theoretical resolution achievable 
according to table S.1 would be close to a wavelength around a depth of 
about 6 cm. This seems satisfactory for the present purpose. 
The question of width-to-gap ratio is now considered. In practice the 
width of the element (w) is finite and also it is important to maintain 
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a certain gap (g) between 
cross-coupling. If the (wig) 
the elements to avoid significant 
ratio is excessive, it can seriously 
degrade the performance of the array, even though the element spacing 
as determined previously is correctly maintained. The following 
diagrams obtained from the literaturJ~) show the effect of wig ratio in 
the far field with the aperture size and the wavelength are kept 
constant. These are used here to estimate a reasonable wig ratio for 
the present application. 
xix 
o 
Fig. 5.11(a) SAMPLE PLOT - FAR FIELD LATERAL PRESSURE PROFILE ( wig =00) 
C:::==]uC==::::JIII===::JilC==::J 
o 
Fig.5.11(b) wig ratio - 15 
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o 
Fig. 5.11(c) wig RATIO - 3 
o 
Fig. 5.11(d) wig RATIO - 1 
From the above it can be seen thet a wig ratio below 3 is very 
unsatisfactory. Using these results, a wig ratio in the range of 5 to 
10 seems to be adequate. 
Now the actual values for wand g may be obtained as follows. 
From the above results, let wig = 9 • • (5.13) 
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From previous analysis, d 
•• w + 9 2mm (5.14) 
From eq. (5.13) and (5.14), w 1.8 mm 
9 0.2 mm 
5.5 SELECTION OF ELEMENT LENGTH JJlL 
One more parameter that needs to be estimated is the length of the array 
elements. This was not considered so far due to it having less 
important influence on the imaging system as a whole. However, in the 
proposed new system the 30 feature of the original oUVD is changed to 
2D, so that focused B-scan type images can be obtained. In this 
respect, the thickness of a selected object plane must be as small as 
possible which in this case is primarily determined by the length of the 
array elements in the y-direction as marked on the Fig.5.12 below. 
y 
I 
x 
z 
FIG. 5.12. PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS OF THE ARRAY 
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The thickness of the imaging section is obtained 
the y-z plane and according to equation (5.S), for 
~B = A L 
by the beam-width in 
L» A 
Obviously the beam is diverging and hence the section thickness 
gradually increases with depth. For the feasibility study, if a section 
thickness of about 2 cm is accepted around 10 cm below the test 
surface, then 
A / L = 20 / 100 
L = 15 mm 
5.6 CONCLUSIONS. 
Parameters concerning the use of arrays for the proposed new concept 
have been estimated by theoretical analysis, system modelling and 
numerical computations, and also using existing data. For the 
feasibility study in the case of steel being the object medium, a centre 
frequency of 2 MHz was chosen with element spacing of 2mm and 30 
elements together with an element width of 1.8 mm, gap size of 0.2 mm 
and an element length of about 15 mm. 
f = 2 MHz 
d = 2 mm 
N = 30 
w = 1.8 mm 
g = 0.2 mm 
L = 15 mm 
---- II ----
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-CHAPTER 6-
PULSED OPERATION 
In i.Ae fM..evlou;, cJwpiRA, i.Ae PWLa.nud.e.M 01- i.Ae W1A£1Y;' 
concRA.rU.ng ;,ignaf. /Lec£puon W04 utilnai..ed. on i.Ae R041;, 
01- cOnUnuou;, wavu, afiltough i.Ae /Leaf. ;,ydnlZ 1;, pub.,e 
opeltated. 7hi;, wa;, ;,1mp£elt and adequate I-Olt the 
pWLa.nud.e.M af.Iteady evafuai..ed., £.ut the/1£ WLe tulti.Aelt 
impolttant a;,pect;, to Re e~amined when the pu£;,ed 
ope=iion 01- i.Ae /Lea£. ;,ydem i;, cOMide/1£d. lJn.a£.y;,1;, 
and .i.rLen:Li./-icaiion 01- :t.hv.,e /.acioM WLe i.Ae ;,u£.jeci 01-
thi;, chapiRA. 
6.1 NEED OF PULSE OPERATION 
----
The DU VD principle is essentially based on pulse operation. Apart from 
the aspect of axial resolution, the need of time resolution to achieve 
the property called isochronicity, requires pulses as short as possible. 
However, generation and processing of short ultrasonic pulses is one of 
the most challenging subjects in ultrasonic engineering. This has been 
dealt with in considerable depth in the course of this project with 
good results. Apart from the aspects mentioned above, some other 
important benefits of using short pulses for the present application are 
now examined. 
6.2 NEAR FIELD CONSIDERATIONS 
The near field distance of a transducer in the CW operation is defined 
as the point on the axis of the transducer separating a 
intensity fluctuations from a region of a smooth intensity 
shown in Fig. 6.1. 
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FIG. 6. 1. TYPICAL AXIAL PRESSURE PROFILE. 
AXIAL 
DISTANCE 
In quantitative terms for example in the case of a disc transducer, the 
near field N may be shown to be equal to 
N = 
where, f is the centre frequency of the transducer and v is the 
sound velocity of the medium in which the acoustic waves are 
travelling and D is the diameter of the transducer. The end of the 
near field may also be shown approximately at the point of intersection 
of the projection of the transducer diameter on the angle of beam 
(!l 
divergence as shown in Fig. 6.2. 
'L - --
-
~ 
NEAR FIELD IN) 
- - -
FAR FIElD 
- - - - -
•• 1,,-1 (~) 
- - - -
FIG. 6. 2. NEAR AND FAR FIELD 
The large intensity variations in the near field 4~the result of 
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constructive and destructive interference and the situation becomes 
increasingly prominent with the decrease of the wavelength. This 
behaviour is obviously undesirable in 
effect could be significantly reduced 
pulses as illustrated in the following 
practical situations but the 
by adopting short ultrasonic 
CONTINUOUS 
LONG PULSE 
AHPUTUOE 
(a) PULSE SHAPE 
I 
AHPUTUOE I 
I 
I 
,.,..", I 
I 
I 
• (3) 
dlagrams. 
I 
I 
r--r-,.. 
I 
ACOUSTIC 
PRESSUIIE 
" 
AXIAL DlST NICE 
(b) FREQUENCY SPECTRUM (c) AXIAL PRESSURE 
FIG. 6. 3. 
It is seen that, although the near field length remains unaltered, a 
distinct smoothing effect occurs in the near field as the input pulse 
becomes increasingly broad band. This effect can be understood on the 
basis of wave superposition and the resulting constructive and 
destructive interference phenomena for the different finite frequency 
components as they propagate in the medium. The transverse pressure 
profile is also modified in a similar fashion. 
At the same time the directional pattern also changes giving a much 
~3) . 
smoother response as shown in Fig. 6.4. This is also an advantage in 
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achieving omnidirectional response from the elements of the array, which 
is a much needed aspect as mentioned in section 5.4 . 
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FIG. 6. 4. EFFECT OF PULSE LENGTH ON DIRECTIONAL RESPONSE 
The beam 
case of 
angle of 
CW and 
divergence is therefore not exactly the same as in the 
may be examined by 
superposition of individual ultrasonic 
computer analysis using wave 
fields generated by individual 
frequency components of the pulse. In practice, it may be estimated. 
using a test probe in the through-transmission mode as shown in Fig.6.3. 
D 
I 
TEST PROBE 
PRESSURE 
0dB 
.3018 - - - -
I 
I 
I 
IX, 
I 
I 
I 
IX. 
DISTANCE 
FIG. 6. S. MEASUREMENT OF ANGLE OF BEAM DIVERGENCE 
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The 3 dB beam width may then be written as 
-1 [ 2 tan ] 
6.3 FURTHER DIFFERENCES 
It is also worth noting that the actual ultrasonic pulse shape in the 
medium is changing as it propagates in the material. This is because 
the spectral composition of the pulse is changing as the different 
frequencies have different pressure profiles. Also, the shape of the 
received pulse echoes depends on the nature of the targets and the 
attenuation characteristics of the medium. Attenuation distortion of 
broad band pulses is the result of preferential absorption of high 
frequency 
the pulse 
components 
shape also 
from the incident pulse. In contact testing, 
depends on the state of the coupling of the 
transducer to the medium. All these mean in the case of a multichannel 
system using arrays whose elements are operating in parallel, the 
received waveforms are very complex and tend to be critical with respect 
to many variables. 
6.4 FREQUENCY CONTENT OF DRIVING PULSES 
It is now useful to examine the frequency spectrum of some driving 
pulses in order to choose an appropriate method of energizing the 
transducers. The driving electrical pulses may either be 
(1) Sharp high voltage spikes of appropriate shape and duration -
(Shock excitation) 
(2) Truncated sinusoidal excitation. 
The usual approximation of the bandwidth of a pulse expressed as the 
inverse of its duration is not adequate here because the 
characteristics of the driving pulses have critical influence on the 
ultrasonic pulses generated. 
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6.4.1 Shock excitation 
The shortest shock pulse is a time domain unit impulse of negligible 
duration (delta function), as shown in Fig. 6.6. 
... 
5 It) 
SIt) 
t 
.. 
---
5 If) 
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f 
.. 
FIG. 6.b. DEL TA FUNCTION AND ITS FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION. 
Although infinitely broad banded, such a pulse is of little or no use in 
driving a transducer, 
distributed outside 
excitation ineffective. 
mainly because the spectral energy is widely 
the bandwidth of the transducer making the 
On the other hand, if the duration of the pulse 
is large, the equivalent frequency spectrum which is a sinc function in 
the frequency domain has a large zero and near zero frequency components 
as seen from Fig. 6.7 and again is of little use. 
It therefore follows that between these limits, a shock pulse of 
appropriate shape and duration must be found which has a large spectral 
energy density in and around the resonance frequency of the transducer. 
In practice shock pulses are produced in a rather uncontrolled manner 
for example by discharging a high voltage capacitor through a thyristor 
or to a lesser extent by using a high voltage transistor in the· 
avalanche modef~;) Controlling the pulse shape is therefore difficult 
although the required duration may be achieved. 
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FIG. 6. 7. RECTANGULAR PULSE AND ITS FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 
Fig. 6.8 shows a typical shock pulse on an exaggerated time axis. 
rv lkV 
FIG. 6. 8. A TYPICAL SHOCK PULSE (exaggerated) 
Assuming the frequency response of the transducer H(w) to be linear and 
if F(W) is the frequency spectrum of the applied voltage waveform v{ (t), 
then the frequency spectrum Fa(w) of the emitted ultrasonic pulse may be 
written as 
F (c.» = H (c.» • F (c.» 
o 
(6.1 ) 
The spectral energy density of the applied waveform v (t) is propotional 
2 i 
to [ F (w) 1 at any W Assuming linear transition of voltage, 
o 
vi, (t) may be written as 
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v. (t) = 0 
1 
= -1 
t < 0 
In order to examine the effect of transition time, it is sufficient to 
consider only one edge of the pulse waveform, e.g. the falling edge and 
the Fourier transform F(UJ) may be expressed in the form 
F(W) = j f(t) exp-jwt dt 
-00 
= j 
-00 
= [ ! (exp-jwt -l)J 
The spectral energy density is therefore 
IF(w) 12 ~ 2 (1 - cos w~2) -2-4 
~2w 
which is a maximum when w~2 = ,,/2 or ~2 = T/4 
where T = 1/f 
f = Centre frequency of the transducer 
This implies that in order to effectively shock excite a transducer, the 
transition time of the shock voltage waveform must be in the order of a 
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quarter period of the cycle. Hence it follows that for optimum results 
in the shock excitation mode the rise and fall times of the pulse must 
ideally be equal to T/4, giving a total pulse length of T/2. This is 
rarely achieved in practice and only one edge of the waveform is 
normally utilized. 
One other problem with shock-excitation is that it is not always easy to 
obtain the required waveform or to make adjustments (trimming) to 
optimize performance. Furthermore, the shortness of duration of the 
driving pulse compared to the resultant ultrasonic pulse it generates in-
practice means that the total input energy available for shock exciting 
a transducer is rather small. As such, the only variable to compensate 
for the low input energy is the peak discharge voltage. This accounts 
for the need of very high voltages to operate transducers in the shock 
excitation mode. 
6.4.2 Truncated sinusoidal excitation 
Truncated sinusoidal excitation is sometimes used as an alternative form 
of driving a transducer in the pulsed mode. Although producing such 
pulses requires much more elaborate and complex circuits, it is useful 
to investigate the extent of their relative merits for the present 
application. 
Two forms of truncated sinusoidal excitation may be used, each varying 
to some extent in character and in the complexity involved in generating 
them. They are: 
(1) Phase coherent high frequency pulse train 
(2) Periodic high frequency pulse train 
A phase coherent high frequency pulse train as shown in Fig. 6.9 may be 
expressed as a product of a 
continuous sinusoidal carrier. 
then be written in the form~o 
periodic rectangular pulse train and a 
The resultant time domain pulse s(t) may 
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s et) (6.2) 
The corresponding frequency domain transform, which is the convolution 
of the two functions in the frequency domain, is 
where F = 1/T 
This resultant frequency spectrum is shown in Fig. 6.9. 
v V' i i , 
" 
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.. 
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FIG. 6. 9. PHASE COHERENT PULSE TRAIN AND ITS FOURIER TRANSFORM 
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It is seen in this case that a line of maximum amplitude exists at ~ in 
the frequency spectrum. Also there is a large spectral density centred 
around f. and therefore this form of excitation is highly efficient. 
However in this case, the phase of the carrier in each pulse according 
to the equation 6.2 is determined by the phase of the continuous 
sinusoid. This is undesirable as the separate picture frames produced by 
each pulse will have some spreading effect due to phase jitter in the 
absence of a reference phase. 
For the above reason, it is therefore useful to examine the features of 
a truly periodic high frequency pulse train, although this would be 
rather more involved in generating them in practice. In here, the start 
of the gating pulse must be synchronized to the carrier itself. A high 
frequency pulse train as shown in Fig. 6.10 may be obtained by repeating 
a single high frequency rectangular pulse of the formC") 
• 
s (t) = rect ( ! ) 
t 
P 
COS 21ff t) 
o 
Then the time domain periodic waveform would be 
where T » t is the repetition period 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
The corresponding frequency domain transform in this case is 
t 
S· (f) = ~ FcombF [ SinC(f-f )t +sinc(f+f )t ] • o pop 
This spectrum is shown in Fig. 6.10 
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(6.6) 
,'If) 
, 
FIG. 6. 10. HIGH FREQUENCY PERIODIC PULSE TRAIN AND ITS FREQUENCY 
SPECTRUM. 
Here there is no phase jitter but the repetition period 
adjusted in steps of the period of the carrier. However, 
may only be 
this is of 
no practical importance in the present imaging process. It is also seen 
that in this case a line at fa does not necessarily exist unless fa is 
harmonically related to 1/T. This is not a great disadvantage since 
T » t , the spectrum is nearly continuous around fo and therefore the 
spectral energy density remains virtually unchanged. Hence this form 
of excitation is preferable. 
Because the spectral energy is concentrated around the resonance 
frequency, the truncated sinusoidal pulses in general are much more 
effective and for this reason much lower voltages may be used. (e.g. 100 
V compared to 1 kV). The other immediate advantages of this approach, 
as can be seen from above are, the freedom to vary the carrier frequency 
(trimming) if required, the pulse length and hence the bandwidth of the 
pulse and also the peak voltage level. All these features are very 
useful in optimizing the performance of the transducers. It is also 
interesting to note that in the limit of tp -.-,. 1/5 , the optimum 
duration of the pulse (section 6.4.1) agrees with that predicted by the 
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previous analysis on shock excitation. 
6.5 CONCLUSIONS 
For the present application the ultrasonic pulses must be as short as 
possible in order to overcome problems of near field. directional 
response of array elements and to achieve good resolution and to utilize 
the isochronicity aspect of the system to its full potential. Three 
forms of excitation of the transducers have been analysed. namely shock 
excitation. phase-coherent truncated cosinusoidal pulse train and the 
periodic truncated cosinusoidal pulse train. From this analysis the 
latter form of excitation is selected for the present application on the 
grounds of efficiency. controllability and phase stability. 
--- // ---
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-CHAPTER 7-
SIGNAL AMPLIFICATION 
7 h.iA chapUvz. deah, wi.1h. the theo/l.eliccd. 1.rwv.d,iga.:Uon-tJ 
and expeJLi..numicd edJ.ma.:Uon-tJ 01 pWLCIJI2~ conceA.n.-i.ttg 
-tJ.i.gncd C1l11pli/..i.ca.:Uon. It .i.-tJ noLed that the /I.R.q~ 
01 the pl/.Opo-tJed .i..mag.i.ng -tJydem wi.1h. I/.egaltd to 4.i.gncd. 
C1l11p.lil.i.ca.:Uon .i.4 vel/.y h.i.gh CGU4.i.ng d.i.1/..i.cu.fti..v., .i.n the 
de4.i.gn o/. the ampU~. 7he way4 01 oVel/.com.i.ng ihMe 
d.i.1/..i.cu.etieJ., and the P044.i.fLilily 01 develop.i.ng a new 
categol/.y 01 C1l11pU/.~ /.01/. th.iA type 01 appUca.:Uon .i.4 
ou:U.i.ned • 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The power of the received signals has to be raised to a level sufficient 
for the particular acousto-optic technique of visualization used. In 
order to achieve good resolution and image quality the received and 
the re-transmitted pulses must be as short as possible requiring 
faithful amplification over a broad band of frequencies. These together 
with the electrical damping requirements of the transducers to achieve 
wide band response places heavy demands on the amplifiers. In this 
respect. various areas have been investigated as listed below from which 
the amplifier design specifications have been formulated. 
1. Typical and worst case input signal levels 
2. Output signal levels 
3. Phase distortion and bandwidth considerations 
4. Dynamic range 
5. Input and output impedances 
6. Damping characteristics 
7. Noise level 
8. Power consumption 
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9. Size 
10. Cost 
As can be seen, most of these factors are related to one another and for 
a feasibility study it seems appropriate to begin by estimating the 
output requirements as this determines to a large extent the feasibility 
of the proposed new system. 
7.2 OUTPUT SIGNAL LEVEL 
The required output signal level is considered as that needed to produce 
a satisfactory visual effect in the schlieren medium. It may be 
estimated here on a practical basis using an appropriate model 
simulating the conditions of the proposed system. For reasons 
described in chapter 8, the schlieren technique was adopted. In this 
case the amplifiers must deliver sufficient pulse power to equal or 
exceed the threshold requirements of the particular schlieren medium 
used, in order to produce visualization. 
Different liquids have different sensitivities in terms of threshold 
acoustic powef':' However, working on the basis of absolute threshold 
power requirements for a given medium is of little use in this case, 
because the true power required for image formation will not only depend 
on the absolute sensitivity of the liquid but on many other factors 
related to the transmission efficiency of the sonoptics. Heavy energy 
losses are involved which may be as high as 90%. Secondly, although 
specifying power requirements is a common method of specifying 
sensitivity of schlieren media, it is far easier to work on the basis of 
the peak voltage requirement in this particular case. 
Having made a re-transmitting array according to the specifications of 
Chapter 5, although the total number of channels were half the number 
planned, the output signal requirements were estimated using a practical 
arrangement as shown in Fig. 7.1. The transducer material was PZT 5H and 
when the array was made, the elements gave an impedance of about 500 
ohm at 2 MHz. External electrical damping was also used to improve the 
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pulse performance and this was in the order of 75 ohm. 
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FIG. 7. 1. ESTIMATION OF OUTPUT SIGNAL REQUIREMENTS. 
The frequency of the carrier and the pulse length of the gated burst was 
adjusted to give a suitable ultrasonic pulse and the amplitude of the 
excitation was then adjusted using the variable attenuator until the 
threshold level was found. 
The above experimental approach is useful in two ways. Firstly, to 
determine the output voltage requirements for a given visualizing 
medium, and secondly to compare the merits of different media. A large 
number of liquids was compared and out of these a flourinated organic 
liquid with the brand name FC 75 was found to be the most promising • 
In the case of water as the schlieren medium, the required output 
voltage was in the order of 50 V, while for FC 75, this was only 15 V 
peak to peak at the time of original measurements which has later been 
further reduced by improving the optics. 
Under the particular conditions, this measurement holds practically 
true whether it is a short pulse or a long train of waves and hence can 
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be treated as one of the independent specifications describing the 
required threshold output voltage of the amplifiers. The maximum 
permissible output voltage determined by the saturation of the schlieren 
medium could also be estimated using the same arrangement, but this was 
not regarded as crucial at this stage. 
7.3 TYPICAL AND WORST CASE INPUT SIGNAL LEVELS 
The signals received by a transducer from various targets within a test 
object can be of a very wide range. The theoretical lower limit is zero 
while the upper limit under given conditions depends on the insonifying 
energy and the target strength. The minimum detectable signal is, 
however, limited in this case either by the noise level or the maximum 
gain that could be meaningfully assigned to the amplifiers to boost the 
signals above the required output threshold. The input signal level was 
experimentally estimated using the arrangement shown in Fig. 7.2 below. 
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FIG. 7. 2. ESTIMATION OF MINIMUM AND TYPICAL INPUT SIGNAL LEVEL. 
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The gated oscillator produces a truncated sinusoidal excitation of 
appropriate frequency and duration. A separate transducer of similar 
dimensions and frequency is used for insonifying the test object which 
contained a range of defects of different sizes at various depths) the 
minimum size being 0.7 mm drilled hole which was 10 cm below the surface 
of the test object. The insonifying pulse amplitude is varied between 
10 V and 200 V pp. Echo signals are picked up by the individual 
elements of the receiving array and were found to be between 75 to 500 
mV approximately. Obviously these estimates have no general 
significance other than for the present feasibility study. 
The above experimental approach served two main purposes. Firstly it 
gave an idea of what input signals to expect. Secondly, it made it 
possible to compare the uniformity of performance of the elements in the 
array in a controlled manner by placing them at a fixed location, one at 
a time, and observing the signal amplitudes and pulse lengths. 
7.3.1 Gain specification 
An estimation for amplifier gain could now be made. In order to produce 
visualization, the input signals must be boosted up such that 
where 
V 
i{min) 
V = i(min) 
G = 
V 
th = 
x G V 
th 
(7.1) 
Input signal generated by the receiving element 
voltage gain of the amplifier 
Threshold output voltage to produce visualization 
Aaccording to 
of 75 mV, the 
the previous assessment of V being 
th 
numerical gain required of the amplifiers 
equal to 15 V and ViC",i. 
would be 
G > 15 / 75 
= 200 
3 
x 10 
The maximum signal corresponding to 500 mV will also be raised according 
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to the same gain setting which would theoretically mean an output 
voltage of 100 V. This is obviously very difficult to achieve at the 
same time with many other constraints and requirements and therefore the 
use of variable gain control must be considerd in the design of the 
final system. However, for the present feasibility study a fixed gain 
setting of 200 may be used while the output voltage swing capabilities 
of the amplifiers must be made as large as possible. 
7.4 SIGNAL DISTORTION AND BANDWIDTH CONSIDERATIONS 
Three main types of signal distortion that can be present and that 
should be minimized ar~'~) 
1. Phase distortion 
2. Amplitude distortion 
3. Harmonic distortion 
The problem now is to know what limits are to be imposed. Firstly, it 
is possible to assign some arbitrary limits and proceed, but this has 
the serious drawback in the present case since the final results may not 
be conclusive. It will also be difficult to know exactly what areas are 
to be improved. 
The second approach is to make a comprehensive investigation by 
theoretical analysis. However, in the absence of any previous work 
reported in this area, such an attempt will be extremely involved and 
time consuming. Besides, the approximations that may have to be used 
could in practice, largely devalue its relevance. 
The third route is to take an experimental approach through hardware 
construction and deliberate introduction of errors to assess the limits 
of acceptance. Although such an approach would be closely related to 
the final arrangement, hardware construction and experimentation on an 
iterative basis would not be easy; the cost and the time required would 
be unacceptable. 
The fourth approach is to first investigate what limits could be 
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practically achieved and impose those restrictions as tightly as 
possible on the design of the system making use of experimental 
estimations where ever possible. The advantage of this technique is 
that the results would closely represent the potential of the proposed 
new system. It is relatively easy to identify the limits of acceptance 
by relaxing the specifications one at a time or by deliberate 
introduction of errors. F or these reasons, the latter strategy was 
chosen in the following discussions. 
7.4.1 Phase distortion and differential phase delay 
If the channel is dispersive, then phase distortion occurs in pulsed 
waveforms as a result of differences in the velocities at which the 
signals of different frequencies are travelling. The extent of phase 
distortion that can be tolerated in a given system depends on the 
particular technique used. For example in a conventional switched array 
B-scan system, the relative phase performance of the individual elements 
of the array are not very critical. However, in the present technique 
it is not difficult to appreciate the extreme importance of good phase 
performance when examining the imaging process as a whole. Here, the 
phase angle p appears in a complex exponential form in the equation 
governing the acoustic radiation pressure which is responsible for 
forming the acoustic images in the schlieren medium. 
(5.10) 
Because of this, it is necessary to investigate the factors relating to 
phase shifts. Furthermore, because of the difficulty of quantifying the 
effect of phase errors on image quality at this stage, it is advisable 
to excercise the tightest possible control over this parameter. 
There are two distinctly different phase shift problems involved here. 
They are 
1. Phase distortion present in a given transmission channel 
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2. Differential phase shifts between the channels 
The first is an individual channel requirement while the second factor 
deals with a collective performance of all the channels. Fig. 7.3(a) 
shows schematic diagram of a transmission channel as a whole. including 
the receiver and re-transmitter transducers. 
(a) receive. ~------f""')---~ V • transmit 
Receiver Amplifier Transmitter 
( b) 
FIG.7.3 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF A SINGLE TRANSMISSION CHANNEL 
If t is the time delay experienced by a signal of frequency f passing 
through this channel. the phase shift p may be written as 
~ = 2n f t rad (7.2) 
The extent of the phase error may be examined by partial differentiation 
of phase shift with respect to time delay and frequency using equation 
7.2 giving 
6~ = 2n [ a! I 6f + o~ I 6t of at f t . ] . 
(7.3) 
The second term f gt in equation 7.3 determines the degree of phase 
error experienced by two signals separated in frequency by an amountdf. 
The larger the d't • the greater the phase distortion. In order to 
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reproduce a received pulse faithfully, all the frequency components must 
arrive at the output of the channel simultaneously. If this is ensured, 
then & t in equation 7.2 becomes a constant and the phase shift is a 
linear function of the frequency such that 
= const. f x 360 deg. 
where f is any frequency within the band of signal frequencies. 
Under this condition the signals pass through without phase distortion 
and the form of the input signal will be retained. 
7.4.1.1 Differential phase shift 
Even if the phase distortion experienced by the signals passing through 
the channels are small, the adjacent channels may have a varying degree 
of phase shifts due to a number of reasons. This is the most severe 
form of phase shift problem that may appear in the present case as the 
quality of the images formed depends not only on the individual phase 
performance of the channels but also on the collective performance of 
all the channels operating in parallel. 
For two channels having slightly different time delays tl. and t2, ,the 
phase delays ~, and ~2 may be written as 
III = 1 360 x tl x f deg. 
1Il2 = 360 x t2 x f deg 
(7.4) 
i.e. Differential phase shift = Differential delay x frequency 
It is this differential phase shift that could seriously degrade the 
image quality. Here again quantifying the effect of random differential 
phase shifts on the image quality is extremely difficult at this stage 
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and minimizing this problem with tight control of parameters seems to be 
the most relevant approach. For example, if a differential phase shift 
of 1 % is allowed for component tolerances, construction etc, i. e. 3.6 
degrees at 2 MHz, then the equivalent differential delay would be 
= 
-6 3.6 x 10 
360 x 2 
= 5 ns 
s 
This can be ensured for all worst case conditions if the phase shift of 
the individual channels is not greater than approximately 4° at 2 MHz. 
In order to estimate what bandwidths are involved, if the channel 
response is assumed to be similar to that of a low pass filter, ego a 
3rd order 8utterworth filter, the bandwidth requirements would be as 
high as 30 ~lHz. This is practically impossible to achieve when the 
transmission channel as a whole consisting of 2 MHz PZT transducers ~ 
considered, although the amplifiers alone may be designed to comply with 
such standards. Fortunately, the differential phase shifts can be 
made much smaller in practice than the individual phase shifts. If care 
is taken to ensure sufficiently identical behaviour of the transmitting 
channels and efforts are made to produce wide band transducers, then 
the phase shift problems may be significantly reduced. As will be shown 
later the transducers need to be damped heavily in order to obtain 
satisfactory performance but this would inevitably result in reduction 
.of sensitivity which has to be compensated by increasing the gain of the 
amplifiers. At the same time the bandwidth of the amplifiers must be 
wide enough so that its presence does not significantly reduce the 
overall bandwith of the channel. Considering the limitations of the 
transducers, amplifier bandwidth of about 15 MHz seems to be adequate 
for the present purpose. 
7.4.1.2 Influence of phase performance in system design 
As discussed earlier, the present technique of acoustic image 
reconstruction places heavy demands on the phase performance of the 
system. This is one of the main reasons for not adopting the original 
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approach of introducing electronic phase delays with the two lens DU VD 
arrangement because electronic phase shifters are prone to phase 
distortion, However, this, method is popular in some other techniques 
where the phase performance is not a very critical feature. Based on 
the previous calculations, various other forms of introducing necessary 
phase delays by mechanical means were therefore considered which finally 
led to the design of the curved array and a cylindrical lens which 
simpli fied and improved the whole sonoptics further as discussed in 
chapter 4. There is however, a spatial error introduced by the 
distribution of the re-transmitting array elements along a curvature. 
This was also minimized in the design of the sonoptics by way of using 
small curvatures and adopting large F numbers, although the error is 
likely to have caused only a second order effect. 
7.4.2 Amplitude distortion 
Amplitude distortion is the result of non-uniform response of the 
channel to all the frequency components of the input waveform. If the 
insonifying electrical pulse is of the order of one cycle at 2 MHz, then 
the approximate frequency content would be in the order of 2 MHz centred 
around 2MHz. Ideally, the pass band of the channel must be adequate to 
accommodate this frequency spectrum if amplitude distortion is to be 
avoided. However, in general this is far from being the case with 
resonant PZT transducers due to their comparatively large Q factors 
which severely limit the overall bandwidth of the transmission channel. 
The result is therefore amplitude and phase distortion, elongation of 
pulse length, and ringing, as would be expected in the case of a 
bandpass filter impulse response. 
7.4.2.1 Channel bandwidth 
The upper cut off frequency of cascaded stages may be approximately 
evaluated fromr~~ 
= 
1 + --
f2 
2 
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f 
n 
(7.5) 
Referdng to Fig. 7.3(b), This may be expressed for the channel as 
1 1 1 1 
= 1.1 (- + - + 
f2 fH f2 f2 
R A T 
(7.6) 
where, fR , f ... , fT are the upper cut off frequencies of the receiving 
transducer, amplifier and the re-transmitting transducer respectively. 
It therefore follows that as the bandwidth of the overall system is 
limited by the PZT transducers, if the amplifiers are designed with a 
bandwidth as large as possible such that BA» BT, where BA = 
bandwidth of amplifiers and BT = bandwidth of transducers, then the 
overall bandwidth of the channel (BW) is not further influenced by the 
presence of the amplifiers. Since the bandwidth of the receiving and 
the re-transmitting transducers can be considered as identical, the 
overall bandwidth· of the channel may be derived in this case by assuming 
a cascade of two similar non-interactive stages in the form(2~ 
BW = B ( 21/2 1 )1/2 
If the bandwidth of· a typical 2 ~1Hz transducer is for example 200 kHz, 
then the overall channel bandwidth would be approximately B3 kHz which 
is obviously a very low value compared to the frequency content of the 
input pulses. It must therefore be emphasized that every attempt must 
be made to improve the bandwidth performance of the transducer for this 
particular application. 
In the previous discussion a bandwidth of 15 MHz was estimated for the 
design of the amplifiers to avoid phase distortion problems. Since the 
dominant frequency content presented to the amplifiers is well below 
this value due to the much smaller bandwidth of the transducers, it also 
satisfies the requirements, to avoid amplitude distortion within the 
amplifiers at the same time. 
7.5 DYNAMIC RANGE 
This is another area needing much attention. With respect to the 
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dynamic range, the following terms applicable to the system under 
development are briefly described below. 
1. Dynamic range of amplifiers 
2. Input signal range and effective input signal range 
3. Effective dynamic signal range 
4. Dynamic range of the visualizing medium 
5. Dynamic range of optional display tubes if used 
7.5.1 Dynamic range of amplifiers 
This is usually defined as a power ratio in dB, such that. 
Actual dynamic range ADR = 20 Log dB (7.7) 
where V is the maximum undistorted output and V . is 
max 
the noise limited minimum output signal. 
m~n 
Usually in ultrasonic imaging 
systems, the dynamic range of amplifiers is less of a problem compared 
to that of the actual display techniques. For example, a good 
instrumentation amplifier may have a dynamic range in the order of 60 
dB, while that of a CRT display is only in the range of 20 dB. It will 
become clear later that for the present application also, the actual 
dynamic range of the amplifiers is not a limiting factor. 
7.5.2 Input signal range and effective input signal range 
According to the previous experimental estimation the maximum input 
signal is in the order of 500 mV and because the theoretical minimum is 
anything above zero. the available input signal range (ASR) may be 
defined as 0 to 500 mV peak to peak. If G is the gain setting of the 
amplifiers, then the range of the effective input signals (ESR) that 
may be visualized is 
ESR = 
v - V • 
max ml.n 
G 
(7.8) 
The significance of the ESR is that it defines the portion of the input 
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signals that will be accompdated by the amplifiers for the particular 
gain setting which is a useful parameter when dealing with variable gain 
and time varying gain functions. Achieving a high voltage swing 
capability simultaneously with all the other requirements described 
above is practically difficult. Therefore if a reasonable value for V",~. 
is assigned for the feasibility study at this stage for example 30 V pp, 
the range of the signals that will be examined according to equation 7.8 
with preset gain of 200 will be 75 mV - 150 mV, defining an E5R of 75 mV 
7.5.3 Effective Dynamic Signal Range (EOR) 
Although the actual dynamic range of the amplifiers can be considerable, 
the effective dynamic range (EOR) applicable to the transmission channel 
in the present application is very much smaller due to the threshold 
voltage requirement V for visualization. EOR can be represented as: 
th 
EDR = 20 Log V max 
Vth 
dB (7.9) 
If typical values for V and V obtained previously are 
max th 
substituted in the above equation 
30 
EDR = 20 Log (15 ) 
= 6 d8 
From this it can be seen that as the effective dynamic range EOR of the 
system is very low compared to the actual signal ranges present, every 
attempt has to be made to improve this aspect by increasing V 
and/or decreasing V 
th 
max 
However, raising V at a low impedance of the order of 75 ohm 
max 
in a multi channel system while preserving properties like wide 
bandwith, size, power 
engineering problem. 
consumption, cost etc. is a 
On the other, hand lowering 
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very challenging 
V calls for 
th 
sensitive re-transmitting transducers which is 
the requirements of improving their bandwidth. 
usually contradictory to 
Also efficient coupling 
must be ensured while optimizing the sonoptics. In fact at the time of 
assembly of the first prototype, the effective dynamic range of the 
system was considerably increased by improvements to the optics to about 
15 dB. It must be emphasized that EDR has to be further improved as 
far as possible to accommodate a greater proportion of the input" signal 
range when the design of a final instrument is considered. 
Because of the lo~ effective dynamic range of the system, the amplifiers 
could often reach saturation. Although not a complete solution to this 
problem, the use of remote gain controls built into the amplifiers could 
be suggested here. In this way, weaker echoes may be examined at a 
higher gain while the stronger targets which normally drive the 
amplifiers into saturation could be examined at a much lower gain. 
Dynamic compression (companding) is sometimes employed in various 
instruments, but in the present application the possibility of excessive 
ampli tude and phase distortion may not permit this approach and hence 
will not be examined in details at this stage. 
7.6 nr~E VARYING GAIN J.. TVG 1 
Echo signals received from targets deep down the test object 
progressively become weaker due to two main reasons. 
1. Attenuation losses 
2. Beam divergence 
These two causes of losses follow distinctly different distance laws. 
The first is due to sound absorption and scattering characteristics of 
the medium, leading to an exponential decay of the signal amplitude with 
depth, while the latter depends on spherical beam spreading at large 
depths where the wavefronts can no longer be considered plane. The 
combined 
distance 
effect of these two factors upon the acoustic pressure P at a 
(">.') d from the probe in the far field can be expressed as: 
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P N -ad (7.10) p = 1T exp 0 d 
d » N 
where P = Initial acoustic pressure at a given point 
N = Near field distance of the radiating probe 
0< = Attenuation coefficient 
If these losses are significant at the depth ranges of interest, then 
additional amplification may have to be employed according to a 
pre-determined depth/amplification weighting function, most appropriate 
for the particular loss pattern. The required amplification 
functions can be rather complicated, especially if the medium is not 
strictly homogeneous, e.g. biological tissues or even some alloys. 
It is now necessary to investigate with the help of equation 7.10 
whether or not TVG is essential for the present application. Here the 
insonifying transducer could either be the receiver array or a separate 
transducer. Since the array aperture is previously estimated to be 6 
cm x 1.5 cm, the beam profile in the far field would approximate to a 
cylindrical wavefront where the acoustic pressure associated with the 
wavefront is now propc}.tional to 'la. and not to I/,J. as would be the case 
with a spherical wavefront. Since the wave length at 2 MHz in steel is 
3 mm and the array width is 15 mm, the corresponding near field would be 
approximately 18 mm. Also a typical value for the attenuation 
coefficient in steel at 2 MHz would be 5 x 103dB/mm. Since the maximum 
object distance required for the present application is 25 cm, the total 
path length involved in the pulse echo mode would be 50 cm. 
Substituting all these values in to equation 7.10, the gross reduction 
in pressure amplitude may be estimated as: 
p 
p 
o 
= 1T 
-2 
1.8 x e-Sx10 xSO 
150 
::: 0.06 
It can now be seen that as the above value for pip is very low, 
o 
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some form of TVG is needed. If P is arbitarilY specified as 100% 
o I 
at a given point, then the echo amplitude from a plane reflector at 25 
cm below would only be about 6%. Hence a gain ratio of about 16 : 1 is 
needed just to compensate the echo amplitude at these depths. If the 
originally chosen gain of 200 is regarded as the lowest gain setting, 
then the numerical gain range required would be 200 3200, which is 
very difficult to achieve at the present time due to many other 
constraints. It can also be seen that the situation would be far worse 
still if a separate transducer of smaller size is used for 
insonification, e.g a commercial probe, as the far field radiation 
pattern would then take the form of a spherical wave front in which case 
p / p would be equal to only 0.01, requiring a gain range of 100 : 1 as 
o 
opposed to 16 : 1 in the previous case. Therefore it follows that if a 
separate insonifying probe is used, the probe dimensions must be such 
that it does not lead to a far field spherical wave front in the far 
field within the depth range of interest. 
7.6.1 Synthesis of an ideal TVG function for the present application. 
A suitable TVG function may now be evaluated for the present application 
with the help of equation 7.10 for increasing values of d starting from 
a suitable distance of say, 5 cm from the test surface. The gain 
required at any other depth would then be calculated as in table 7.1. 
The resulting function represen~the required gain pattern as shown in 
Fig. 7.7. 
Depth d piP Gain Factor 
cm cm 0 
5 10 1 1 
10 20 0.46 2.17 
15 30 0.23 4.35 
20 40 0.12 8.33 
25 50 0.06 16.7 
TABLE 7.1 
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Although not immediately apparent, there are some hidden disadvantages 
with TVG in the present application. Firstly, TVG cannot discriminate 
target strength differences at various depth levels and as the gain is 
increased with the distance the ESR according to equation 7.8 also 
decreases such that 
ESR = 
Hence the proportion of the target information that is aCCOmbdated by 
I> 
the amplifiers decreases with increasing depths, thus progressively 
reducing the ability of the system to display structural details of 
defects. It also elevates the problem of saturation. Secondl y, 
increasing the gain has the effect of reducing the bandwidth of the 
amplifiers as normally the gain bandwidth product of an amplifier is a 
constant. Therefore if the bandwidth is fallen too low as the result of 
swept gain, then it may lead to phase distortion problems at elevated 
gain levels unless the amplifiers are designed with a much larger gain 
bandwidth product which is even more of a problem for reasons already 
discussed. The third problem is that the requirements for TVG in 
practice vary with the particular testing situation and therefore 
generation and control of TVG functions may become rather difficult. 
The result of all these is that when TVG is considered in the design of 
the final system, a compromise has to be found between all the related 
parameters based more on practical estimations and not only the loss 
patterns, before assigning suitable TVG functions. This is an elaborate 
procedure and as such, at least for the feasibility study, TVG may be 
temporarily omitted at this stage as one would be dealing mainly with 
establishing the fundamental conceptual validity of the proposed system. 
However, according to the above investigations it is apparent that TVG 
has to be considered in the design of a final system. 
7.7 ASSESSMENT OF TERMINAL IMPEDANCE AND DAMPING CHARACTERISTICS 
The choice of right input and output impedance is extremely important in 
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the present case for good bandwidth performance and to: prevent 
excessive loss of sensitivity. Due to the very complex and 
unpredictable behaviour of the transducer elements it is very difficult 
to provide an ideal match between the amplifiers and the transducers 
which would give maximum power transfer and at the same time, good 
bandwidth performance. For reasons discussed later, the terminal 
impedances have to be resistive 
obtain wide band performance 
and must be maintained at a low value to 
from the transducer elements. The 
inevitable reduction of the sensitivity has then to be compensated by 
raising the gain of the amplifiers and therefore the need of a high gain 
bandwidth product for the amplifiers can again be emphasized. 
In a multi channel system, the need of low output impedance with high 
voltage requirements causes a rapid increase in the total power 
consumption, hence the size, cost and various other complications. Also 
the transducer impedance is not purely or dominantly resistive, but is 
complex and also frequency dependent causing great difficulties in 
broadband matching. Experiments show that the situation is even worse 
when narrow array elements are made out of PZT material, for their 
behaviour is quite different in manY ways from that of the crystals from 
which they were cut. For example, attempts to assess the impedance 
characteristics of these elements by the usual impedance circle plotting 
technique was not very successful and showed the existence of many minor 
resonances and a great sensitivity to the environment, reducing the 
predictability of their characteristics. 
For the above reasons, a more practical approach was taken by observing 
the improvement to the bandwidth of the transducer elements in response 
to the changes of terminal impedance in a manner simulating the 
conditions of the actual operation as shown in Fig 7.8(a) and (b). 
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FIG. 7.8 ASSESSMENT OF TRANSDUCER DAMPING REQUIREMENTS 
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It must be mentioned here that the transducer elements were also 
mechanically damped with tungsten araldite backing. They were in fact 
the same elements used for sensitivity assessment described before. The 
pulse length was examined firstly using an A-scan display and secondly 
and more appropriately by forming an actual schlieren picture as in Fig. 
7.8(b). The effect of varying the damping was carefully observed and as 
the damping resistance was gradually reduced while keeping the 
transmitted amplitude constant by increasing the amplifier gain, the 
pulse length was also reduced to some extent as expected, indicating an 
improvement on the bandwidth up to a point. Further reduction in the 
damping resistance gave no further improvement in the bandwidth and the 
only result was the continual reduction of the sensitivity. The value 
of the variable resistance at this point was noted and the equivalent 
damping resistance was calculated from 
where R 
damp 
RI = 
R = 
v 
R 
-. 
= 
R' X R 
v 
R'T R 
v 
= Damping resistance required 
(7.11) 
Internal resistance of the power amplifier + series res,std""" 
External variable resistor. 
Using this method the required damping resistance giving optimum 
performance was found to be in the order of 75 ohm and therefore can be 
regarded as the appropriate input and output impedance required of the 
amplifiers. Using the same experimental approach, the most suitable 
frequency of operation was also estimated. Although the original PZT 
crystal had a centre frequency of 2 MHz, the apparent centre frequency 
of operation of the small transducer elements according to the above 
assessment was found to be about 1.8 MHz. 
It is now useful to examine the validity of the above observations using 
an equivalent circuit model. For this purpose, the one dimensional 
('2.1) 
equivalent circuit shown in Fig.7.9(a) and (b) was chosen mainly for its 
simplicity, although the behaviour of the array elements cannot be fully 
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represented by this model. However, adequate knowledge may still be 
gained with respect to the above experimental observations at least in a 
limited qualitative sense. 
A ..... --.---+--..... A ..... ---..----. 
B 
Rd 
(0 
( a) Equ ivalent cc t. of a 
PZT transducer near 
resonance frequency 
( 
(0 RI 
B ..... _____ --I 
(b) Simplified equivalent cet. 
at and near resonance 
Co = Static capacitance of the transducer 
Rei = Dielectric loss in C 
0 
FIG. 7.9 R/ = Radiation resistance and internal loss resistance 
L = Equiva1E!nt mass of the transducer 
C = Eq~valent compliance of the transducer 
Measurements showed that a moderately damped PZT transducer of 1.8 mm x 
12 mm with a nominal centre frequency of 2 MHz used in this work 
(together with the connecting cables) had the typical values of C 
o 
C<t 250 pF and R I at 500 ohm, respecti vel y • The loading effect of this 
parallel capacitance can be seen when the reactance, XC
o 
at the centre 
frequency (2MHz) is considered. 
21TX250xSOO 
: 300 n 
This means that more than 60% of the signal current at the resonant 
frequency is by-passed by the parallel capacitance C In the 
o 
present case, this capacitance was found to be frequency dependent and 
according to preliminary measurements on small strip elements, it varied 
from approximately 160 pF to 290 pF for frequencies between 2.1 MHz to 
1.74 MHz, in a non1inear fashion. 
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If C is absent and the source impedance is low, then the 
o 
bandwidth of the ultrasonic pulse is solely determined by the 
appropriate component values of the LCR' branch. The effect of Co may 
be thought of as reducing the electrical bandwidth when the source 
impedance is considerable and consequently the bandwi th of the 
ultrasonic pulse in the way of forming a low pass RC network. To 
illustrate this, if Co is assumed to be a fixed value at about 250 pF, 
and if the terminal impedance of the driving source is, say, 500 ohm, 
then the cutoff frequency of an equivalent RC network would be 
f = 21TX250x500 
1. 2 MHz 
At this value of the source impedance, the static capacitance Co 
clearly influences the bandwidth of the ultrasonic pulse emitted. If 
the source impedance is now reduced to about 75 ohm say, the cutoff 
frequency of the equivalent RC network is pushed up to about 8 MHz. 
Hence there is little or no influence of C on the 
o 
bandwidth of the ultrasonic pulse. 
Analytically, it can be shown that the mechanical loading on the 
transducer reduces the mechanical Q factor Q while raising the 
m 
electrical Q factor. The bandwith of the ultrasonic pulse emitted 
depends on the combined effect of the mechanical and electrical Q 
factors of the circuit. The electrical Q factor Q of the circuit 
e 
in this case where the transducer is damped by an external resistance 
with reference to Fig. 7.10 may be written as 
Q = e 
Q (7.12) 
1 + Q/21TfC~AMP 
where Q is the electrical Q factor of the circuit without an external 
damping resistor. Hence according to equation 7.12, Q could be 
e 
adjusted to match Q to optimize the bandwidth performance of the 
m 
transducer. However, this does not necessarily optimize the sensitivity 
as any lowering of R would invariably mean loss of sensitivity 
damp 
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due to the signal being developed across it as in Fig.7.10. Therefore 
a compromise has to be found to avoid having to demand higher gain from 
the amplifiers and unwanted escalation of power dissipation. 
An alternative approach often used to nullify the effect of static 
capacitance C is to use an inductor to resonate with Co at or near 
o 
the centre frequency of the transducer thereby allowing the full signal 
current to be transfered to R' and hence maximizing the efficiency of 
the transducer at that particular frequency. However, one cannot expect 
better bandwidth performance compared to the approach described above 
which totally el.minates the influence of C by way of deliberate 
o 
mismatch and increase of electrical bandwidth provided by the low source 
resistance. Also, tuning a multichannel receiver probe with inductors 
possibly of different values is very di fficul t, considering the 
dimensions and space available in the construction of arrays. Therefore 
this method is not considered as appropriate here. 
r-------
L 
FIG. 7.10. USING EXTERNAL ELECTRICAL DAMPING 
L 
[ 
R 
, 
I 
I TRANSDIJ(ER 
.. 
So far considerations have been primarily made for the transducers in 
the transmission mode. The same principles are valid in the case of 
receiving transducers as far as the bandwidth and efficiency are 
concerned, and the network topology can be altered accordingly with a 
voltage source in series with the LCR' branch as shown in Fig. 7.11(a) 
and (b). 
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FIG.?11 AN EQUIVALANT CIRCUIT REPRESENTATION OF THE 
TRANSDUCER IN THE RECEIVING MODE 
Although the above approach will be useful as a guidance for initial 
experimentation, the above circuit models cannot be conveniently used to 
derive sufficient quantitative information with regard to the design of 
the transducers. More appropriate modelling has to be therefore 
considered at a later stage. 
7.8 NOISE CONSIDERATIONS 
Noise is· one of the major concerns in most signal processing systems 
especially if signal to noise ratios are low. In some ultrasonic 
" '1 It' ,C>I) lnstrumentatJ.on systems, acoushcal y generated e ec rlcal nOlse may 
also be present in addition to the electronic noise of the processing 
equipment. Acoustic noise will be present when there is random time 
varying acoustical interactions within the medium, e.g. in underwater 
acoustics or if testing some machineries or plants which are in 
operation, in which case, care has to be taken to avoid the possibility 
of correlated noise degrading the system performance. 
However, in the present case, there is no acoustic noise involved as the 
echo signals are time invarient. Also the electrical noise of the 
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amplifiers will not significantly influence the image quality as the 
signal to noise ratios observed for the desired echoes are high and also 
because of the signal coherence and noise incoherence in the image 
field. 
However, in this respect, if much weaker targets are to be imaged, it 
is far better to increase the insonifying energy as far as possible to 
maintain an acceptable SiN ratio than increasing the gain of the 
amplifiers excessively. 
7.9 CHOICE OF THE CLASS OF AMPLIFIERS AND ~ 
DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW CATEGORY OF AMPLIFIERS 
CONCEPT FOR THE 
----
( ~ AMPLIFIERS) 
.. cu",) Although there are several classes of ampl1f1ers tne requirement of a 
wide bandwidth accompanied by low distortion naturally leads to the 
choice of class A amplifiers for the present work. However, the main 
problem with class A is its very low efficiency leading to high power 
consumption and cost, particularly when low output impedances and large 
voltage swings are required as in the present work. 
In a class A amplifier, the maximum AC output power obtainable for 
sinusoidal signal amplification would be 
P = 0.707 VQ x 0.707 IQ 
= 
where V and I are the supply voltage and the quiescent Q Q 
collector current, respectively. 
Since the DC input power is equal to V x I ,the maximum 
c Q 
efficiency for sinusoidal amplification would be 
n = 
rnax 
P 
out 
Pin 
:::: 0.25 or 25% 
The total power consumption remains constant irrespective of whether 
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signals are presented to the amplifiers or not. Since the maximum object 
distance required in the present case is 25 cm, the maximum period t .. "" 
during which the amplifiers actually receive signals will be 
t = 500/6 = 83 ~s max 
If the repetition rate is 100 Hz say, and assuming that the amplifiers 
deliver maximum signal output during the above period, then the average 
repetition cycle with reference to Fig. 7.12 
x 83 I 10,000 • 
power delivered in one 
would be 0.25 x V I 
c Q 
r 
Il pi 
FIG. 7. 12. ASSESSMENT OF POWER CONVERSION EFFICIENCY OF CLASS A 
AMPLIFIERS IN THE PRESENT APPLICATION. (rep. rate = 100 Hz ) 
Since the total power consumption remains the same at V x I , 
Q 
the maximum efficiency would be 
1. = 
= 
0.25 X 83 X 100 
10,000 
0.2 % 
The actual efficency in practice would be even 
c 
less as the echoes do 
not continuously occupy the whole 83fs period, nor will mean full 
amplitude output signal swings all the time as can be seen from a typical 
A-scan display. Hence the whole power consumed is practically dissipated 
as heal within the amplifiers all the time causing even more 
complications of heat extraction and size, due to the large number of 
amplifiers involved. Therefore this form of amplification is 
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extremely inefficient, cost ineffective and cumbersome, although the 
ideal characteristics of class A in the present application cannot be 
overlooked. 
7.9.1 ! novel concept for signal amplification. 
An ideal approach to preserve the characteristics of class A while 
solving the problem of low efficiency and high power consumption in the 
present and similar applications is now discussed. Supposing if a class 
A amplifier could be designed with additional circuits to enable it to 
switch on and off with sufficient speed to establish its quiescent 
conditions just before the insonifying pulse and switched off just after 
the 83 fS period with a low settling time, then the average power 
consumed over one cycle of the repetition frequency would be 
p = Vc x IQ x (83/10,000) 
Hence the efficiency n = 0.25xVCXIQX 83 x 10,000x100 
10,000 x Vc x IQ x 83 
= 25% 
This means that if a fast switching scheme is provided to operate the 
amplifiers in synchronism with the pulse repetition frequency as 
described above, the efficiency of the amplifier can be theoretically 
restored to its original value. In the frequency domain the above act is 
equivalent to introducing an additional frequency spectrum of the 
rectangular aperture function, which is a sinc spectrum occupying a 
-6 
bandwidth of ~ 1 I 83 x 10 C! 12 kHz sampled by a comb sample 
-b function with spacing equal to 1 I 10,000 x 10 = 100 Hz. Clearly at 
these values there is no interference with the output signals transmitted 
except the possiblity of the high frequency switching on and off 
transients faintly breaking through to the image field,marking the 
beginning and the end of the ul trasonic field. This is only an 
advantage. 
Apart from the improvement of efficiency, what would be even more 
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important is the saving of average power consumption which reduces a 
great deal of complications including heat dissipation problems, cost and 
size of the required power supply and the amplifiers. This is made clear 
by comparing the power consumption of the two cases. 
For class A, the power consumed is 
For the new amplifiers, the average power consumed is 
= 
(7.13) 
where F is the repetition frequency. 
If F is 100 Hz say, then = -6 83 x 10 x 100x100 
= 0.83\ 
i.e. the total average power consumption is less than 1 % of the 
ordinary class A amplifiers at the above duty cycle. In a multi stage 
system as in the present case, this saving of power dissipation leads to a 
great deal of design flexibility of individual stages as the peak voltage 
swings may now be increased to match the original power dissipation 
levels thus tremendously increasing the much required effective dynamic 
range of the system. 
The same approach can be taken for the design of the power amplifier 
required for insonifying the test object. The only major difference here 
is that the required power levels are considerably higher than the 
individual channel power amplifiers. In this case only one unit is 
required. The emphasis therefore would not be mainly on the saving of 
power, but rather on achieving the maximum voltage swing capabilities 
within the permissible power dissipation levels of the active devices 
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involved. This is based on the fact that the maximum current and voltage 
capabilities of active devices are hardly achieved in practice due to the 
power dissipation limits. Therefore if this approach is taken, the size 
and the cost of the unit could also be made much lower compared to' an 
ordinary wideband power amplifier due to the possibility of optimization. 
7.9.1.1 An ideal timing scheme 
Fig. 7.13 shows an ideal general timing scheme to optimise the duty cycle 
operation for the present type of application. 
t: 0, (AMP. SWllOI ON) t ct,(AIo4P.SWITQj OFr.) SWlTCI\ 
, , ~ 
-f '-ts (StTTlJNq TlMC.) -.J r- t~ -f ~ 
, ' I I , ,t:.5 
AMP. 5TATE. ,! I , I 1 i j , i i - - - - - .. I-+-I .,---1 PVL.~t: 1 TIME -, I 
:rRANt.MlTTCR .. ~ ~ , .. ~_ 
-IV: I T" 1 :IV-
I"I"Ut'\ ~lqwAl~ Lt 2)( "-..DlSTANcc.I~.rctte r 
tluRAT10N(t ..... ) r In~ veLOCITY .~ T~t,tt.s 
( LASl" ECHO ) 
FIG.7·/3 SWITCHED MODE AMPLIFICATION j L-~~~========~. __ _ 
The amplifiers are switched on in parallel and allowed to settle just 
before the start of the ultrasonic pulse transmitter and switched off 
just after the arrival of the farthest echo after a time t 
max 
determined by the maximum object distance in the test object medium and 
the process is repeated after a time T, which is the period of the 
repetition frequency, such that 
and 
t > 
max 
2xmax.object distance 
velocity of sound 
T '" 1 / repetition rate , 
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(7.14) 
and 
where ts is the settling time and tj. is as marked on Fig. 7.13. 
Although such a scheme is conceptually simple, achieving the prescribed 
end result is extremely difficult. The key to success depends on how 
closely the switching, settling and switching off times could be 
approached to the ideal case and also on the suppression of strong and 
unwanted transients. This could probably be the reason why such 
amplifiers have not evolved so far for general use. Consequently a great 
deal of work has been done in realizing this concept and this has 
lead to very good results. After many trials, an amplifier stage 
satisfactorily operating according to the above scheme was designed, 
buil t and tested for this particular purpose and the details will be 
presented in chapter 11. 
It should be mentioned here that the present scheme is fundamentally 
different fro", the concept of gated amplification where there is no 
, 
question of establishing quiescent condi tions, or to the switched 
amplifiers such as class 0, which are only dealing with binary pulses. To 
the author's knowledge, there is no such amplifier developed so far 
which combines the properties of a particular class of amplifiers with a 
power gating facility, to be used in applications involving 
non-continuous repeated signal amplification. These amplifiers are here 
* named as G (G star ) amplifiers. 
7.10 Considerations of size, cost etc. 
It was found after a survey, that the cost of the system would be 
unacceptable if the amplifiers for the present application were to be 
bought. For example the cost of a power amplifier as the one used for 
insonifying the test object is in the range ofi3000/=. Although lower 
power levels are acceptable for the channel power amplifiers, the price 
to be paid would still be several hundreds of pounds per amplifier and is 
not acceptable considering the limited resources available for the whole 
project. Apart from this the size would be also large as one cannot 
expect to find amplifiers 'tailor-made' for a particular purpose. 
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Hence it was neccessary to design and build a set of 30 wideband power 
amplifiers for the present purpose. After many attempts, a set of 
amplifiers operating in class A as described in chapter 11 was designed 
for the feasibility study. This elaborate design efforts finally made it 
possible 
channel. 
to reduce the. cost of the amplifiers down to about1JO/= per 
* In fact the development of G amplifiers was followed 
after this work as an attempt to overcome the limitations of class A as 
described above. Unfortunately after establishing the applicability of G·, 
, there were no funds or time available to complete a set of such 
amplifiers to replace the original ones and to adopt the new operational 
scheme. 
7.11 CONCLUSIONS 
For the purpose of feasibility study, the following parameters concerning 
signal amplification have been so far derived. 
1. Numerical gain = 200 
2. Bandwidth = 15 MHz 
3. Input impedance ~ 75 ohm 
4. Output impedance ~ 75 ohm 
5. Output signal swing = 30 V p.p. 
6. Insonifying pulse amplitude 
1. Transcei ver mode 10 to 100 V p.p. (adjustable) 
2. Separate transducer of 50 to 200 V p.p. (adjustable) 
similar dimensions 
The following recommendations are also made for the design of a final 
system. 
1. Incorporation of variable gain control 
Numerical gain setting range 
2. Incorporation of Time Varying Gain, 
TVG function synthesized as in Fig. 7.7 
Gain compensation range 
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~ 10 to 2000 
= 16 : 1 
3. Higher output voltage swing "" 1 00 V p. p. and up 
* 4. Incorporation of G (G star ) amplifiers 
The following points are also highly emphasized. 
1. The need of wide bandwidth of array elements to minimize phase 
distortion as much as possible. 
2. Good identical behaviour of the transducer array elements to avoid 
amplitude and differential phase distortion problems. 
3. Use of insonifying energy control rather than gain control where 
ever applicable in examining very weak targets. 
--- / / ---
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-CHAPTER 8-
RE-TRANSMISSION AND VISUALIZATION 
Ampli/-.ied echo /)J..gnab, WU? to £.R. Vt(lJ'!/.)uU:Ued. V-La an 
acou~tJ..c tocu~ing ~y~tem J..nto a t~an~pa~ent medium 
whe~e the acou~tJ..c J..mage~ a~e made vJ..~ill.e £.y an 
app~op~iate optical. technique, u~1ng /)t~o£.o~copic 
ill.umination. 7hi/) chapte~ mainl.y e>camine~ the 
theo~ca1. cv>pecU ot v~ua1.1zalion and meihod~ ot 
opt.i.m1zing p~to~ce tollowed £.y the ~valion ot 
p=a.me:ieM con~g the ~onoplica1. geome1Ay o/- the 
p~opo~ed new ~y~iem. 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
The original DU VD concept has been demonstrated by Hanstead using two 
distinctly different visualization techniques namely 
1. Photoelastic technique 
2. Schlieren technique 
The first method relies upon the well known optical phenomenon in which 
the plane of polarization of plane polarized light is rotated when 
passing through a solid transparent medium containing regions of 
mechanical stres£':' caused by travelling acoustic waves. The latter 
relies upon the refractive index changes, again caused by mechanical 
stress and related density change associated with the acoustic waves, in 
(I(~ ,11) 
transparent media, usually a liquid. In either case, properly 
synchronized stroboscopic illumination with sufficiently short flash 
duration and adequate intensity is required to map the acoustic images 
at the instant of best focuJ'? 
Although the use of a solid visualizing medium is an attractive 
proposition in the development of the instrument, there are two main 
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objections to the use of the photoelastic technique in the present 
application. Firstly, the sensitivity is low. According to initial 
measurements using a glass medium, the sensitivity of the photoelastic 
technique was estimated to be about 50 dB below that of the schlieren 
technique. Secondly, selection of a suitable visualizing medium is 
restricted to a few materials like glass or quartz, all of which have 
high sound velocities leading to a geometrical design of unacceptable 
dimensions. This latter restriction arises from the fact that 
sufficient stress levels cannot be created by displacement-limited 
acoustic waves in other commonly used photoelastic media due to their 
low Young's moduli. For these reasons the photoelastic technique of 
visualization was abandoned. 
The main problem with the schlieren technique is the need of high 
precision optical construction and alignments which makes it 
unattractive on the shop floor. Consequently, a great deal of work has 
been done in successfully developing a suitable schlieren visualization 
system as part of an integral sonoptical assembly. 
At a very early stage of the feasibility study the need of a good 
stroboscope was strongly felt in order to prevent loss of image quality 
as a result of using commercial stroboscopes available at the time. 
Also they are so bulky that the design of a compact system seemed 
impossible. Hence a great deal of work has been done to overcome the 
above difficulties which lead to the design of a high performance, 
subminiature stroboscope using a super bright light emitting diod~~) 
It highly improved the performance and the compactness of the whole 
system and the details will be presented in chapter 9. To the author's 
knowledge, there were no such stroboscopes available at the time. 
8.2 PRINCIPLE OF SCHLIEREN VISUALIZATION 
In order to identify the methods of optimizing the performance, the 
schlieren technique is examined here. Previous assessment of sensitivity 
and the effective dynamic range of the proposed system showed that the 
basic limitation is presented by the high threshold voltage, (V ), 
th 
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required. The high threshold requirement is mainly attributed to: 
1. The threshold sensitivity of the medium 
2. Transmission efficiency of the sonoptics 
Fig. 8.1 shows a schematic diagram of a schlieren visualization system. 
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FIG. B. 1. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF A SCHLlEREN ~ISUALlZATlON SYSTEM. 
The principle of the schlieren technique may be explained in two ways. 
The first approach is by using geometrical optics, and secondly and more 
appropriately, by physical optics using light diffraction phenomencf:,·Ib) 
In Fig. 8.1, ST is a stroboscopic source of light, L is a condenser 
lens which focuses as much light as possible on to a narrow rectangular 
slit SL, which is placed at the focus of a collimating lens L • 
1 
The parallel beam of light is allowed to pass through a schlieren cell 
se, where the acoustic images are formed, in this case by re-transmitted 
echo signals through the acoustic focusing system. 
In the absence of any optical disturbance in the schlieren cell, the 
parallel beam is focused on to a knife edge in the position just to cut 
off the resultant image of the slit source. When the acoustic image is 
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formed in the schlieren medium, it modulates the refractive index of the 
medium accordingly which results in a certain proportion of light being 
deflected past the knife edge stop. The angle of deviation and hence 
the amount of light passed is proportional to the refractive index 
gradient in a direction perpendicular to the optical axis and the axis 
of the knife edge, effectively mapping the acoustic image. The 
deflected light is captured by lens L to form an optical image of 
3 
the disturbance in the image plane which can be a screen or a video 
camera tube face. The images may also be viewed directly with the naked 
eye in which case lens L is not needed. 
3 
According to the above geometrical optics description, if the image of 
the slit is just obstructed by the stop then the smallest deflection 
should be visible, and by reducing the width of the slit, infinite 
sensitivity against a dark background should be achieved. However, this 
does not happen in practice as the sensitivity is limited by 
diffraction. This is evident from the presence of luminQU5· borders on 
the circumference of the schlieren lens and opaque objects. Therefore 
under conditions of high sensitivity, as required in the present 
application, the geometrical optics description is no longer valid and a 
better understanding may be gained with a physical optics approach 
considering the wave nature of light. Here, the refractive index changes 
are considered to have caused phase retardations of the wavefront in the 
region of non-homogeneity rather than assuming angular deflection of 
rays as in the geometrical optics description. 
The disturbed wavefront can be regarded as a phase object with 
transmit tance f ( 1 ), such thaf') 
f(n) = exp j~ (n) (B.1) 
The phase retardation f (1. ) along the direction of the optical axis 
would be 
~ (n) = ~.~n.L (B.2) 
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where ~n ~ refractive index modulation 
L ~ interaction path length 
~ ~ wave number 
Such a phase object is not visible to the human eye because the eye or 
2 
any other sensor responds only to the intensity If (1) I which in this 
case is unity. The second schlieren lens L has the Fourier 
2 
transform property (FTP) which transforms the phase object f( 1.) at the 
focal plane giving a corresponding pattern function F(U) such that 
F(U) = Const. fA 'k U/f f(n) expJ n dn (8.3) 
-A 
where f is the focal length of the schlieren lens. 
Now some form of spatial filtering is required to remove the free field 
diffraction components of the phase object which in this case is 
provided by the knife edge, whose transmittance H(U), can be written as 
H(U) = ; [1 + sgn(U) ] (8.4) 
The pattern function just behind the filter is the product F(U) x H(U) 
and by taking the inverse Fourier transform, which in this case is 
performed by the lens L gives the corresponding image G(V) in the image 
plane which is the opti~al conjugate of the phase object, such tha£~ 
G(v) = Const. F(U) exp dU J jkUV/f (8.5) 
Aperture 
This process of image formation is schematically shown in Fig. 8.3 and 
8.4. 
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FIG. S. 3. SCHLlEREN IMAGE FORMATION. 
The relationship between image intensity distribution with the phase 
retardation may be understood more readily with a graphical vector 
(I.) 
representation than by an analytical approacn, as shown in Fig. 8.4. 
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0·"'--....... - .... , 
FIG. 8. 4. VECTORAL REPRESENTATION OF A PHASE OBJECT AND ITS 
DARK FIELD IMAGES. 
If OP represents a point on the phase object and ~ is the phase angle 
-with respect to the free field vector OF, then the image is identical to 
the object in the absence of a stop. Assuming the free field component 
is now removed by the stop, the resultant image will be the vector FP. 
Hence it follows that for different phase retardations %' not only the 
phase of the image varies but also its amplitude and therefore the 
brightness. The amplitude first increases with ~ and reaches a maximum 
of twice the free field when j1 = If and falls to zero when ~ = 21f. 
It is also seen that the image brightness depends only on the degree of 
phase retardation as given by equation 8.2 for a given free field 
brightness. 
8.2.1 Effect of knife edge filter position 
The free field diffraction pattern at the plane of the stop is the 
Fourier transform of the slit source. If the width of the slit is 2A 
and f is the focal length of the schlieren lens, then 
F (U) = A SI-rdkAU/f) OO:U/f) (8.6) 
The width of the central band in which about 90% of the light energy is 
concentrated is therefore f" / A , where A is the wavelength of the 
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light used. When the optical wave front is disturbed by an ultrasonic 
wave whose wave length is A , it can be considered as occupying only a 
very small spatial width compared to the aperture and hence its Fourier 
transform produces a spread out diffraction pattern function at the 
plane of the stop. Consequently the width of the stop required to 
filter the free field component does not significantly reduce the 
brightness of the image, even if the stop is adjusted to filter the 
central and the first few lateral maxima (about 3) as would be required 
to produce a satisfactory dark background. 
However, in practice there is another important implication with regard 
to positioning the knife edge. This arises from the fact that the 
schlieren field does not uniformly darken as the cut-off is gradually 
increased and much of the diffracted light goes towards the edges of the 
field. This means that the threshold sensitivity of the schlieren is 
not uniform over the entire field, which is undesirable in the present 
application, and therefore a satisfactory solution has to be found. 
The free field brightness of the image field when the knife edge stop 
covers all the light between - 00 and the first diffraction minimum 
with reference to equation 8.7 can be written agu 
[G(V) ]2 
= [ Const. J jkClV/f ]2 (S!nCl ) exp dCl· (8.7) 
-~ 
Cl = -ka U/f 
This expression has been plotted by Speak and Walter~~as shown in Fig. 
8.6 for different positions of the knife edge with respect to the free 
field diffraction pattern as shown in Fig. 8.5, belOl:,'~) 
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FIG. 8. 6. VARIATION OF THE BACKGROUND ILLUMINA nON OF THE 
IMAGE FIELD (after Speak and WaIters) . 
.. 
Hayman calculated the position of the knife edge required to achieve a 
-3 
background brightness of the order of 10 times that of the free 
field. The requirement was to place the knife edge up to about 4 
diffraction minima. However, his calculations were based on the central 
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field illumination only, which is not adequate in the present 
application requiring a large field of view. As can be seen from the 
above plots that adjusting the knife edge to cut off more diffraction 
orders to achieve a lower background brightness results in an 
increasingly non-uniform field. As such, the threshold sensitivity will 
also vary accordingly. Therefore one solution to this problem is to 
illuminate a larger schlieren aperture than required but to use only the 
central region where the non-uni formi ty is not too great. Also a 
compromise between the desired level of background brightness and field 
uniformity with respect to the degree of cutoff would be needed. 
An interesting indirect improvement was later made in the design of the 
op~ical assembly when using a video camera. In the present application 
the video camara is generally looking at a high contrast scene with a 
low average brightness. Consequently, the ALC (Automatic Luminence 
Control) circuits of the camera respond to the scene with the highest 
gain levels giving video picture noise and image blur. This situation 
was turned to the advantage by allowing some of the unwanted edge 
diffracted light to fall on to some areas of the camera tube which is 
well separated from the required image area of the tube face. This 
restored the average brightness of the scene to the required level by 
proper adjustment giving a very significant improvement in the TV image 
quality. Also the possibility exists to provide some degree of 
compensation by the design of a sui table ALC circuit responding 
preferentially to the background brightness, at least near the borders. 
8.2.2 Schlieren aperture reguired 
When one considers only the central region of a schlieren field, the 
aperture is not a limiting factor as far as the sensitivity is concerned 
as this is primarily limited by an irreducible amount of background 
brightness. In such cases a compact aperture schlieren system is as 
good as a larger one. However, according to the previous discussion, an 
aperture somewhat larger than required to accommodate the acoustic field 
would be necessary to overcome non-uniformity problems. There again a 
compromise has to be made between the aperture size and acceptable field 
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performance, as the larger the aperture, the greater the other 
complications such as illumination, aberations, size and cost etc. In 
the present application, the actual schlieren aperture required will be: 
A = v x t (8.8) 
m max 
where v is the velocity of sound in the schlieren medium, and t 
m 
is the maximum pulse echo duration corresponding to the required object 
distance. Here t is equal to 83fs and the v of the medium 
~x m 
selected was 0.59 mm 7 jls giving an aperture of about 4.9 cm. Hence if 
a preliminary estimation of about 0.75 for v/A according to Fig. 8.6 
is used, the required aperture to give a reasonable central field 
uniformity would be 4.9 / 0.75 = 6.5 cm. 
8.2.3 Slit width 
From a theoretical point of view, slit width within reasonable limits is 
not expected to have a significant effect on the sensitivity of 
visualization apart from its use in setting a desired average 
brightness, most appropriate for the particular set of operating 
conditions. Slit widths in the range of approximately 0.1 mm to 0.5 mm 
was found to be satisfactory in the present case. 
Attempts have been made to use a strip stop in the stop plane in place 
of the knife edge with the aim to utilize light energy from either side 
of the stop, but it did not give the desired end results. Instead, two 
separate, closely spaced images were formed, rather than a super-~mposed 
single image, apparently degrading the hard earned image resolution. 
Close examination reveals that this is an effect of the finite slit 
width. The finite size of the slit causes the image diffraction 
patterns on either side passing a strip stop to be spatially separated 
and hence the images also. The implication is that, strip stops or 
graticule stops may not be very sui table in the case of forming high 
resolution schlieren images. 
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8.2.4 Optical aberration 
Effect of chromatic aberration is often noticeable in schlieren systems 
using lenses and therefore the use of ac}omatic doublets are preferable. 
Also the diffracted free field light gives rise to bright coloured 
borders and some image blur may also be noticed. In such situations the 
sensitivity of the schlieren may have to be deliberately lowered and 
therefore the use of monochromatic stroboscopic illumination has to be 
considered. The problem is that such sources are not readily available. 
Concave mirrors may be used which eliminate chromatic aberration, but 
the need to have much larger focal lengths and dimensions of the optical 
assembly to control spherical aberration makes it unattractive in the 
present application. However, a sui table mirror schlieren system was 
also initially designed as presented in Appendix 1. , but the 
development of the new LED stroboscope system in the mean time 
eliminated the problem of chromatic aberration altogether and promoted 
the use of a compact lens schlieren system. 
8.2.5 Optical scatter 
Hanstead and Hayman showed that one of the basic obstacles against 
achieving high sensitivity is the presence of an irreducible amount of 
background illumination, mainly caused by optical scatter. This was 
noticed in the present work also and the situation is even more 
aggravated when using it in an industrial environment due to additional 
scattering particles being deposited on the optical surfaces and also 
due to optical glare of the indoor lighting. Hence it was necessary to 
design a compact sealed schlieren system with external adjustment 
facilities and more details are presented in chapter 12. 
8.2.6 Schlieren medium 
A suitable schlieren medium was chosen by considering the following 
areas. 
1. Sensitivity 
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2. Velocity of sound 
3. Acoustic impedance 
4. Attenuation 
5. Dynamic range 
The absolute sensitivity of a given medium is one of the prime 
considerations in the present application, but in practice a compromise 
has to be made between various other factors involved. For example, a 
high absolute sensitivity but low acoustic impedance may not give the 
expected improvement due to acoustic mismach losses. On the other hand 
higher acoustic impedance requires the product of sound velocity and the 
density to be high, but a high sound velocity will oppose a compact 
sonoptical design. 
Hayman defined a theoretical visualization figure of merit, M , for a 
gi ven liquid by the formul~') 
where 
M = 
2 3 4 (p-an/3p) / pc 
P = density of the medium 
n = refractive index 
c = velocity of sound 
(8.9) 
The term (DO~) is also known as the elasto-optic coefficient. Based \ op 
on experimental observations, Hayman derived an empirical formula for 
elasto-optic coefficient as 
p(~~) = 1.29 n - 1.4 (8.10) 
Using this relationship, he compared a large number of liquids for their 
theoretical figures of merit as given in table B.1. 
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Retrnct- SOllnj ~ltl.'3to- figure- Acou:-.;til Atlenu- Boilinl!: 
Iv. Dennity veloci ty optic ot-ml':rit Irnped- ntion point 
indox Coeft- "",. r.oeft-
ic1ent iden? 
n • c .a nI'. H Z .. Pc a." a/ 
'O\C. m- KIII • .s -, -'5x -, 6 - dB.1IS -, °c o g 10 K~.m 
c} -, Hllz-2 c 
1. Va.ter HzO ,." '.00 '.48 0.}22 Ca '28 '.48 0.22 '00 
2. Carbon tetrnchloride CCl4 '.46 '.59 0.94 0.511 Cb 790 ,.49 4.7 77 
,. Bromotorm CHBr} '.60 2.90 0.92Cb 0.655 (b 760 2.67 2.0 '5' 
4. Chlorotonu CIIC1} ,.45 1.50 0.99 0.470 Ca 6'0 ,.49 }.5 6, 
5. Di-iodomethnno CII2I2 '.74 }.3J 0.96Cb 0.8G} Cb 1010 }.2O 2.2 Cb ,82 
6. Iodomethane CH}I '.5} 2.28 0.84 0.57 Ce 980 '.92 2.9 42 
7. Methanol CH/.O '.3} 0.79 1.12 0.329 C. }90 0.89 0.37 65 
8. Carbon di6ulphide CS2 '.63 '.26 ,.,4Cb 0.7'} C. '090 '.44 50.0 Cb 47 
9. Trichlorethene C2HC1} , ".48 '.46 • ,.03Cb 0.486 Cb 590 '.50 '.7 Cb .87 
10. lodo-ethane C2H5I '.5' '.94 0.88 0.55 Ce 960 '.7' 0.35 72 
11. Ethanol C2H~ ,.}6 0.79 ,.,6 0.}5' Cb 400 0.92 0.45 78 
'2. 1t3-dibrornoprop~e C3HGBr2 I 1.52 '.98 ,.09(d 0.56 (. 490 2.,6 O.70(d ,67 
'}' Acetone CJH60 .. 1.}6 0.79 . ','9 @.37' (b . 4'0 . 0.94 0.47 56 
'4. 1-iodopropane C3H7I '.5' '.75 0.93(d 0.55 Cc 860 '.6} 0.47Cd '02 
15. 1-propMol C}HsO '.}9 0.80 '.22 0.402 (c 440 0.98 0.55 97 
16. Glycerol C3IISO} ,.47 '.26 '.86 0.50 (c '25 2.}4 290 
17. Ethyl acetate C4HS02 '.}7 0.9} '.'7 0.}6, (b 350 '.09 0.45 77 
18. 1-iodo butane C4H9I '.50 '.62 O.97(d 0.54 Cc 790 '.57 O.50(d ,y,> 
19. 1-butanol C4H,oO '.40 0.8, '.26 0.4'9 (b 4y,> '.02 0.67 118 
20. 2-butanol C4H,00 '.40 0.8, ,.19(b 0.385 (b 4y,> 0.96 1.2 (b '00 
21. Diethyl et~er C4H,oO 1.35 0.7' 0.96 0.349 Ca 6'0 0.69 '.2 ~ 
22. 1t2-dibro~obenzene C6H'fBr '.62 '.98 ,.,2(d 0.69 (c 680 2.22 ,.} Cd 225 
23. Brornobenzene C6~Br '.56 '.50 ','5(b 0.598 (b 6y,> '.73 '.3 Cb ,~6 
24. Chlorobenzene C6 5C1 '.53 1.11 '.29 0.578 (b 560 '.43 ,., '32 
25. lodo-benzene C6H51 '.62 1.83 1.13(d 0.69 (c 720 2.07 ,.6 (~ 186 
26. Nitrobenzene C6Ht'02 '.56 '.20 '.48 0.612 (b }8O '.78 0.69 211 
27. Bf:nzene C6H '.50 0.88 '.32 0.522 Ca 540 ,. ,6 7.} 80 
28. Anilene C6H7N '.59 1.02 '.66 0.654 (b 360 '.69 0.43(b ,84 
29. Phenyl hydrazine C6H8N2 '.60 ,. '0 '.74 0.682 (b 32'J '.9' '.50Cb 2"3 
30. Paraldehyde C6H,z03 '.40 0.99 , .20(1 0.4, Co 390 ,. '9 '28 
". Hexane C6H,4 '.37 0.66 , .09Cb 0.4,6 8'0 0.72 0.52Cb 69 
32. Tolue,ne ~H8 '.50 0.87 1.32 0.54 Cc 550 '.48 0.69 111 
33. 2-amino toluene C7H~ '.57 '.00 '.60Cb 0.625 Cb 380 '.60 0.74 200 
34. 1-iodo heptane C7H'5I 1.49 1.38 1.07Cd 0.52 Cc 640 1.48 O.70(d 204 
35. O-xylene C811'0 '.5' 0.88 '.35 0.582 Cc 620 1.17 0_"5 ,44 
36. Quinoline g~~ '.63 1.10 1.58Cb 0.693 Cb 450 1.74 1.2 Cb 238 37. Cirul!uw.dchyd. '.62 1.05 1.56Cb 0.712 Cb 510 1.64 6.0 Cb 253 
38. 1-bromonaphth3.lene C10 1i7Br 1.66 1.48 1.36Cb 0.7y,> (b 570 2.01 1.5 (b 281 
39. 1-chloronaphthalcne Cl01l~1 1.63 1.19 '.46(b 0.703 Cb 5y,> 1.74 1.' Cb 258 
~. Tricresyl ph~sph4te CZ11121 l-04 '.56 1.20 1.50Cb 0.596 Cb 350 ,.80 12.0 Cb 410 
41. Phosphorous tribromide PBr3 ,.69 2.85 0.93(b 0.798 Cb 1110 2.65 4.3 Cb '7; 
42. Olive oil ,.46 0.91 1.44 0.48 (. 350 12.0 
43. Turpentine 1.47 0.87 1.24 0.50 C. 600 1.07 
Table 8.1 ACoUSTo-oPTICAL DATA FOR VARIOUS LIQUIDS - (After Hayman) 
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It can be seen that some of the liquids having the highest sensitivities 
presented in the above table are also toxic. Apart from this, since the 
use of a particular schlieren medium is very much dependent on the 
requirements as a whole, rather than the sensitivity alone, it was 
necessary to compare some of the usable media on an experimental basis. 
A considerable number of liquids from the above table as well as others 
were tested. From this excercise it was possible to choose a particular (,» 
liquid by the brand name FC 75, which gave a satisfactory compromise 
between the required properties, as given below. 
Material FC 75 (a fluorinated organic liquid. Non-toxic 
according to published data) 
Refractive index Col. 1.28 at 20 t 
Density = 1.76 gm/ml at 20°C 
Sound velocity = 0.59 mm~s at 20'C 
Attenuation coeff. at 2 MHz. = 
Boiling point 
The elasto-acoustic coefficient and the theoretical figure of merit is 
calculated using equations 8.9 and 8.10 respectively, to give 
P (':i%) = 1 .29 x 1.28 1.4 = 0.251 
and M = 4 ( 0.251 ) 2 / 1.76 x ( 0.59 ) x 10 = 697 
Hence it can be seen from the above that FC 75 is not likely to be the 
most sensitive liquid compared to those presented in table 8.1, but it 
gives a combination of properties better suited for the present purpose, 
particularly with respect to its low sound velocity promoting the design 
of a compact schlieren system, yet with much higher sensitivity than 
water and less attenuation. 
The other important consideration is the dynamic range of the medium 
"'I) F. 0:1) 
used. 19. 8.7 shows some of the response curves plotted by Hayman for 
some different liquids. These curves are used here for estimating the 
dynamic response only as the actual values are clearly subjective. 
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FIG. 8. 7. SCHLlEREN RESPONSE CURVES OBTAINED FOR YARIOUS LIQUIDS. 
(After Hayman, 1977) 
These curves suggest that an overall dynamic range of about 28 dB can be 
expected irrespective of the medium used. Since this range is 
considerably larger than that of a conventional TV monitor system, the 
schlieren technique may be used advantageously as a useful alternative 
method of presenting echo data. 
B.3 RE-TRANSMISSION 
Having chosen an appropriate schlieren visualizing medium, it is now 
necessary to estimate the parameters of the sonoptics for 
re-transmission. The geometrical configuration chosen according to 
Chapter 4 consists of a curved array and cylindrical lens as shown in 
Fig. S.8. 
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FIG. 8. 8. RE-TRANSMITTER SONOPTICS OF THE PROPOSED NEW SYSTEM. 
The necessary lens calculations are basicallY carried out in the same 
way as for the OUVO with the appropriate modifications for the new 
geometry. With reference to design equations given in the table 4.1, 
the maximum object distance U is 
max 
1 VI U = (1 + ~ Max If V3 
Here V1 = 6.3 mm I/,s 
V3 = 0.59 mm If's 
and U required = 250 mm 
max 
250 
1 + 
But in the present case f~ = f2 = 
radius of curvature of the curved array 
£1 
29 mm 
R1 = 29 mm, where R~ is the 
tJ,~t oj-
as well as/the first cylindrical 
lens surface due to the new sonoptics. The first focal length of the 
second interface ~ would be 
£ = 3 
= 3.8 mm 
Similarly the second focal length of the second interface f+ would be 
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41 mm 
and the radius of curvature of the second interface R is 
2 
The distance between the two lens interfaces 0 will be 
D = 33 mm 
The problem with the above set of values is that f3 being only 3.8 mm 
is unacceptably small. Consequently, the aberrations will be high as 
the corresponding F number is very small. However, it is possible to 
increase the nominal value of U leading to a better set of 
max 
specifications without sacrificing anything important. There is no need 
for a corresponding increase of the schlieren aperture at all as the 
required range of target information is the same, although the length of 
the medium will be extended by a couple of centimeters. This is not 
something significant with regard to the compactness. 
After a number of iterative calculations a suitable value for U 
max 
is chosen to be 430 mm. This resulted in the following set of 
specifications, calculated as before. 
= = 50 mm , 7 mm , f", 71 mm 
R2, "". 64 mm , o = 57 mm , 8 cm. 
Since V is 8 cm, the length of the schlieren tank required may 
max 
be chosen to be about 10 cm. The thickness of the lens is chosen as 40 
mm, this being sufficient to avoid complications due to edge diffracted 
waves excessively reflected from the walls of the lens. The width of 
the lens is calculated to give a sufficient aperture to accommodate the 
6 cm sector of the re-transmitting array with some allowance again to 
avoid edge diffracted waves causing reflection problems. An arc length 
of 8.5 cm was chosen giving a corresponding width of the lens to be 
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w = 2 x 50 sin (85 x 85 / 2 x 50) c>< 75 mm 
This completes the basic specifications necessary for the construction 
of the cylindrical lens required and also the curvature of the 
re-transmi tting array. The combination was experimentally tested with 
few other different designs and found to be quite satisfactory for the 
purpose. 
8.4 CONCLUSIONS 
The main conclusions of this chapter concerning the technique of 
visualization are the following : 
1. The photoelastic technique is not suitable for the present purpose 
2. Nothing is lost in the way of sensitivity by designing a compact 
schlieren system. However, additional allowance for the schlieren 
aperture must be made to reduce field non-uniformity. 
3. The possibility of achieving better stroboscopic illumination than 
that obtained with the conventional stroboscopes must be thoroughly 
investigated. Also the use of monochromatic illumination is much 
preferable. 
4. Use of knife edge cut-off to be preferred over strip stops or 
graticule stops as these tend to form somewhat extended images 
noticeable in the case of high resolution schlieren images. 
5. Although even ordinary lenses can produce schlieren images the 
use of high quality lenses must be considerd in the present design 
to achieve higher sensitivity by reducing aberrations and glare. 
6. Optical scatter must be kept to a minimum by choosing high quality 
optical components, ensuring cleanliness of the schlieren tank and 
the medium and also providing adequate shield 
ambient light. 
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against dust and 
75 .... 
The following sonoptica1 design specifications have been derived : 
1. The sch1ieren aperture required (medium being Fe 75) 
2. The aperture of the lens to give an acceptable 
central field uniformity 
3. First radius of curvature of the aluminium lens (R, ) 
4. Second radius of curvature of the aluminium lens (R,) 
5. Distance between the two surfaces (D) 
6. Width of the lens (W) 
7. Thickness of the lens (t) 
8. Length of the sch1ieren tank (1) 
These dimensions are as marked in FIG·8·9· 
~--~r---------~~-~ 
"r 
, 
I 
= 4.8 cm 
= 6.5 cm 
= 50 mm 
= 64 mm 
= 57 mm 
= 75 mm 
= 40 mm 
= 10 cm 
.~. --_.-_. -, 
, 
\ \ , 
>------ ------'i 
" ')-
" " -
," ,," " 
, " , 
" 
57 .. ", 100 .... 
ffGg·g APPROPRIATE DIMENSIONS OF THE SONOPTlCAL GEOMETRY. 
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-CHAPTER 9-
DEVELOPMENT OF .8. NEW STROBOSCOPE 
It waA empha-6J..zed .in :the p/l.ev.LOU-6 chap:Uvz. :that. good 
-6i4oRo-6cop.Lc iiluminaLion Wa-6 e-6-6eniial to~ the p/l.e-6eni 
application. 7h.L-6 chap:Uvz. deal-6 w.L:th the JtR.quiAernen:t.h 
.in. quantitative :Lertnw and the -6iluation will /l.egand to 
:the comme~c.LaP.P.y availaRP.e -6t~oRo-6cope-6, tinaP.P.y 
i.ead.in.g to the deve.f.opment ot a MhJ, high pRAtolUllance, 
-6uR-miniatu~e -6t~oRo-6cope Ra-6ed on a -6upe~ R~.Lght 
Ugld. Emilt.in.g Diode (L. E. D). 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
An essential element for visualizing the path of ultrasound in a 
transparent medium by schlieren or photoelastic visualization techniques 
is a good quality stroboscope. The conventional stroboscope which 
relies on some form of a gas discharge to generate light pulses, suffers 
from a series of problems such as too long a flash duration, jitter, 
large size and crooked shape of the source resulting i. non-uni form 
illumination, change of flash energy and duration with the repetition 
rate, inconsistency and ageing. Apart from these limitations, other 
drawbacks of commercial stroboscopes are bulkiness and high cost. 
Providing an accurate time window of short enough duration is an 
important requirement to preserve the quality of the acoustic images 
formed. The extent to which the above drawbacks affect the images 
will now be examined. Particular reference will be made to the General 
Radio Strobotac stroboscop~~which was available in the Department at the 
time. The price of this instrument was in the range of £ 1000/ -. 
9.1.1 Flash duration 
Fig. 9.1 shows a typical plot of light intensity versus flash duration 
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for a conventional stroboscope such as the one mentioned abov~) 
NO~ED 
OUTPUT 
FIG. 9. 1. OUTPUT LIGHT INTENSITY vs. TIME 
(GR 1538 A handbook) 
TIME 
REPfTITION 
FREQUENCY 
III1J tAPPROX 
FlASH 
:DURATION 
II1ICROSECONDS) 
2 - 12 3.' 
11 - 70 1.2 
67 - 41 ••• 
40. - 2500 '.5 
TABLE. 9. 1. 
FLASH DURATION FOR 
1/3 PEAK INTENSITY. 
It is clear from the above that the flash duration is far too long to be 
able to resolve one ultrasonic wavelength in the axial direction at 2 
MHz in the schlieren field. If the size of the acoustic image I is one 
wavelength, then the size of the optical image I' would be 
where 
I' = vlf + vt 
v = velocity of sound, 
f = frequency of ultrasound, 
t = flash duration, 
(9.1) 
therefore the effect of the finite flash duration is to stretch the size 
of the image and hence decrease the resolution. 
9.1.2 Jitter 
Jitter can arise in the case of conventional stroboscopes from the time 
uncertainty of the random gas discharge process, which cannot be easily 
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controlled. The result is the spatial flicker leading to degradation of 
optical resolution and hence image quality. If:!: J is the time jitter 
present and t is the flash duration, then the size of the optical image 
I I I as would be recorded on a photographic film over a considerable 
number of exposures will be 
I I I 
= v / f + v t + 2 J v (9.2) 
The effect of jitter and flash duration are shown in Fig 9.2 
Eff£CT Of flASH DURA TIOH 
AlII ATTER 11 t J/ 
Eff£CT 01' flASH DURA TIOH 
III 
ACTUAl. SIZE 01' 1I1AG£ 
I ONE WAVELENGTH I 
o 
I ~_.-_N __ ~. _____ V/_' ____ ~. ___ V_I __ ~. ___ N ____ ~'I ~/'.VI.~ 
I· V" • VI ·1 ~". VII I I 
I 
I 
I- oV" ~ ~/fI 
I, TtIE ,IJSTAHCE 
Itriggerl IIt£AN POS/TIOHI 
FIG. 9. 2. EFFECT OF FLASH DURA nON AND JITTER ON· THE IMAGE 
RESOLUTION. 
The percentage change in image size would be 
" I - I 
I = f x (t + 2J) x 100 
Substituting typical values observed 
" 
.=I--:-,...-"'1 ) 
I 
x 100 
(9.3) 
... -b ~ = 2 x 10 x (o.S + 2 x 0.5 ) x 10 
:I 
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This is totally unacceptable as the acoustic image resolution is 
degraded by a factor of 3.6 or more. (It is useful to compare the 
schlieren image of a short acoustic pulse at 2 MHz obtained with such a 
stroboscope and that developed by the author Fig.9.?). The above 
percentage change is also directly dependent on the frequency. 
9.1.3 Possible improvements to the conventional stroboscope 
Looking at the construction of a discharge tube e.g. the one in the 
General Radio strobotac and the trigger circuits, one can identify a 
series of trigger electrodes assembled in the discharge tube to initiate 
the discharge process. Supposing a secondary timing circuit is 
designed to operate in synchronism with the trigger circuit in a way as 
to remove the excitation grid potential a short time after it is being 
applied, the discharge cannot occur unless it has already started. In 
this way out-of-time flashes can be effectively removed reducing the 
jitter but at the expense of average intensity and the apparent 
reduction in the repetition frequency as a statistical function of the 
duration allowed. Further, by deliberate reduction of flash energy, 
that is by manipulating the discharge circuits some improvements in the 
flash duration may also be achieved. However, these are rather involved 
and therefore other possible alternatives are also to be examined. 
Another spark source glvlng shorter pulses has been used by Hanstead and 
other~~ but apart from the low light output and the emission of harmful 
UV light, it is not attractive in the present application due to many 
operational problems and large size. The other problem with the 
discharge devices in general, is that the emitted light is 
non-monochromatic. This leads to significant chromatic aberration when 
a lens schlieren system is used. The use of a pulsed laser is 
technically feasible, but it is not a satisfactory solution due to the 
hazards involved and also due to the size and the cost. 
9.2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF ~ NEW STROBOSCOPE USING ~ LIGHT EMITTING DIODE 
In the case of a gas discharge tube stroboscope, the long flash duration 
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and jitter are caused by the time uncertainties involved with the 
discharge process itself. There is uncertainty with regard to the start 
of the discharge after the trigger pulse is applied and once the 
discharge is started, there is no effective means of control or stop at 
a desired point. Thus the advantages of high stability electronic 
timing and synchronization possible with electronic circuits cannot be 
fully utilized with this type of stroboscope. 
If a light source could be accurately controlled by a trigger signal 
whose duration is 10 ns, say, and if the jitter in the the trigger 
signal is about 1 ns, then the percentage image elongation as registered 
by the light source according to equation 9.3 would be 
" I - I 
I 
x 100 = 6 -q -~, 2x10 (10 x 10 + 1 x 10 )x 100 
This is a satisfactory figure for the present application but as 
mentioned above such performance cannot be achieved with gas discharge 
stroboscope tubes. Hence it is necessary to have the light emitting 
process directly under the control of the elRtronic triggering and 
timing circuits, which can perform to even better specification if 
carefully designed. 
9.2.1 The concept of L.E.D. stroboscope 
It seems at this stage that both control and timing could be accurately 
achieved if a Light Emitting Diode (L.E.D.) is used as a source of 
stroboscobic light. 
the forward voltage 
diode equatiorf37) 
I = 
where 10 = 
q = 
This is because the current can be controlled by 
applied to the diode according to the Ebers Mole 
'l.v 
I (exp KT - 1 ) (9.4) 0 
reverse saturation current 
electronic charge 
" 
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v = forward voltage applied 
K = Boltzman's constant 
T = absolute temperature 
while the apparent brightness(oof the light emitted under normal 
conditions is directly proportional to the current density through the 
"t" d" t th t" ".) Junc lon accor lng 0 e equa lon 
B 
where l.xt = 
L = 
J = 
3940 next 1-:r 
A (NitS) 
external quantum efficiency 
the luminuous efficiency of 
the junction current density 
(9.5) 
the eye 
A"J / As = ratio of the junction area to observed emitting 
surface 
;, 
= the emission wavelength in fm. 
Hence the possibility exsists to control the light flash duration and 
its shape by electronic means down to the limits of circuit performance. 
However, the fundamental problem with a L.E.D. in this application 
seems to be the very limited light output normally obtainable with the 
specified forward currents. To the author's knowledge, there was no 
manufacturers li{rature concerning such short pulses yet requiring high 
light output, nor other satisfactory attempts that could be directly 
related to the requirements of the proposed system. Therefore the 
feasibility of developing a LED stroboscope to satisfy the illumination 
requirements of the present system was examined. 
According to equation 9.5, the optical output should linearly increase 
with the current, but this does not appear to be happening in the case 
of DC as can be seen from a typical LED characteristics curv~~) Fig.9.3. 
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RElATIVE 
BRIGHTNESS 
fOR'" MD CURRENT 
FIG. 9. 3. (OMRARISON OF DC AND PULSED OPERATION OF LED. 
It is interesting to note that in the case of pulsed operation, the 
linearity is seen at least over the range of measurements presented, 
while the DC curve tends to flatten out quickly indicating diminishing 
returns in brightness with increase in forward current. Unfortunately, 
the manufacturer's data do not cover pulse operation except in a very 
limited sense for pulsed currents up to about 300 mA and durations in the 
range of ms which are far removed from the requirements of the present 
application. Therefore, a series of experiments was· carried out to 
examine the limits of operation of LEDs in the pulsed mode. 
A large number of radiometric measurements was taken with respect to 
pulse width, repetition rate and the current passed through a Stanley 
H-500 high brightness LEO:PUsing these data, graphs were plotted such as 
the one showed in Fig. 9.4, to assess the maximum safe current. It 
was found that very high current could be passed through the diode under 
the required conditions and even at 20 A , which was the limit of the 
drive circuit used, there was no indication of optical saturation or any 
danger to the device. 
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From these experiments it was found that the discrepancy between the DC 
and the pulsed characteristics is caused by a temperature rise effect at 
the diode junction and provided that the current pulses do not raise the 
junction temperature excessively, the peak optical output increases 
linearly with the increase in current, at least up to a several tens of 
Amp. Even at such heavy currents no optical saturation was observed and 
the optical output is proportional to the duty cycle. Under these 
conditions the brightness was more than adequate for the purpose, being 
able to register the image field well, even with a single pulse. An 
added advantage, not possible with electrical discharge stroboscope is 
that there are three parameters now available for controlling the 
brightness) namely, the peak current, pulse duration, and the repetition 
rate. Hence the average brightness could be maintained reasonably 
constant over a wide range of operating conditions. 
9.2.2 Choice of ~ suitable LED 
The efficient performance of an LED in the present application depends 
on a group of factors as follows. 
1. Luminosity 
2. Emissive surface area 
3. Thermal mass of the substrate and the heat dissipation 
of the device 
4. Electrical characteristics such as 
(a) Bulk resistance of the substrate, leads and the contacts 
(b) Junction capacitance and the diffusion capacitance 
(c) Dynamic resistance 
(c) Lead inductance 
5. Spatial distribution of emission 
6. Peak wavelength and spectral distribution 
7. External surface condition 
Apart from a wide variety of LE Os available, the above factors do vary 
considerably even within the same type of device. F or example, two 
high brightness LED of the same type may have a luminous intensity 
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C3'IJ 
variation between 300 mcd to 500 mcd representing a percentage change 
as high as 33%. Although the spatial distribution of some LEOs can be 
quite narrow, which is a real advantage over the discharge stroboscope, 
the LEOs are not always free from manufacturing defects such as small 
mis-orientation of the optical axis, dark spots ect., giving alignment 
problems. On the other hand out of the electrical characteristics 
mentioned above, junction capacitance, diffusion capacitance and the 
dynamic resistance are all nonlinear quantitie~·~nd depend on the bias 
conditions. Hence high frequency equivalent circuit analysis under 
heavy current conditions is rather involved. The following approximate 
representation as in Fig. 9.5 may be considered to examine some of the 
features. 
(a) ------1[>1*------ IDEAL DIODE 
(b) ---.&....--1 
rlnl 
~ HEAT ENERGY 
LIGHT ENERGY 
L 
QUANTUM MECHANICAL PROCESS. 
HEAT ENERGY 
FIG. 9. S. REPRESENT A TlON OF A LEO AT HIGH FREQUENCY. 
C;r preferentially bypasses high frequency components, while L presents 
higher impedance. Furthermore, L and C~can resonate at high frequency 
causing difficulties of extracting charge from the diode junction. On 
the other hand, the higher the rt~tthe higher the drive required causing 
higher internal dissipation. As discussed above, this is the main cause 
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of lowering the luminuous conversion efficiency of the LED. All these 
mean that for optimum performance, LEDs have to be chosen by screening 
measurements and trials. Although initially a Stanley H-50o high 
brightness LED was chosen for the experiments, the final stroboscope was 
designed later with a much brighter Stanley H-2ooo LED which became 
available only afterwards. It is expected that even brighter LEDs 
will become available in the near future. 
9.2.3 Stroboscopic driver design considerations 
A closed form approximation for the transient response of a high 
radiance double-hetrojunction LED in terms of 10 to 90 percent rise time 
•• (q'J 
may be wr1tten as 1n standard text 
= + T ) in 9 (9.6) 
where f-> = q I 2 K T 
q = electronic charge 
i = current step for driving the LED 
K = Boltzman constant 
t" = minority carrier life time 
Although the junction capacitance C::r is voltage dependent due to the 
distributed nature of the stored charge, the rise time according to 
equation 9.5 may still be improved by current peaking if necessary. 
This can be done by passing current in excess of the desired level for a 
short time and also applying a negative bias at the end of the pulse 
period for a short time to sweep out the injected carriers. In addition 
the application of a small forward bias on the LED would also be useful 
in reducing the activation delay. 
As estimated before, the current pulses required in the present 
application were in the order of 20 A, the duration in the range of 10 
ns and a maximum repetition frequency of about 2 kHz. Generating such 
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current pulses with very short 
the circuit and layout design. 
duration presents major difficulties in 
Since the low level trigger pulses can 
be readily obtained from the conventional pulse generators, the efforts 
were concentrated mostly on the design of a suitable driver. The heavy 
current pulses mean that the circuit inductance and the resistance of 
critical components and wiring, however small, become a major concern, 
while the shortness of the pulses of the order of 10 ns means that the 
overall bandwidth must be in excess of 100 MHz. Furthermore, adequate 
protection against sharp spikes and instabilities leading to spontaneous 
destruction of the devices must be taken care of. After many trials the 
stroboscope driver circuit as shown in Fig. 9.6 was initially designed. 
Basic operation of the circuit is briefly described as follows. 
T2 form a complimentary emitter fo~wer stage designed to give an 
impedance of the order of 3 ohms which drives a VN 10 KM MosFEi 
T, and 
output 
in the 
pulsed mode. The amplified pulse is developed across the primary of a 
phase inverting pulse transformer (1 : 1, bifilar winding on a Feralex 
'P' grade, MM 623 ring core) with a resistance in parallel, of the order 
of 22 ohm. The secondary winding is referenced to ground and also 
shunted by a suitable resistance to lower the impedance further to drive 
a set of 4 VN 88 AF mosfets in parallel which operates the LED connected 
between a higher voltage supply of the order of 50 V and the common 
drain. The input impedance of the driver is dominantly resistive and is 
in the order of 50 ohm. 
This configuration was successfully used throughout to the final design. 
The main differences have been in the choice of components, 
incorporation of an indicator circuit, slightly different biasing 
arrangements and the layout (Figs. 9.6 - 9.8). All these circuits 
performed extremely well as can be seen from the typical test results. 
(fig. 9.?). Care has been exercised to protect the circuits 
adequately, since any accidental damage would result in painstaking 
repair work. Fig.9.? also shows the assembly of the first prototype on a 
bread board and Fig 9.9 shows the final subminiature but more powerful 
version for the imaging system compacted into a lens cap. 
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Fig. 9.7 THE FIRST ASSEMBLY AND TYPICAL TEST RESULTS. 
(a) The first prototype LED stroboscope on a bread board 
(b) A schlieren image of a long train of pulses 
(c) Cylindrical field of a small transducer driven at 2MHz 
(d) A pulse approximately one wavelength long 
(e) The above pulse as seen with the conventional Strobotac 
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transistors 
1. T, = BFW 16 A npn Bipolar 
2. T1 = 2N 55B3 pnp Bipolar 
3. T~ = VN B8 AF Mosfet 
4. T" = IRF 120 Power r~osfet 
5. Ts = ZTX 302 npn Bipolar 
Capacitors 
1 • C, = 2 pF Ceramic monolythic 50 V 
2. C. = 2 fF ' , 
" 
3. C3 = 1 JAF " " 
4. C~ = 2 JAF 
" " 
5. C,. = 2 JAF 
" 
, , 
8. C. = 47 }tF Tantalum 63 V 
9. C7 = 47 fF " 
, , 
Resistors 
1 • R, = 220 ohm • 1 I 4 W trimpot 
2. R2. = 1 K II 100 ohm " metal film 
3. R3 = 1.2 K ' , 
" 
4. R" = 1.8 K ' , " 
5. R" = 68 K ' , 
, , 
6. Rb = '" 22 ohm 
" 
, , 
7. R7 = 1 K ' , trimpot 
8. RI = ,... 0.9 ohm ' , metal film 
9. R" = 10 K ' , carbon 
10. R,. = 1 K ' , 
" 
11 R" = 2.2 K ' , " 
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Signal Diodes 
1 . BAW 62 
2 . ' , 
3 . I I 
4 . 1 1 
Light Emitting Diodes 
1 . Stroboscopic source Stanley Hi -Super bright H- 2DOO LED 
Stanley ESBR 2201 (not critical) 2. Dual supply indicator 
Pulse transformer 
1. Core r~M 623 Feralex ' P ' grade ferrite ring core 
2. Winding gauge 22 enameled copper wire , 23 turns , 1 :1 bifiler 
/ l -E-D STROBOSCOPE! 
DESIGNED AND CONSTRUCTED BY G - P _P GUNARATHN~ 
I '. r II 1 I . , • I I I 11 f I .~ I I I I I1 I I ~ I I 
Fig . 9.9 THE LED STROBOSCOPE ASSEMBLED IN A LENS CAP READY 
TO BE LOCKED IN TO THE OPTICAL ASSEMBLY . 
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Fig . 9. 10 THE LED STROBOSCOPE ON THE HANDLE OF THE 5TROBOTAC 
After the successful development of this LED stroboscope , it was 
published in Ultrasonics , July 1983 . See appendix 3 . 
9 . 3 CONCLUSIONS 
The conventional gas di scharge stroboscopes are not s uitable for the 
present application . A new stroboscope has been s uccessfully developed 
based on a Super bright Light Emi tting Diode dri ven ,dth very short , 
very high current pulses . Its light output is more tha n adequate for 
the purpose , being able to show up the schlieren images "ell . even "i th 
a single pulse . The advantages compared to ordinary stroboscopes can be 
summarized as follows . 
(1) . Extremely s hort flash duration . i ndependen t of repetition rate ; 10 
ns or even shorter pulses are possible as assessed by t he c urrent 
pulses . compared to 30 to 50 ns of a spark discharge stroboscope 
or 0 . 5 to 3~s of a commercial gas discharge stroboscope whose 
flash duration varies with the repetition rate in the above range . 
(2) . Completely free f r om jitter 
(3) . Nearly monoch romatic emission 
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(4). Well defined shape of source and spacial emission giving uniform 
illumination over the entire field of interest 
(5). Pulse width and pulse energy can be accurately controlled 
(6). Long working life 
(7). Small physical size 
(8). Very low cost 
-- II --
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- C H APT E R 10-
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSDUCER ARRAYS 
--- --
7 he impo/1.tance 01- high qua'€'ity t/1.an.;duce/1.'; in the 
p/1.e.;ent app.€.ication LUa<l mentioned in Chapte/1. 7. 
flOLUeVe/1., it LUa-i> appcut.R.ni. that comme/1.cia.f..e.y avai.e.ae..te 
uan<lduCe/1. a/1./1.ay<l and n-acking<l I-all 1-= .;hod 01- :the 
/1.equi/1.ement<l. A<l <luch, nelU technique.; have n-een 
deve.€.oped 1-0/1. the con<lt/1.uction 01- high qua'€'ity 
uan;,duCe/1. a/1./1.ay<l u.;ing a nelU type 01- n-acking made 01-
cLen:ta.e. alloy epoxy mix::tu/1.e unde/1. do;,dy conUo.e..e.ed 
condition.;. Ana£.y.;i-!> 01- :the l-ac:toM invo.€.ved and :the 
detail.-!, 01- the p/1.0Ce-!>;' a/1.e p/1.e-!>en:ted in thi-!> chapie/1.. 
10.1 INTRODUCTION 
Variability of the properties of ultrasonic transducers is one of the 
(7) 
main problems often encountered in practice. (Fig. 10.1). In the case 
of a flaw detector, transducers having rather different characteristics 
can still serve the same purpose, while in the case of a conventional 
switched array B-scanner, the uniformity of the elements is somewhat 
important, although not critical. However, in the present case the 
si tuation is very different as the whole process of image 
re-construction depends on the accuracy of the amplitude and phase 
information of the echo signals forming images by direct interference of 
acoustic waves. As mentioned earlier, this depends largely on the 
performance of the transducer arrays. 
When the transducers are physicall y small, the failure rate and the 
variability are even greater. Therefore, it is not difficult to 
appreciate the nature of the task to make two transducer arrays, each 
consisting of 30 tiny elements with sufficiently identical properties. 
It is worth mentioning at this stage that not even the original DU VD has 
such requirements as there are no arrays involved. 
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Fig. 10.1 VARIABILITY OF ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS - Response of two 
nominally identical commercial transducer probes, (Silk, 1984) 
10.2 EARLY CONSTRUCTION PROCESS 
Early attempts were made with transducer crystals backed by tungsten 
araldite slugs purchased from the manufacturers. These crystals were 
bonded with epoxy to the backings in the usual )!Jay and then the array 
elements were cut to size. After many time consuming trials it became 
evident that the required performance cannot be achieved in this way, 
mainly due to the poor quality standards of the raw materials. For 
example, the acoustic impedance of the slugs earlier purchased for 
• b -3 b-3 
making the arrays var1ed between 17 x 10 Nsm and 5 x 10 Nsm The 
attenuation figures in the pulse echo mode at 2 MHz for a particular 
slug for example varied in excess of 23 d8 just from one end to the 
other over a length of only 15 to 20 mm indicating severe local 
variations. On the other hand, crystals even of the same batch were 
different too, causing great deal of problems when replacing any 
defective elements or making new arrays. 
10.3 INVESTIGATIONS OF BASIC PROBLEMS and IDENTIFICATION OF PARAMETERS 
In respect of the above, one has to exercise tight control over the 
materials, composition and the process adopted. Screening tests had to 
be developed to chose the right materials. The materials used include : 
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1. Piezoelectric material 
2. Backing materials 
3. Bonding materials 
4. Additives 
5. Surface protection materials 
10.3.1 Piezoelectric material 
After several trials, it was found that PZT 5H was better suited for 
the purpose. Further experiments showed that some crystals, even if 
they are of the same kind and batch, were more difficult to damp than 
others. Because it was so important to obtain -a bandwidth as wide as 
possible, initial damping and bandwidth tests were carried out on 
transducer crystals to select the most suitable ones. It was also 
observed through many trials that a high degree of initial poling 
favours not only the sensitivity but leaves more room for achieving 
wider bandwidth. Therefore the selected crystals were re-poled to the 
maximum possible limits. Another observation was that in the process of 
damping a transducer mechanically, a reflection free interface can not 
be achieved even if the impedance of the backing material was made equal 
to that of the ceramic with an extremely thin bond line. Apart from 
these, some other factors influencing performance and uniformity among 
the crystals of the same kind were identified, such as 
1. The state of adherence between the substrate and the electrode 
2. Thickness and uniformity of electrode layer 
3. External surface texture 
The efficiency can be severely impaired by poor adherence of the 
electrode layer. This situation was clearly demonstrated in some cases 
where the transducers did not give wideband response with good backings 
and bondings to which other crystals responded very well. Upon 
examination, it was found that the state of adherence of the silver 
electrode layers was very poor and in some cases they just peeled off 
after sticking on a piece of cellotape and then removing it. (Fig. 
10.1). Small scale re-silvering and poling gave better results. 
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Fig. 10.2 A TRANSDUCER WITH A POORLY ADHERED ELECTRODE LAYER 
Another important aspect found was the surface texture of a given 
crystal. This affects the bond between the transducer and the backing 
material both in terms of adherence and effectiveness and hence 
the performance. When a crystal having dissimilar surface textures on 
each side is cut into two halves and the opposite faces were bonded to 
the same backing material under identical conditions, different 
responses were given, indicating the influence of the surface texture. 
Generally both short spatial roughness and long spatial waviness 
variations were seen on different crystals. (Figs. 10.3 a d"d 10.3 b). 
They differed so much at one stage that the surfaces had to be specially 
prepared and characterized further by surface texture measurements. 
At the same time excessive thickness and the lack of uniformity of the 
silver layers often presented problems. After constant appealing to the 
manufacturer, this aspect was sufficiently improved for the purpose. 
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Fig. 10.3 SURFACE TEXTURE DIFFERENCES IN SOME TRANSDUCER CRYSTALS 
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10.3.2 Backing material 
An ideal backing material may have the following properties. 
1. Specific acoustic impedance close to that of the transducer material 
2. A high attenuation coefficient 
3. Freedom from back scatter 
These properties, specially (1) and (2) are hard to achieve 
simultaneously. 
According to classical theory the specific acoustic impedance of a medium 
is given by 
z ~ pc (10.1) 
where f is the density of the medium and c is the velocity of sound. 
When a travelling wave meets a medium of different acoustic impedance, 
not all the energy is transmitted, such that 
Transmitted Energy 
Incident Energy 
where Z1 = specific acoustic impedance of first medium 
and Zz = specific acoustic impedance of second medium 
(10.2) 
Therefore it follows theoretically that if the acoustic impedance of the 
backing material is made to be equal to that of the crystal, and the two 
surfaces are kept in intimate contact, the damping on the transducer 
will be at its maximum value and all the incident energy will be 
transmi tted. However, this condition is not practical! y achieved as 
mentioned before as there is an intermediate electrode layer and a 
coupling layer of either oil, an adhesive or a cold weld etc., of finite 
thickness separating the transducer and the backing medium. In this 
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situation, however thin these layers are, the process of acoustic energy 
transmission is a lot more complicated than that given in equation 10.2. 
Classical theory and the basic transducer model presented in Chapter 7, 
Fig. 7.9, fail to give an insight into this behaviour and many other 
factors outlined previously. Therefore it is worth examining the 
situation with more appropriate transducer models such as Mason's 
equivalent circuit mode~'" and Krimholt, Leedom and Matthael431 (KLM), 
equivalent circuit model to identify the influence of various parameters 
concerning the construction of arrays. 
10.3.3 Transducer modelling Mason's eguivalent circuit 
The Mason's model relies mainly on the use of transmission line analogy 
to acoustic wave propagation and represents all the three ports namely 
front and back acoustic ports and the electrical port of the transducer. 
Fig. 10.~ashows the Mason's equivalent circuit for a thin transducer in 
one dimension. In this model, the mechanical and electrical properties 
of the transducer are represented by separate branches linked by an 
ideal transformer having a turns ratio 1 : N, where N = Co h33 ' Co = 
static capacitance, h33= piezoelectric deformation coefficient. The 
impedances Z~ , Z2 and Z~ include cyclic terms governed by the thickness 
of the piezoelectric disc and represent the effects of the reflection of 
ultrasonic energy at the boundaries of the disc. 
Electrodes Piezoelectric Material 
I \ 
medium (a) 
-
medium (b) 
PortG)--•• .. Port® 
I t~rv~) 1 
FIG.10.4(A) TRANSDUCER GEOMETRY SHOWING THE THREE PORTS 
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z, 
v, 
z, 
PORT<D 
FIG. 10. 4(b). MASON'S EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT (ELECTRIC FIELD 
PARALLEL WITH PARTICLE VELOCITY). 
PORT(!) 
With this model, there is provision for incorporation of the additional 
layers such as electrode layer, bond line and face plates etc. by 
appropriate electrical counterparts so that better approximation to the 
real operation could be made • For a layer of material 
thickness t, the impedance liM. is given as in standard 
reference to Fig. 10.5. 
where 
z. 
~n 
la 
a + j21Tf/c 
= acoustic impedance of backing medium 
having finite 
f7} 
text and with 
(10.3) 
(10.4) 
It = impedance of the layer material (e.g. a bond layer) 
0( = attenuation coefficient 
f = centre frequency 
c = velocity of sound 
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It is also shown that the characteristic impedance of an attenuating 
medium is no longer p x c, but is given bt) 
(10.5) 
r (10.6) 
where ~ois the impedance of an equivalent non-attenuating medium. 
This could be followed successively through to any number of layers. It 
is now not difficult to see the dependence of acoustic transmission on 
parameters such as finite thickness, attenuation and acoustic impedance, 
bond layers and electrode layers which the classical theory fails to 
represent. It could also be seen that in the case of making arrays any 
local variations of the above parameters are far more significant and 
could easily cause non-identical behaviour. 
One of the problems with Mason's model is that it is rather difficult to 
interpret the effects in the reverse order. That is to say what would 
be the implication of modifying the electrical model in terms of 
constructional features. In this respect the transducer model developed 
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by Krimholtz, Leedom and Matthaei, (KLM model) as shown in Fig. 10.6 is 
more flexible to be used in interactive transducer design. Here the 
piezoelectric element is represented as a loss less acoustic transmission 
line of length L coupled at its mid point to a 
representing the electrical properties of the disc. 
lumped network, 
Any other layers 
can be added to these acoustic outlets as acoustic transmission lines by 
their acoustic impedance and the thickness as a function of phase. 
Mechanical and electrical branches are again linked by an ideal 
('7) 
transformer of turns ratio 1 : N 
where N = fl< (TT/2TTf C Z ) Sine LT 000 
and the reactance of Co' XE is given by 
r 
',I 
I, 
c. 
/crt 
XE = -f<:2 Sine (f/f ) 12TTfC TOo 
V2 
-I" V2 
.. c 
Z,. V Z,. V 
ACOUSTIC TRAIISI1ISSIOH LH 
.... 1---- IDEAl. TRANSFORI1fR 
It 
I, 1 
v, 
I 
le, • le (~)m (twl~1 
,wz. 
FIG. 10. 6. KLM TRANSDUCER CIRCUIT MODEL. 
, 
Vt 
For optimum bandwidth, the Q values of the mechanical and electrical 
branches are matched. The mechanical Q value Q~ is 
TT 
2 
Z 
P 
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(lD.7) 
where Zp is the impedance of the ceramic material, ZF and Za are the 
equivalent impedance seen by the transducer at the front and the back 
ports respectively. Electrical Q value is given by 
11 ( ZB + ZF ) Qe = Z 41<2 
T P 
(10.8) 
Equating Q and Q for optimum bandwidth gives 
ZB + ZF = f2 Zp~. (10.9) 
Substituting typical values for Z and kT as 28 and 0.68 respectively, 
-3 Nsm 
This means that in the present case, the object medium being steel with 
b -3 
an impedance of about 46 x 10 Nsm , bandwidth and efficiency cannot be 
optimized without some impedance transformation at the front end e.g. 
using matching layers. However, for the feasibility study this may be 
omitted due to the large amount of work involved. For the time being if 
aluminium is used as the test object medium, whose impedance is only 
about 17 x 10b Nsni3 ,bandwidth optimization according to equation 10.9 
can still be done without any matching layers and therefore the system 
performance could be evaluated without loss of generality. This is the 
case for the re-transmitting array any way, as it is to be directly 
coupled to the aluminium lens. 
Hence if the impedance at the front face is assumed to be about 14 x 10b 
Nsm-3 , (taking into account, the drop from the nominal value of aluminium 
due to protective layers and bond layers, cf. equation 10.3), then the 
required back face impedance according to equation 10.9 would be about 
b -3 13 x 10 Nsm. Again considering the effect of bond 
impedance of the backing itself in this case would 
layers, the required 
be about 16 x 10b 
-3 Nsm. This agrees with experiments where the optimum bandwidths were 
obtained with backings whose acoustic impedance was not equal to that 
of the ceramic, but considerably less in the range of 14 to 20 x 10~Nsm: 
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Apart from the impedance one other important consideration has been the 
attenuation of the backing medium. Impedance, attenuation and the path 
length required are clearly related. Normally the higher the impedance, 
the lower the attenuation and therefore the longer the length of the 
medium required to prevent signi ficant reflections back to the 
transducers. However, in the case of making arrays with conductive 
backings, this presents a crucial problem due to increased inter-element 
capacitive cross-coupling as will be shown below. See Fig. 10.7. 
~-- BACKING STRIP (conductiv.) 
~I-_ PZT AARAY ELEHfHT 
(bonded) 
FIG. 10.7. CAPACITIVE CROSS-COUPLING OF TRANSDUCER ELEMENTS 
The capacitance formed between two backing strips as in Fig. 10.7 can be 
.tt LW WrJ. en as 
C = A E. Id (10.10) 
where A is the surface area of the backing, d is the element spacing 
t -'2 I 
and 6 is the permitivity of air ( = 8.85 x 10 F m- ). Substituting 
A 
typical values, gap width = 0.2 mm, backing length ~ 25 mm, the value of 
the capacitance C would be 
C = 15 x 25 x 8.85 x 10-~0.2 
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Therefore, at 2 MHz, the reactance of the cross-coupling capacitance 
would be 
1/21Tf C 
o 
6 . -12 
= 1/21T 2 x 10 x 20 x 10 
= 4000 0 
Assuming the transducer impedance is approximately 500 Ohm resistive at 
the centre frequency, two consecutive elements may be represented as in 
Fig. 1o.B. 
4000 n R, 
soDa soDa V,. 
FIG. 10. S. AN EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT REPRESENTATION OF INTER-ELEMENT 
CAPACITIVE CROSS-COUPLING. 
If a voltage V w. is induced in element 1, the voltage transmitted to 
element 2 via cross-coupling would be 
V 
out = 
;;;: K V. 
C l.n 
where K = R 3 / ( R 1. + R 3) may be treated as the cross-coupling 
factor. By star delta transformation, 
= R:z. = 4000 x 500 / 5000 = 400 Ohm 
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= 500 x 500 / 5000 = 50 Ohm 
K = (50 / 550) 100 10 % 
Although the actual figure will be somewhat less than this in the 
present application, the influence of inter-element capacitive 
cross-coupling can be quite serious if lower width/gap ratios are to be 
implemented and/or at high frequencies. 
Earlier trials were made with tungsten loaded araldite, but the 
attenuation at the required impedance was rather low for the purpose and 
therefore various attempts were made with materials to achieve better 
attenuation vs impedance figures. From this exer~ise, a better 
compromise was found with a fine grain dental alloy mixed with epoxy in 
appropriate proportions and made under closely controlled conditions and 
the details will be presented later in the chapter. 
Further attempts were made to develop non-conductive backings using 
aluminium oxide powder with the aim of avoiding capacitive 
cross-coupling all together. One of the problems with the aluminium 
oxide backings were some backscatter and reflection from non-homogeneous 
sites as a result of using fairly coarse grain powder which was already 
available at the time. 
10.3.4 Adhesion and bond line effects 
One of the most serious problems faced in the construction of the array 
was due to the variability of the properties of bond line between the 
transducer and the backing and also the protection layers at the front 
face. Some preliminary experiments were carried out using carefully 
prepared glass samples bonded by various adhesives and mixtures of 
adhesives and suspensions to study the nature of variability of bonds 
under contro~ed conditions. (Fig. 10.9). 
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Fig. 10.9 EXAmNING BONO EFFECTIVENESS USING GLASS SPECIMENS 
One of the observations was that not even a near reflection free 
interface was formed in any occasion. The minimum reflection observed 
did not fall anything below 15 to 20 % of the incident amplitude and 
also the variabilities between the samples were very significant. 
Because the samples were glass, it was possible to observe how easy to 
form patchy bonds and also how to avoid them. There was evidence that 
the structural strength of the bond also played a significant 
role i'n acoustic transmission through the interface. Addi ti ves with the 
aim to increase the impedance of the bond material did not always go 
according to the expectations. Although the impedance was raised in 
this way, the consequant loss of structural strength and increase in 
.bond line thickness at higher prop~tions of the additives counteracted 
a possible improvement in performance. Factors of importance are 
1. Bond line thickness and its uniformity over the required area 
2. Structural strength of the bond 
3. Acoustic impedance of the bond material 
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4. Attenuation coefficient - ~ 
5. Acoustic wavelength - ;>... 
Classical approach again does not give any insight~to these but 
examination::equations 10.3 and 10.4, reveals the important features of a 
bond line. As tanb (i¥'l\) ~ Jil'tv for small bond thicknesses l' eq. 
10.3 can be re-written as 
ZL (Zs + z.I. iZI tU 
Zt + ze iZlt1 
(10.11) 
where Zt~is the impedance seen by the probe at the back face. 
If 
Z ~ in 
(10.12) 
i.e. for Zt, ... to be equal to Z& ' ( Zs I ZJ. ) ;a'\ must be small. For the 
present case ( Ze. I Z,. ) is about 5.5 and if about 20 % reduction in 
apparent backing impedance l," is permitted as before, then from 10.12 
liZlt I 0.25/5.5 0.045 
But ~ = a + ~ 
C 
For the epoxy mixture used the attenuation coefficient 
of 1.2 nepers mm-' and' (2 IT f I c) "" 5 mm at 2 MHz. 
appropriate values for 1~11 
~ is in the range 
Substi tuting the 
0.045/ (1.l + -3 B.7x10 mm 
This is an unfavourable situation as the bond line thickness has to be 
maintained below a few microns, and even at the above value of B.7 fm, 
the apparent reduction in effective backing impedance is 20 %. Now 
turnin9 to the surface texture measurements, Fig.10.3, the importance 
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of careful surface preparation before bonding is self evident. The 
local variations in the transducer crystal alone is sufficient to cause 
enough problems. 
It must be mentioned at this stage that in the manufacture of probes, 
such local variations are of a much less serious nature as far as the 
uniformity of two probes are concerned due to the averaging effect over 
a comparatively large surface area. But the situation becomes more and 
more prominent when the size of the transducers is small,comparable to 
the type of spatial surface variations of the crystal leading to 
increased non-uniformity in the case of arrays. 
On the same reasoning, not only the transducer but the surface texture 
of the backing is just as important and the experiments showed that this 
is even more difficult to control. 
Fortunately, techniques were developed later to improve the surface 
texture of the backings leaving only short term spatial roughness within 
limits and little long term spatial waviness. The effect of local 
variations on a small transducer can be treated as increasing the 
average bond line thickness. Now if representative values obtained from 
surface texture measurements are substituted to give an average bond 
line thickness of about 20 ~m, then the effective impedance as seen by 
the transducer for the same backing in the present case would be about 
36 % less than that of the backing itself, which is totally 
unsatisfactory. i.e. for a change of bond line thickness of only 11 jAm, 
the effective backing impedance was varied by about 16 %. This type of 
change is typical but if great care is not taken, the situation could 
be far worse. 
Although the absolute impedance values are different, some idea of what 
reduction in 'backing impedance alone means in terms of performance can 
be gained by comparing theoretically expected pulse shapes of two 
(7) 
transducers as seen in Fig. 10.10, after Silk (1984). The difference of 
impedance between the backing from 1 st to 2nd in Fig. 10.10 is only 
about 12 % and the bond line thickness is assumed to be zero. 
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I,) l,=21M10' Nsm-' 
Fig. 10.10 VARIABILITY OF PULSE SHAPE AS A FUNCTION OF ACOUSTIC 
IMPEDANCE OF THE BACKING, ASSUMING ZERO BONO LINE THICKNESS. (Silk,19S4) 
Apart from the apparent reduction of the backing impedance, the finite 
bond line thickness seems to have far more consequences particularly if 
wideband performance is required as in the present case. It was 
observed in experiments that when the mechanical damping was gradually 
increased, the corresponding improvement in the bandwith was not 
symmetrical about the centre frequency. The low frequency response is 
readily enhanced while the high frequency side was relatively much 
poorer (Fig. 10.15 a through d). This can also be understood in terms 
of bond line properties. Returning to eq. 10.4, where ~ = 0< + 
't2.7\5' / c, it is seen that the bond line thickness limit is a function of 
frequency because the attenuation in polymer materials like araldite 
is prop~tional to frequency. Hence the effective damping impedance will 
fall with frequency leading to high frequency energy being trapped 
within the PZT material. This explains the experimental observations 
where mechanical damping gave little improvement towards the high 
frequency end of the transducers. Therefore on the same argument it 
must also be mentioned that whatever the layers involved in the front 
end must be extremely thin and well coupled to the test object to 
irradiate or receive short pulses. It also seems to be an advantage to 
force the transducers to operate somewhat below the nominal resonance 
frequency to achieve better phase performance because in effect 
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mechanical damping preferentially improves the low frequency spectrum of 
the transducer. 
10.4 THE CONSTRUCTION PROCESS 
The fundamental areas of critical importance that need to be handled in 
the construction process are 
1. Transducer material 
2. Backing material 
3. Bond line 
The transducer material selected was PZT SH and after screening tests 
and re-poling as mentioned previously, the thickness of the silver 
electrodes was further reduced as far as possible by careful scraping 
and polishing. The surface to be bonded was carefully treated with 
de greasing agents and the surface texture measurements were repeated 
They were then stored in acetone to prevent oxidation and contamination 
of surface until ready to be used. 
10.4.1 The development of high quality transducer backings 
As mentioned before, the earlier transducers were made with tungsten 
araldite slugs purchased from manufacturers. These slugs were 
cylindrical in shape and therefore the surface required for bonding was 
prepared initially by milling along the length. However, it was later 
found that the impedance of the slugs varied severly from one end to the 
other. Experiments suggested that this is mainly caused by the method 
of compacting the powder. Usually these slugs are made by compacting 
the tungsten araldite powder mixture by applying pressure from one side 
of the charge in a cylindrical mould. Due to the frictional forces 
mainly set up at the interface between the charge and the wall of the 
mould, the powder is not compressed uniformly leading to the type of 
changes observed along the slug. To avoid this problem, a steel mould 
was designed such that pressure could be applied along a rectangular 
surface having dimensions slightly larger than that of the transducer 
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to be bonded. Any impedance variation down the slug in this case is 
largely irrelevant and may well be used to an advantage to achieve 
higher attenuation for a given backing length, without affecting the 
impedance presented to the transducer. In fact this was deliberately 
. done at a later stage. 
~iany trials were made with different materials to achieve suitable 
attenuation vs impedance characteristics for a length of the medium not 
exeeding the limits discussed previously. As mentioned before, dental 
amalgam showed a better compromise for the purpose but it was soon 
evident that whatever the material used, achieving the required 
properties and the uniformity are largely dominated by the process 
adopted. The earlier backings made with the dental amalgam still showed 
very high non uniformity. 
By adding more powder and applying differential pressure to the sections 
where there is low impedance, it was found possible to restore 
uniformity along a plane just below the top surface which can be 
accessed by milling. However, the problem was to know exactly how 
much mixture should be added, when and to what extent the differential 
pressure should be applied and also what changes in temperature and 
curing time etc. are to be made. To overcome these problems, a 
technique of monitoring the properties of the backing while it is being 
made inside the mould was developed, as trial and error construction 
proved expensive, time consuming and giving little success. To the 
author's knowledge, such monitoring and adjustment techniques are not 
carried out in the industrial manufacture of transducer backings. 
In order to monitor the properties, the mould was re-designed to 
accommodate a set of 6 small closely identical transducers on either 
side of the mould forming three pairs facing each other (Fig.10.11). 
These transducers were coupled to control and monitoring circuits so as 
to send and receive ultrasonic pulses in the reflection and through 
transmission mode separately. 
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Fig. 10.11 MOULD FOR MAKING HIGH QUALITY TRANSDUCER BACKINGS 
When the mixture is placed in the mould and pressure is initially 
applied, the transducers were activated to send pulses across the charge 
at different places along its width. The acoustic impedances at those 
places could be measured in this way by considering the reflected 
amplitudes at the steel/backing interface, while the attenuation figures 
were obtained by examining the transmitted signal amplitudes received by 
the opposite set of transducers. It so happened that the attenuation 
measurements were far more informative and accurate than the impedance 
measurements and also monitoring attenuation only was sufficient to make 
any necessary adjustments to achieve uniformity, the required impedance 
and other properties of the backing before the completion of the curing 
process. The mould is made in three parts, each fitted with internal 
heaters. The temperature of the mould is sensed by a thermistor fixed 
inside and was used to regulate the temperature of the mould fairly 
accurately by a prop~tional temperature controller designed to supply 
the required heater current at the temperature set on the dial. See 
Figs. 10.12. 
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Fig. 10.12 THERMOSTAT CONSTRUCTION 
Unlike the case of tungsten araldite, the dental alloy/epoxy mixture has 
'three variable constituents, namely the metallic powder mixture, mercury 
and epoxy so that better control over the required properties may be 
achieved. A typical amalgam slug made for this purpose has the 
following approximate composition. 
Fine grain dental alloy 
Mercury 
Slow setting epoxy 
= 
= 
~ 
80 gms 
40 gms 
7 gms 
These components are thoroughly mixed and sieved with a 500 microns 
sieve and packed into the mould. The process conditions were as follows. 
Curing temperature 
Pressure 
Curing time 
Relaxation time 
= 85 ·C ± 0.5 ·C 
350 psi 
2 to 3 hours 
30 hours 
Fig. 10.13 and 10.14 show the set ups for monitoring the properties and 
making these backings according to this new approach. 
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Fig. 10.13 THE EQUIPMENT MADE FOR CONTROLLING AND MONITORING 
THE ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF THE BACKINGS. 
~~-----
! n 
--
Fig. 10.14 THE NEW APPROACH OF MAKING HIGH QUALITY TRANSDUCER BACKINGS 
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As there is provision to make adjustments to correct non-uniformities 
when detected by the ultrasonic monitoring system, the backings made in 
this way gave much superior uniformity and performance. In the case 
of an amalgam backing mercury plays an important dual role, i. e. as a 
sensi tve ingredient to control 
structural bonding of the slug. 
the acoustic properties as well as in 
The addition of slow setting epoxy in 
this case is mainly to modify the attenuation characteristics. Therefore 
there is a great deal of flexibility in achieving the required overall 
properties compared to the conventional tungsten araldite backings. 
However, one of the most difficult problems with the dental amalgam is 
that it hardens too quickly leaving very little time to prepare the 
mixture correctly and to transfer in to the mould to start the process. 
Also it was noticed that the components of the dental powder were not 
the most favourable with respect to the required end results although it 
was good enough for the purpose. It is worth mentioning at this stage 
that as mercury amalgamates with a large number of metals and alloys, 
there is the possibility to make even better backings with other alloy 
materials having more favourable acoustic properties and slower 
amalgamation rate than dental amalgam. 
10.4.2 Bonding material and bond layers 
As mentioned before, this was the most critical subject to be dealt 
with. Experiments carried out with glass samples suggest that addition 
of small amount of fine grain high density metallic powder to epoxy gives 
some improvements in the acoustic properties of the bond line. These 
improvements are to be expected according to eq. 10.i1 which in effect 
means a relaxation of bond line thickness due to a possible increase in 
the acoustic impedance. However, on the contrary, when tungsten powder 
is added in larger proportions, the performance gradually dropped in 
spite of the increase in acoustic impedance of the bond material. This 
could well be due to the inability to achieve small layer thickness as a 
result of an increase in viscosity of the epoxy mixture. Also these 
bonds tended to be very patchy. Hence it is not possible to improve the 
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performance of a transducer meaningfully in this way. 
However, an interesting method was developed to achieve higher bond line 
impedance without leading to higher layer thickness as follows. 
Firstly, the surfaces were prepared until the roughness of the mating 
surfaces were comparable with the size of the particles being added. 
Then tungsten powder (average particle size of approximatelY 0.5 
microns) was lightly added taking care not to add too much to cause 
any significant increase in viscosity. This mixture was warmed to 
about 55°C in partial vacuum for about 20 minutes. The crystal and the 
backing were also maintained at this temperature throughout. Then the 
epoxy mixture was applied to both the surfaces and brought into contact 
under moderate pressure. After this the backing was massaged with the 
crystal under pressure until at one point it was caught by the backing. 
Since the surface roughness is comparable to the particle size, the 
hills and the voids of the mating surfaces offer greater resistance to 
the movement of the particles when the massaging is done. Therefore, a 
certain amount of filtering or separation of tungsten particles from 
epoxy within the bond layer can be expected, causing the tungsten 
particles to be deposited in the voids which would have otherwise been 
filled mostly with low density epoxy. The result is therefore, an 
increase in the effective impedance of the bond layer without increasing 
the layer thickness and hence the performance. 
The sandwi~h is then allowed to cure at a fairly elevated temperature 
of about 70 QC and under pressure for about 6 hours and then allowed to 
cool down to the room temperature, but without releasing the 
external pressure. After the transducer is cooled, the pressure is 
released and the resulting transducer is left to relax for a period not 
less than 12 hours before 
construction. The reason for 
being used in the next stage of 
this period of relaxation is that the 
amalgam slug changes its properties significantly in re-heating 
operations and takes a considerable length of time to settle down. 
Casting a backing on a crystal has also been tried as an alternative 
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approach, but it never gave good results anywhere near to that obtained 
by separately bonding the crystal to the backing as described above. 
This was mainly due to the uncontrollability and the patchiness of the 
bond layer formed and therefore the idea of casting was abandond. 
On top of the backing a thick layer of tungsten loaded epoxy was added. 
The transducer was then cut right through including the backing with a 
high speed diamond impregnated saw, to form the required dimensions of 
the array element as obtained in Chapter 5. The crystals used were 
originally made with a small bevel along one edge (about 0.5 mm margin) 
so that very fine electrodes could be soldered to the front face of each 
element without leaving any protrusions above the plane of the crystal. 
Soldering was necessary for reliable operation and to prevent failures. 
However, the area available for soldering was very small ( 0.5 x 1 mm 
approx.) and also had to be completed within a time no more than a 
second making it a very strenuous task. Solder itself had to be first 
prepared by dissolving silver to near saturation so that the thin silver 
layer on the element is not dissolved away within the time of soldering. 
According to the author's experience, conductive epoxy and silver paints 
are not suitable for making connections to the array elements as they 
lower the reliability of the probe array. Furthermore, if used as 
bonding adhesives they often degrade the efficiency and the performance 
significantly. 
After making the arrays, the elements were individually tested for 
performance. The earlier arrays made by conventional techniques showed 
a great deal of variability, low bandwidth and high failure rate. 
Figs. 10.15(a) to 10.15(d) show the gradual improvements achieved by 
developing this new process of transducer construction presented in this 
chapter. 
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(a) UN BACKED TRANSDUCER ELEr~ENT (2 MHz) 
I 
! 
~-
-- -
(b) ARRAY ELEMENT BACKED BY TUNGSTEN ARALDITE (conventional approach) 
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(c) NEW APPROACH - AMALGAM BACKING (conventional bonding) 
1 
--~--- ------~-- --~--- ----
(d) NEW APPROACH - AMALGAM BACKING (bonding as described above) 
Fig. 10.15 BRIEF CO~lPARISIDN OF TRANSDUCER PULSE PERFORMANCE 
(conventional technique vs new technique) 
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In the case of the receiving array, a protective surface layer is 
necessary. Thin sa$hire plates may be used for this purpose, but as it 
~ {he:1't\ 
was not possible to obtain~in time, a thin aluminium shim was bonded in 
a similar fashion as described above to go ahead with the feasibility 
study. This was not necessary for the re-transmitter array. However 
the problem with the re-transmitting array was to make and maintain the 
curvature accurately as even a slight error dramatically degraded the 
performance. The earlier re-transmitting arrays showed unacceptable 
changes in curvature with ambient temperature variations. This was 
later eliminated by applying a bond material along a sector on the upper 
part of the assembly which provided just the right amount of expansion 
to counteract the changes. Figs. 1o.16(')and 10 .1Wlishow a straight 
receiving array of 30 elements and a curved re-transmitting array with 
15 elements constructed by this process. 
1 
(a). A HIGH QUALITY 2 MHz RECEIVING ARRAY OF 30 ELEMENTS 
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(b). A HIGH qUALITY 2 MHz, 15 ELEr~ENT RE-TRANS~lITTING ARRAY 
Fig. 10.16 HIGH PERFORr~ANCE TRANSDUCER ARRAYS DEVELOPED ACCORDING TO 
THE NEW TECHNIqUES, WITH STANDARD EDGE CONNECTOR PLUG IN 
ASSEr~BL Y 
It is worth mentioning here that, although the techniques adopted were 
only briefly described, all the stages of making these arrays to the 
required specifications were extremely involved and time consuming. 
Until an array is finally completed, tested and proved to be operating 
satisfactorily, catastrophe could occur all the way to the end 
particularly due to the constraints set by the tight specifications and 
the uniformity required. However, the improvement in performance 
achieved by the development of these new techniques was overwhelming. 
Some idea may be gained by comparing a set of images of the same object 
produced by the system with the new and the earlier arrays as shown in 
Fig. 13.3. This in effect justifies the theoretical estimation of array 
parameters carried out earlier for the present purpose and the 
construction techniques developed to achieve the expected end results. 
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10.5 CONCLUSIONS 
The problems concerning the performance and construction of transducers 
with particular emphasis 011 arrays were analyzed using equivalent 
circuit models. It was found that in the case of a backed transducer. 
the properti es of the bond and the bond line thickness between the 
transducer and the backing have critical influence on the performance of 
the transducer. Variations of the bond line properties has been 
identified as the main cause of variability between transducer elements 
in an array. The practical difficulties involved and the ways of 
improving the bond line properties have been discussed. 
It was also noticed that in the case of arrays. the length of the 
backing medium that can be used is more restricted than for ordinary 
transducers due to inter-element capacitive cross-coupling. Hence the 
impedance vs. attenuation characteristics of the bikings are of a more 
J 
concern in the construction of wideband transducer arrays. In this 
respect. it is found that better compromise can be achieved by using 
materials other than conventional tungsten loaded araldi te backings. 
One such material found was the dental alloy amalgam mixed with slow 
setting epoxy in appropriate proportions and made under closely 
controlled process conditions. Non-conductive backings have also been 
developed using aluminium oxide powder. If the right particle size is 
used. these backings have potential use particularly in high frequency 
arrays and/or at low width to gap ratio of the elements. 
It was also found that what ever the material used in the construction 
~ 
of backings. closely controlled process conditions are essential to 
achieve the desired properties and uniformity. For this purpose. 
special techniques for monitoring the properties of the backings while 
they are being made was successfully developed. 
The far superior performance of the arrays developed according to this 
new approach is demonstrated and the results justify the analytical and 
constructional techniques adopted. 
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- C H APT E R 11 -
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 
-- --
7 hU, chapleA gll.1.etiy p/tMe.nL;, :th.e MMJtUa1. de.oign and. 
COfWVwc:UM de1ail.-6 ot w.LcLee.and. cunplit.lvw, POWeA 
-6uppLy and. MWeAai o:th.eA eLeruOMC c.iAcuru incLucling 
indicato~, cont~oL and p~otection. ~O-6t ot the-6e 
component-6 we~e ti~-6t guiLt to~ the pu~pMe ot 
teM~ dudy tollowed gy /.uA.f.hRA development 
tow~ :th.e con~Vwc:Uon ot a wo~g p~ototype. 
11.1 INTRODUCTION 
Apart from the difficulties already faced in the design and construction 
of various parts of the system as described in the previous chapters, 
the design and successful operation of the el'btronic circuits to the 
~ 
required specifications were also very involved. Breaking into high 
frequency oscillations and thermal problems were more than usual when 
the power amplifiers were assembled in the system. Hence to avoid 
building the basic functional elements of the system over and over again 
and to ensure fail safe operation, various protective measures had to 
be taken. However, much of these complications could be avoided in the 
design of a final system when the problems involved have been studied 
through the assembly of the first prototype. 
11.2 Design and construction of amplifiers 
Several amplifier designs have been tried since achieving the required 
specifications were difficult due to many constraints. Not even the 
physical size of the amplifiers could be ignored in this case as the 
assembly of 30 amplifiers can become unacceptably bulky. Furthermore, 
if care is not taken, it may even introduce significant differential 
phase errors as a result of excessive differences in connecting cable 
lengths. For example, each one meter difference in cable length between 
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two channels leads to about 3.6 degrees phase difference between the 
two. On the other hand, having a considerable power dissipation, the 
amplifiers cannot be packed too closely due to difficulty of heat 
extraction. Besides high frequency interference problems may also lead 
to instabilities. 
Considering the time, money and various other constraints, the 
configuration as shown in Fig. 11.1 was designed and built. This design 
requires only a small number of readily available components which 
helped to keep the cost below £20 per channel. Although some 
relaxation in specifications with respect to terminal impedances had to 
be made, these amplifiers were acceptable to proceed with the 
feasibility study. The idea at the time was to change over to G* 
amplifiers in the final stage of the system design. 
Fig. 11.2(a) shows the p.c.b. version of these amplifiers while Fig. 
11.2(b) shows a thick film version, but using standard components, 
developed with the' aim to achieve a greater number of channels within a 
gi ven space. Thick film circuits were more difficult to develop in 
this case due to high frequency layout and heat dissipation problems. 
However, after developing the thick film version, there were not enough 
funds to produce a complete set of amplifiers due to a rise in the thick 
film component price. Therefore the p.c.b. version was adopted. 
Having completed the construction of the above amplifiers, 15 of them 
were assembled in a main frame and the feasibility of the proposed 
system was demonstrated for the first time using a laboratary bench type 
set up. The results of this study will be presented in the next chapter 
together with the results obtained from the first working prototype to 
compare the vast improvements made by the development of the new array 
technology, improved optics and the overall design of the system. Apart 
from establishing the conceptual validity of the system, this 
feasibility study was particularly useful in identifying the areas of 
improvements required in the design of the first imaging system. 
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FIG.11.1 CHANNEL AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT DIAGRAM .. Designed by 
© G.P.P. GUNARATHNE 
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Fig. 11.2 CONSTRUCTION OF CHANNEL AMPLIFIERS. (:I. ) Standard 
p.c.b. version. (2) A thick film version 
CO MP 0 N E N T S L I S T 
Resistors Capacitors 
RI ~ 180 0.025 W C, ~ 2 F 50 V ceramic 
Rz ~ 270 k ' , Cll ~ 2 - 10 pF trimmer 
R, ~ 4.7 k ' , C3 ~ 1 F 50 V ceramic 
R4 ~ 1 k 0.5 W C" ~ 47 F 35 V tantalum 
Rs ~ 680 0.025 W Cs ~ 2 F 50 V ceramic 
R~ ~ 1 k ' , Cb ~ 1 F 50 V ceramic 
R, ~ 100 ' I C7 ~ 2 F 50 V ceramic 
R, ~ 2.7 k ' , C, ~ 1 F 50 V ceramic 
R, ~ 22 ' , C~ ~ 47 F 35 V tantalum 
R,O ~ 330 0.5 W 
R" ~ 130 ' I ---------------------------------------
R,. ~ 68 k 0.025 W Transistors 
R,'!. ~ 270 k ' , T, ~ ZTX 320 
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R,~ = 1.8k 
R'5 = 94 
RI, = 8.2 
O· oZS w T2 
",,3 W T3 
1 W T4 
= 
= 
= 
ZTX 320 
ZTX 314 
VN 10 KM (V -MOS FET ) 
One of the problems with the above amplifier 
thermal conduction from the power stage to the 
being 
rest 
a small unit, the 
of the circuit was 
rather excessive. Also due to overall feedback and wide bandwidth the 
tendency to oscillate was fairly high. Also it was not possible to 
separate the receiving probe array from the amplifiers over a 
considerable length due to capacitive loading and the attenuation of the 
received signals degrading the sensitivity and the bandwidth 
performance. Furthermore, the need to increase the output voltage swing 
to enhance the effective dynamic range as predicted in Chapter 7 was 
evident. Therefore in order to overcome these difficulties a new design 
was made where the amplifiers were separated into three miniature stages 
and used in cascade. Also local negative feed back was adopted in the 
designs rather than overall feedback. This approach also helped to 
interchange different designs more easily to asses their suitability. 
The three separate modules were : 
1. Pre-amplifier module 
2. Inter stage amplifier module 
3. Power amplifier module 
11.2.1 Pre-amplifier module 
The use of the preamplifiers in this case was mainly to match the 
transducers to the cables and to provide sufficient gain to compensate 
for the attenuation losses in the cables over a considerable distance. 
A useful facility that had been incorporated was transceiver mode of 
operation so that the receiving probe array could be used as the 
transmitter as well. A problem with the transceiver mode amplifiers in 
general is 
amplifiers. 
the dead zone, for example 5 fS is typical in commercial 
An advancement in the new design is that a dead zone of 
typically less than 0.5 fS was achieved with an input protection 
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up to 1 kV insonifying pulses and a bandwidth in excess of 60 MHz • 
• 30v 
INPUT ZTX 314 
0. 
3,3k 
BAW 
62 
'SpF 
ZTX 
320 
,Ok t2k 
11I2wl 
Designed by 
<D G.P.P. GUNAAATHNI 
Fig.11. 3. ARRAY HEAD AMPLIFIER CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
The primary specifications and ratings are as follows. 
1 • Gain = 8.5 dB 
2. Input impedance = 37 k II 3 pF 
3. Output impedance = 10 .n. or 50 .n. , ( selectable ) 
4. Bandwidth = over 60 MHz at 3dB 
5. Input protection = upto 1 kV 
6. Dead zone (Tx/Rx) = 0.15 0.5 jJ.s (typical) , 
1.25 ps (max. ) 
7. Maximum undistorted = N 2 V 
output 
8. Supply voltage = + 30 V 
9. Supply current = 25 mA 
10. Operating temperature = 75 ·c (max. ) 
When all the channels were assembled as shown in Fig. 11.4, it was small 
enough to be clipped on to the operators lower arm. These amplifiers 
were also provided with channel select, impedance trimming and switch 
selectab1e transceiver mode facilities in the final assembly. 
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~o . WIDEBAND ARRAY HEAD AMPLIF I ER • 
!DESIG NED AND CONST RUCTED BY G . p . P GUN ARATH N~ J 
Fig . 11 . 4 THE ASSEMBLY OF 30 MINIATURE WIDE BAND ARRAY HEAD AMPLIFIERS 
Although the above amplifiers were rated upto 75 °C, the assembly was 
fitted with overheat sensors to protect against any accidental damage . 
With these amplifiers , a cable length of upto 50 m ( RG179B/U ) can be 
used giving freedom for remote operation . Fig . 11 . 5 shows the modi fied 
arrangement for transceiver operation . 
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Dc"gn.d br 
© G.P.P. GUNARATHNE 
Flg .11. 5. CONFIGURATION FOR PARALLEL TRANSCEIVER 
MODE OF OPERATION 
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11.2.2 Inter-stage amplifier 
The purpose of this stage is to provide sufficient gain and low output 
impedance required to drive a V-MOS power stage at high frequency and 
over a wide bandwidth. Also it is convenient to introduce in here 
variable gain as discussed in chapter 7 and also other facilities such 
as signal gating and modulation which will be useful in later 
experimentation. 
However, for the feasibility study, variable gain facilities were not 
introduced due to the additional amount of work. The inter-stage 
amplifier circuit diagram and a thick film adaptation of this design are 
shown in Fig. 11.6 and 11.7.1 respectively. The p.c.b. version was 
better in terms of the high frequency response, but needed a little more 
space. In both these versions the circuit layout design was rather 
critical due to the high frequency wide band requirements as well as size 
and thermal dissipation aspects. 
The primary specifications and the ratings of the above amplifier are as 
follows. 
1 • Gain = 24 dB 
2. Bandwidth = over 50 MHz 
3. Input impedance = 50 Ohm 
4. Output impedance = 10 Ohm 
5. Maximum undistorted output = 16 V p.p. 
6. Supply voltage = 40 V 
7. Supply current = 50 mA 
B. Operating temperature = 75 ·C (max.) 
9. Dimensions (thick film) = 1" x 2" 
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11.2.3 Power stage 
Array 
Ohm. 
elements have to be driven at a low impedance of the order of 75 
Being a 
with low 
class A output stage, most of the power is dissipated in 
here efficiency and heat extraction problems when all the 30 
>It 
channels are assembled. Therefore it is an ideal place to introduce G 
amplification (chapter 7). The G~ may be implemented in different ways 
and in combination with other circuits where duty cycle operation is 
applicable to save power and cost. As the active elements are now 
operatin-g in a power switched mode, (not simply signal gating), the 
devices can withstand much higher currents during the ON period and 
therefore the output requirements can be satisfied with a 
of stages,making the design cheaper but far more efficient. 
fewer number 
.. Therefore G 
has the greatest potential in low duty cycle applications such as in 
most ultrasonic instrumentation and sonar. Fig.11.B shows the circuit 
diagram of a G~ configuration designed for the present purpose. 
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©GP,P, GUNARATHNE 
In the above circuit, TR is an auto transformer of bifilar construction 
using a high frequency ferrite ring core (Ferelex "P" grade) with the 
winding shunted by 300 Ohm to give an output impedance of 75 Ohm, 
required to damp the transducer elements correctly as discussed in 
Chapter 7. The biasing and coupling to the driver is established by the 
capacitve/resistive network at the input of the V-MOS power FET, T1 • 
Power switching is accomplished by t~e V-M05 FET T2 in the lower chain 
which is driven with the appropriate sequence as shown in Fig. 7.13. 
When T~ is fully switched on, it can be replaced by r~s (on) presenting a 
total source resistance of the order of 20 Ohm to TJ. and the output 
stage first responds in a way similar to a pulse amplifier. Timing is 
arranged according to Fig.7.13 such that when the drain voltage returns 
to Vss, the echo signals are received by the amplifier. During the 83 
fS signal period, this G· stage behaves as a class A amplifier, except 
for its ability to handle much higher power levels compared to an 
ordinary continuously driven amplifier. 
When the stage is switched off, another pulse is produced due to the 
free-wheeling action of the transformer. Since these pulses are 
coherent in all the channels, they have the effect of producing a 
straight line schlieren image at the beginning and the end of the field. 
These are by no means a problem in this case as they can either be 
arranged to fall outside the field of the image or deliberately allowed 
in the field of view as ultrasonic markers, indicating the top and the 
bottom of the test object. In the latter case, the switching speed of T2 
is adjusted such that there is only a little spectral energy around 2 
~lHz so that the resulting markers are not excessivelY bright. Fig. 11.7 
(2) shows a thick film version of this amplifier. 
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Fig. 11.7 THICK FILM IMPLEMENTATIONS. (1) INTER-STAGE (Driver) 
(2) A G· AMPLIFIER STAGE 
The specification of this stage are as follows 
1 • Gain = 17.5 dB 
2. Bandwidth (source = 26 MHz at 3 dB 
impedance 10 Ohm) 
3. Input impedance = 62 k //50 pF 
4. Output impedance = 75 Ohm or 300 Ohm selectable 
5. Max. undistorted output = 45 V pp 
6. Max. rep. rate = 2 kHZ at 30% duty cycle 
7. Supply voltage = 50 V d.c. 
8. Operating temperature = 75 ·C Max. 
9. Dimensions = 1" x 2" x 0.5" (on thick film) 
The modifications to the basic imaging system if the above three stage 
amplifiers are to be used are shown in Fig. 11.9. 
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However, after the completion of the design of the above three stage 
amplifiers, there were not enough funds to make a complete set of 30 
units except the set of pre-amplifiers. Therefore the system had to be 
designed with pre-amplifiers and the earlier set of class A amplifiers 
made for the feasibility study. However, provisions were made in the 
design of the system to accommodate the new amplifiers, if sufficient 
funds were received before the completion of the project. 
11.3 POWER SUPPLY DESIGN 
The main requirements of the power supply were as follows 
1 • 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
30 V , 8 A 
50 V , 500 mA 
11.5 V , 100 mA 
15 V , 1 A 
5 V , 0.75 A 
In addition to good regulation, the supply impedance at high frequencies 
had to be kept low, particularly on the 30 V and 50 V supply lines. 
Hence, apart from satisfying the nominal power requirements, the general 
layout was also an important consideration. 
After a market survey it was found that purchasing power supplies to 
meet the requirements cannot be done mainly on the grounds of cost. 
Hence a tailor-made design 
designing a switched mode 
was called for. First the possibility of 
power supply was examined with the aim to 
reduce the size and achieve higher efficiency. However, it became clear 
that the cost and the amount of work involved in designing a suitable 
switched mode power supply would be considerably more than building a 
conventional power supply unit. Also the residual high frequency 
interference in the case of a switched mode power supply could lead to 
undesirable effects in the present application. Hence a conventional 
power supply was designed. A small ready made Harwell power supply unit 
was already available at the time which was also modified to supply a 
few boards to reduce the demands on the main power supply unit. 
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Although not needed in the design of a final system, many protection 
circuits had to be incorporated to avoid catastrophic failures during 
the assembly of the first prototype system. The design is such that in 
the event of a failure such as an accidental short circuit or overheat 
etc., the power supply is automatically switched off and indicate the 
fault on a panel of LEDs. Fig. 11.10 shows the basic supply arrangement 
and Fig. 11.11 shows a schematic circuit diagram of the main power 
supply unit. 
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FIG. 11.11 MAIN POWER SUPPLY UNIT 
Fig.11 .12 shows the front panel layout of the power supply. 
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The main functions of the front panel components are as follows. 
Component 
S 
KS 
F 
R;/. 
R1 
La 
LF 
T. ' T .. 
V 
A 
L 
1 
Description 
Mains switch 
Key switch 
Main fuse 
Re-set button 
Re-set button 
Function 
Switches on the supply 
including the Harwell module 
d.c. ON/OFF to the main frame 
Isolate a.c. mains 
Re-sets relay (2) 
Re-sets relay (1) and (2) 
(re-sets the main power supply) 
Si-colour L.E.D. red fault exist 
Flashing L.E.D. 
Potentiometers 
Volt meter 
Ammeter 
L.E.D. (LATCH) 
indicators 
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green fault cleared 
Visual alarm 
Over-load trip set for the 
two main supply lines 
indicate the input voltage to 
3D V regulators 
indicate the total current drawn 
from the 30 V supply lines 
indicate faulty conditions in 
the system as described before 
11.4 OTHER CIRCUITS DESIGNED FOR THE SYSTEM 
11.4.1 Frequency control and counter circuits 
Trimming the frequency of operation was found to be useful during the 
feasibility study to achieve optimum results. The sinusoidal pulse was 
generated by a voltage controlled oscillator (Harwell 95/01582/6). 
Voltage sweep necessary for this module was obtained using a linear high 
stability potentiometer connected between + 5 V and earth. The 
operational frequency was monitored on an 8 digit LED display using a 
frequency counter built into the system. The design of this frequency 
counter and the frequency control arrangement are shown in Fig. 11.12. 
11.4.2 Stroboscope protection 
Many pulse generators produce a stream of spurious pulses just after 
switching on or switching off from the mains. Such pulses are not 
normally visible on a CRT due to their shortness of existence, but long 
enough to damage the stroboscope almost instantly. This was also the 
case with the pulse generator used in the system (Lyons PG 71). 
Therefore some protection had to be provided. This was achieved by 
delaying the supplies to the stroboscope through a relay network giving 
sufficient time for the transients to die down (Fig. 11.13). 
Although the input is grounded within a short time, this protection 
alone is not always adequate to prevent damage in the event of a mains 
failure. This is to be improved at a later stage, preferably by 
designing a tailor-made pulse generator for the present purpose. 
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11.5 CONCLUSIONS 
Electronic and electrical circuits necessary for the feasibility study 
and the assembly of the first working prototype, including amplifiers, 
power supply, control and protection, frequency monitoring and control 
etc. have been successfully designed. A future system can be 
considerably compacted and made more efficient by adopting the G~ 
category of amplifiers whose performance and suitability in this 
application was established. These amplifiers may also be useful in 
other low duty cycle applications, particularly in battery operated 
systems. The thick film adaptation of the three stage amplifiers 
with the optional transceiver operation facilities, as discussed, offer 
even greater flexibility and better performance. 
Extra care must be taken in the assembly of high frequency wideband and 
pulse circuits due to the possibility of high frequency instabilities 
and heat dissipation problems. 
--- / / ---
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- C H APT E R 12-
THE ASSEMBLED NEW IMAGING SYSTEM 
7 h.J.A chap:teA. ckal.6 w.i:lA:lAe ge.nRAaf. M<>emUy ot :lAe 
tbt<>i wollking pl1.oioiype .imagmg <>ydRJ!1 io Re. U<>M a<> a 
pl1.ac:licaf. msUtwrw7.:t m :lAe indud./uaf. l!Jlvmol7JTlRJti... 
EAgonomicaf. Mpew have al.6o C-t2l!Jl cOMJ.deA..ed M t= 
M po<><>.iA1.R. .in :lAe OVt2l1.aU ck<>ign ot :lAe <>y<>Um. 
12.1 INTRODUCTION 
Apart from the work that has already gone into the development of 
various building blocks of the system, the influence of the non-ideal 
conditions of an actual testing environment, such as vibrations, ambient 
light, electrical noise etc. must be avoided as far as possible by 
appropriate design techniques. Due to the limitations of time and 
resources not all the requirements could be met at this stage except the 
most essential areas as outlined below. 
12.2 ASSEMBLY OF THE SCHLIEREN OPTICAL SYSTEM 
This is one of the most crucial areas of the present system because 
schlieren instruments normally require precision mounting and 
adjustments. This also means that they are vulnerable to vibrations. 
Hence kinematic mounting and rugged construction were essential. 
Optical disturbances such as dust accumulation on optical elements, 
stray light from the environment or unwanted internal reflections are 
the common difficulties faced in the design of a high sensitivity 
schlieren system. Nagy described a technique by which the background 
illumination of schlieren systems could be considerably reduced. Here a 
close circuit TV system is used with a camera consisting of an image 
ortr@:0n video tube which is operated in the form of a locking 
amplifier. However, the relatively low sensitivity of the image 
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orthicon compared to the newly developed camera tubes and the additional 
complexity of the circuits invo lved, do not make this technique 
attractive for the present application . Hence light tight constr uction 
was also essential . 
On the other hand , the schlieren tank itself needS to be sealed while 
taking care of any expansion of the liquid due to the changes in ambient 
temperature . This was achieved · by an integral design consisting of a 
schl i eren t ank built on the aluminium lens to which the re-transmitter 
array was bonded as shown in Fig . 12 . 1 . The schlieren tank is filled 
with FC 75 and seal ed with a layer of RTV rubber cast on the liquid 
surface without trapping any air . The design i s such that the expansion 
of the liquid is taken care of by the deformation of this seal without 
• rupture within a temperature range of 10 35 C. 
Fig . 12 .1 THE SCHlIEREN CEll fIllED AND SEALED . 
(50 p coin t o compare t he size) 
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The schlieren system itself was made very compact by the choice of a 
pair of wide aperture high quality camera lenses (foca l length 80mm, 
aperture 1. 2) . The lenses were kinematically mounted on high precision 
optical r ai lin gs to achieve precision adjustmen t s and vibration 
immunity . All the necessary precision adjustment facilities were 
provided . In order to display the schlieren images on a closed circuit 
TV system , a small video camera (ReA TC 2014/UX) was fitted . If direct 
viewing is required , this camera can be easily removed and replaced 
afterwards without having to go through any elaborate adjustments again . 
The assembly of this compact schli eren system is shown in Fig. 12.2 . 
Fig . 12.2 THE ASSEMBLY OF THE SCHLIEREN OPTICAL SYSTEM 
On the extreme right of the above photograph is the L. E. O. stroboscope 
mounted inside a lens cap . The slit controlling the l ight input and the 
.knife edge filter on the other side of the second lens are all inside 
light-tight bellows . The design i s such that no appreciable amount of 
ambient light gets into the optical assembly and hence t he system can be 
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operated in full day - light without the need of any dark environment . 
12 . 3 THE MAIN FRAME 
- - ------
The main frame is f itted with a dual pulse generator (Lyons PG 71) and 
all t he necessary modules for generat ing a gated pulse of required 
duration and frequency , attenuator to control the output transmitter 
energy , frequency control and display , an A-scan display CRT , a 5" video 
moni tor , power and signal sockets , the 30 channel power amplifiers , 
interfaces for external video equipments to record and displ ay test 
results . The front view of the assembly is s hown in Fig . 12 . 3 . 
Fig . 12 . 3 FRONT VIEW OF THE NEW IMAGING SYSTEM 
The power amplifiers are assembled in the back of the system and forced 
ventilZa ti on is provided by an extractor fan sucking ai r in to the 
housing beneath each amplifier compartment. The rate of air flow is 
aut omatical l y adjusted to the inside temperature by a feedback control 
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network . This helps to prevent excessi ve reduction of output signal 
ampli tudes as a result of thermal shut down properties of the V - MOS 
transistors . The assembly of the amplifiers is shown in Fig . 12 . 4 . 
Fig . 12 . 4 REAR VIEW OF THE SYSTEM 
12.4 CONCLUSIONS 
Implementation of the ne w technique to suit th e requirements and 
conditions of industrial testing environment has been a prime 
consideration. A key area of development which made i t possible to 
utilize the full potential of this new technique outside the laboratory 
was the design and construction of a compact schli e r e n system 
incorporating a powerful L. E. D. stroboscope and a sealed compact 
schlieren cell . This assembl y is insensitive to t ypical vibrations of 
all kinds expe rienced on a shop floor giving perfectly steady images . 
Furthermore . it can be operated in full daylight without the need of any 
dark environment . The general assembly of the whole system is such that 
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it can be conveniently operated with controls and displays ergonomically 
arranged to aid the operator. The overall dimensions of the first 
prototype assembly are 1 m X 0.5 m X 0.5 m. With further advances in 
the electronics already described and other constructional techniques. 
any future model can be comparable in size to that of a conventional 
flaw detector of the early type. 
--- / / ---
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-CHAPTER 13-
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
7h.i../., chapteA P/1£4e.n.V, the deiail4 ot the op€.ll.aiionaf. 
p/l.oceciu/1£ ot the nl!h) iJnag.ing 4y4Um toUowed e.y the 
/l.e4ufu achieved. IV, urU.que teaiu/1£4 and the cuz.ea4 
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,fu:l..wr.e development toge.th€.ll. w.i.ih t.inal concfu4.i.on4 cuz.e 
af.40 P/1£4en.ted. 
13.1 INTRODUCTION 
As mentioned in the previous chapter. care has been taken in the 
development of this new imaging system to promote its use effectively as 
a practical inspection instrument in the industrial environment. This 
was only possible as the result of developing all the different areas 
involved as separate building blocks giving due considerations to 
(~S) 
technical and ergonomical aspects. Operation and manipulation of the 
system is therefore straightforward and the operational procedures with 
respect to the first prototype system are outlined below. 
Performance of this new imaging system as presented later in this 
chapter reveals its unique capabilities in spite of the fact that it was 
the very first working prototype operating with only half the number of 
channels assembled. 
13.2 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES 
Fig. 13.1 shows the system block diagram and Fig.A.2.1 shows a schematic 
diagram of the assembly except the schlieren optics. When testing. the 
receiving probe array is coupled to the test object with a liquid 
couplant such as oil or jelly. The initial settings to be ensured 
before switching on the system with reference to Figs. 13.1 and A. 2.1 
are given in Appendix 2. 
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Either separate transmitter / receiver or transceiver mode of operation 
may be selected with the appropriate D.I.L. switches fixed on the array 
head amplifier module. It is also possible to use shock-excitation if 
required, instead of the gated sinusoidal excitation. However, as 
discussed in chapter 6, the gated sinusoidal excitation gave far better 
resul ts and flexibility of operation. In this case the only change 
required is to use the oscillator gate trigger pulse to synchronize the 
shock-excitation device directly, which is to be connected to the system 
in place of the power amplifier. 
The test object is insonified with a short pulse of ultrasound and the 
delay of the stroboscope is set appropriately such that, the images are 
optically 'frozen' in time at the instant of best focus. The required 
delay t in the present case would be : 
l> 
t 2 x 250 / 6 + 57 / 6 !>! 
An A-scan display of signals derived from the elements of the array is 
provided for quick monitoring of targets and the state of the coupling 
between the test object and the receiver probe array. The corresponding 
images are seen next to it in real time on the TV monitor. 
13.3 RESULTS 
Some results obtained during the feasibility study and with the first 
working prototype are presented below. These demonstrate : 
(a) The conceptual validity and the unique capabilities of the 
new imaging system. 
(b) The remarkable improvements achieved since the first 
demonstration of the feasibility. 
13.3.1 Verification of linearity, isochronicity and Magnification 
Fig 13.3(a) shows an aluminium test block with a set of holes drilled at 
• an angle of 45 to the test surface. The aperture of the probe used is 
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only 
Fig. 
sufficient to illuminate about four holes as 
13.3(b) is the corresponding image formed. 
shown in the diagram. 
(Since the aperture 
used is small, the two holes at the centre are preferentially 
illuminated giving much brighter schlieren images compared to the outer 
ones. Therefore these two holes are seen apparently smeared since the 
dynamic range of the video monitor system is not sufficient to 
accommodate this range of brightness.) 
I ~ 
, : 
:lli!!.!..!L!i I 
• 
(a) TEST BLOCK (b) IMAGE OF FOUR HOLES 
FIG. 13.1 
The straightness and the correct relative positions of the image are 
clearly seen which demonstrates the linearity aspect of the system. 
Isochronicity is also obvious since a number of image positions can be 
seen at the same time. 
The axial and lateral magnifications M and M according to 
L A 
equation 3.11 are related by 
(3.11) 
Since the angle of the line joining the holes in the test object is 45°, 
and if oc is the corresponding angle of the image to the horizontal axis, 
then it can be shown that 
(13.1) 
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At the instant of best focus, the angle of the image as in 
o • '" is approximately 55 • Since tan 55 = 1 .4128 ~ v 2 , the 
Fig. 13.1 (b) 
relationship 
between the two magnifications derived using paraxial ray optics is 
verified. 
The inequality of the two principal magnifications in general do not 
cause any problem as far as the numerical values remain constant. 
However, the magnifications may be equalized if necessary by adopting 
cYlindrical viewing lenses or by altering the horizontal or the vertical 
magnifications of the video monitoring system. 
13.3.2 Accuracy, -resolution, sensitivity and field of view 
Accuracy 
An example of the spatial accuracy of the images formed can be seen from 
Fig.13.2. Fig.13.2(a) is an aluminium test block containing drilled 
holes. Fig. 13.2(b) is an image of the three holes at the centre of the 
block marked 1, 2 and 3 which are about 6 cm below the test surface. 
The holes 1 and 2 are marginally closer than 2 and 3, by about 2 mm. 
This is clearly revealed in the image. 
(a) TEST BLOCK (b) IMAGE OF THREE HOLES 
FIG. 13.2 
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Lateral 'esolution 
The lateral resolution was experimentallY assessed by imaging a series 
of drilled holes with different spacings at different depths and was 
found to comply with the theoretical expectations. For example the 
lateral resolution obtained with an aperture of only 3 cm around a depth 
of 6 cm from the test surface was about 2 wavelengths. The ability to 
give lateral resolution close to theoretical limits is the result of 
the full aperture contributing to image resolution. 
Axial resolution 
The axial resolution is around a wavelength in the object medium. 
Results showed that these achievements were mainly due to introducing 
the high quality transducer arrays and the L.E.D. stroboscope, developed 
after the initial feasibility study. This is clearly evident, for 
example, when comparing the images of the three holes in Fig 13.2 (b) 
with that obtained during the initial feasibility study (Fig. 13.3). It 
can be seen that both the resolution and the spatial accuracy of the 
images have been great11 improved. 
RESULTS WITH THE PROTOTYPE SYSTEM RESULTS DURING FEASIBILITY STUDY 
FIG. 13.3 COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS ACHIEVED WITH THE FIRST PROTOTYPE 
SYSTEM AND THAT OBTAINED DURING THE FEASIBILITY STUDY. 
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Temporal resolution 
The temporal resolution on the other hand has reached the highest limits 
possible in ultrasonic imaging. This is another unique feature of 
the new system being capable of producing a complete image of the whole 
object field with a single pulse, practically within its time of flight. 
The repetition frequency in the first prototype could be varied up to 1 
kHz or even more, depending on the requirements. The light output from 
the L.E.D. stroboscope is well adequate to register the whole image 
field even with a single flash, which is particularly useful in high 
speed photography. During experiments concerning real time aspects, it 
was also possible to image some moving targets with this system, 
although the conditions were far removed from what it had been designed 
for. Demonstration of its unique real time capabilities have been 
recorded on Video and already presented at some seminars and at 
international conference~;b'''7' '<Il) 
Sensitivity 
The sensitivity of the system is also very high, for example, the three 
holes shown in Fig.13.2 are imaged with an insonifying pulse of the 
order of 50 V pp only, while the present circuits allow at least 20 
times as much. Another example is that it was possible to image a 
drilled hole of the size of about 1.5 mm diameter at a depth of 25 cm 
from the test surface. As mentioned above, all these results are 
obtained with only 15 channels and when all the 3D channels are in 
operation, even better results can be expected. 
Field of view 
The axial field (depth range) accommodated by the system is very large. 
As mentioned previously, the first prototype accommodates at least 25 cm 
deep object field in steel for anyone setting of the schlieren aperture 
while _ the sonoptics has a maximum target depth range of 40 cm. 
Furthermore, its lateral field of view is also large as is evident from 
the following. 
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Fig. 13.4(a) shows a test block containing some drilled holes where the 
first hole at the top is only 3 cm below the test surface. As can be 
seen, the receiving probe array is not directly above any of these 
targets. Fig.13.4(b) shows the corresponding image which demonstrates 
the ability of the system to examine a large lateral field of view. 
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FIG. 13.4 
Vertically orientated defects 
IMAGE OF HOLES 
The large lateral field of view together with the ability of the system 
to image targets which are one beneath the other are favourable features 
in the examination of vertically orientated defects - an area which is 
fraught with difficulties in practice. Again, this become possible due 
to the very nature of the present technique of image re-construction 
where all the channels are operating in parallel. Here the targets 
which are not seen by a few elements are still exposed to the others. 
Fig. 13.5 shows a steel T-weld which contains some natural weld defects. 
Fig.13.5(a) and (b) show the shapes, sizes and the orientation of two 
cracks found inside this T-weld. (Fig. 13.5 b appears to be rather 
smeared as it was re-photographed during a video demonstration while 
Fig.13.5 a is a direct polaroid photograph from the main frame video 
monitor during a testing session, hence of better quality.) However, 
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the C-shaped crack in Fig.13.5(b) is an interesting one as it further 
demonstrates the ability of the system to display vertically orientated 
as well as shadowed targets. 
------------_._-_ .. _--_ .. ---------.. -- -------- .. -----
Fig. 13.5 CRACKS FOUND IN AT-WELD 
Further resul ts have been recorded on video tape demonstrating the 
unique real-time and single pulse imaging capabilities, lateral 
resolution, repeatability, off-axis imaging and testing of a cast iron 
machine bed which contained a number of natural defects. 
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13.4 FINAL CONCLUSIONS 
It is seen that the present day imaging systems in general are moving 
more and more towards the use of digital computers and sophisticated 
signal processing techniques. Although such systems have many 
attractive features. there can be inherent drawbacks too. such as low 
speed inadequate image quality these being the result of involved 
lengthy processing and other limitations arising from the particular 
technique used. 
In this respect the new imaging system presents obvious advantages 
mainly due to itS fundamental simplicity which requires just analogue 
and optical image processing. The sonoptical schlieren arrangement does 
all the image re-construction in place of the digital computers and the 
like with remarkable speed and accuracy. The technique offers an 
unusual combination of useful features such as extremely high speed. 
high resolution. large field of view. and compactness as given above. 
ItS temporal resolution is such that a single pulse produces a complete 
image of the whole object field. practically within itS time of flight. 
hence the ultimate limit of speed possible in ultrasonic imaging has 
been reached. Furthermore. the new technique possesses the ideal 
characteristics of the DUVD namely linearity and isochronicity. These 
benefits taken together with its relatively low cost. makes this system 
unique in the field of ultrasonic imaging. 
The introduction of transducer arrays and electronic amplification in 
to the concept of DUVD have been the key factors in the development of 
the new system. This eliminated the low sensitivity of the DUVD 
technique while the design of the new sonoptics enabled the system to 
give focused B-scan type images. Another feature is that unlike 
in the case of DUVD. where the images are always inverted. the use of 
arrays made it possible to form the images in the correct relative 
order. 
Various areas have also been developed in the course of this work which 
included wide aperture compact sealed schlieren system. miniature L.E.D. 
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stroboscope, wideband miniature transducer head amplifiers, wideband 
power amplifiers, a new category of amplifiers named G* featuring 
high efficiency and low power consumption, high quality transducer 
arrays and transducer backings. 
Special applications 
Apart from its use as a general inspection tool in NDT, the new system 
could also find application in a variety of special areas, utilizing 
itS. unique capabilities. For example, as a result of introducing 
transducer arrays, the system sonoptics can be designed to take into 
account non-planar test surfaces as well. This possibility could be 
particularly useful in testing non-planar, but uniform geometrical 
objects such as pipes or axles. Also this adaptability to non-planar 
surfaces together with its unique real-time performance may be utilized 
in another interesting area, not explored so far in NDT imaging, is 
fatigue testing. A typical example would be: real time monitoring of 
fatigue cracks developing in critical components or part of a system in 
service. The remote operation is also possible as the receiving probe 
array could be separated over a large distance when using the head 
amplifier module. This could be particularly useful in situation where 
the access is restricted or in applications such as underwater 
structural testing. 
Medical applications 
Another special area out side NDT which needSto be examined in depth is 
the fields of medical applications. The factors that great promote 
its use in this direction are the excellent real time imaging 
capabilities, high resolution and sensitivity. Furthermore, proper 
coupling is not difficult to achieve compared to NDT work. 
However, in medical applications the object medium] being biological 
tissues, possesses widely different and unfavourable characteristics 
compared to most NDT materials. For example, the attenuation in tissue 
is comparatively high while the medium itself is non-homogeneous 
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and the impedance contrast between the targets of interest could be very 
low. The sound velocity is also very low and therefore, for a given 
operational frequency, much smaller element spacings and gap widths are 
needed. Furthermore, unlike in NDT, the insonifying energy cannot be 
increased beyond specified dosages due to the hazards invol ved. This 
means that as the echo signals are generally much weaker than in NDT, 
the sensitivity and the gain bandwidth product must be raised 
sufficiently in order to achieve useful results. Although this could be 
well within reach, the main problem appears to be the construction 
of arrays to the required specifications as this would largely determine 
the quality of the images and the artefacts formed. 
In principle, the use of this technique in medical applications would be 
attractive. However, the whole subject must be studied in depth as 
simply forming images may not be sufficient to justify developmentl the 
quality of imaging must be at least comparable or better than that 
produced by the exsisting systems. 
Areas needing further development 
One of the problems that need to be solved is to establish a method of 
ensuring good coupling between the receiver probe array and the test 
object. Although achieving good coupling is a common problem with all 
ultrasonic contact testing equipment, the errors that could be 
introduced by inadequate or non-uniform coupling in the present casea,e 
more significant. This is mainly because the present system relies 
totally on amplitude and phase information of echo data. One 
possibility to improve coupling is to allow a certain amount of 
flexibility or relative movement between the elements of the receiving 
array. It may also be possible to translate such relative displacement 
into appropriate changes in delay between the channels by electronic 
means so that the effect of changes in surface profiles within limits 
are automatically compensated. The possibility of using PVDF 
transducers must also be considered although this would require much 
higher gain to compensate for the loss of sensitivity. 
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As mentioned before. the present system was developed wi th some 
important limits such as phase tolerance. gain-bandwidth product 
assigned on the basis of what can be practically achieved so that the 
full potential of the technique in practice may be revealed. It is 
therefore now important to carry out system optimization. This would 
involve further theoretical and experimental work concerning parameters 
such as maximum allowable phase tolerance. gain-bandwidth product. 
reduction of transmission losses. for example by using matching layers 
wherever applicable. Obviously any possible relaxation of such 
parameters would ease the constructional work and expand the range of 
application. Such studies could also indicate the possibility of 
amalgamating standard techniques such as dynamic compression. a degree 
of electronic focusing or phase angle alterations which would be quite 
useful in practice. 
Another area that ma\y be worth studying is the use of shear waves for 
insonification and reception of echo data as this could improve image 
resolution and even enhance the detectabi1ity of axially orientated 
defects. The incorporation of Time Varying Gain (TVG). remote 
sensitivity control. improving the effective dynamic range and the use 
'" 
of G type amplifiers as emphasized in previous discussions are some 
other areas that would promote the immediate usefulness of this new 
system. The assembly can be further compacted and it is likely that a 
future model could be designed with the size comparable to that of a 
conventional flaw detector of the early type. 
Finally with the results achieved. it may be concluded that the new 
imaging system developed in this project would find wide acceptance as a 
practical inspection tool. in the field of ultrasonic imaging. 
--- / / ---
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APPENDICES 
- A P PEN D I X - 1 -
MIRROR SCHLIEREN DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
The advantages and disadvantages of using mirrors compared to lenses in 
the present application are given below. 
Advantages 
1 • No chromatic aberration 
2. Larger field of view possible 
3. Lower background illumination 
4. Lower cost 
Disadvantages 
1. Spherical aberration 
2. Substantial increase in the dimensions of the system 
3. Astigmatism 
4. Mounting and alignment difficulties 
In the case of mirrors, the overall dimensions of the arrangement is 
largely determined by the separation of the mirrors required. Front 
face aluminised concave mirrors with focal length 100 cm and diameter 15 
cm were chosen for the present purpose. If the angle of obliquity of 
parallel light beam is arranged to be about 40 ,then the combination 
gives a usable circular field of view of about 10 cm. 
Obviously the schlieren mirrors have to be kinematically located to 
achieve the required precision and accuracy of adjustment. Hence an 
experimental kinematic mirror mount with four degrees of freedom (two 
translational and two rotational) as shown in Fig.A.1 .1(a) and (b) was 
designed. However, the development of the L.E.D. stroboscope in the 
mean time promoted the use of a lens schlieren system. Therefore the 
mirror schlieren arrangement was not further developed. 
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-APPENDIX-2-
The initial settings that have to be ensured before switching on the 
first prototype with reference to Figs. 13.1 and A.2.1 are given below. 
Initial settings 
Description 
Stroboscope trigger pulse duration 
Trigger pulse amplitude 
Oscillator gating pulse duration 
Gate pulse amplitude 
Repetition frequency (depends on application) 
Delay between the trigger and the gating pulse 
Head amplifier module 
10 
5 
0.5 
1 
3 
.-
95 
Setting 
to 30 ns 
to 10 V 
s approx. 
V max. 
1 kHz 
s approx. 
D.I.L miniature power switches. 1 - 10, (as on the module) ON 
D.I.L miniature switches, 14 - 20 (impedance trimming) OFF 
D.I.L switch 12 (Tx / Rx) selector 
D.I.L switches 11 and 13 (Tx/Rx and two additional 
insonifying probes on either side of the 
receiving array - Composite probe) 
Miscelleneous 
Insonifying energy control (input attenuation) 
Frequency of operation 
Dual trace A-scan monitor (channels selected) 
Main frame video monitor 
Power supply key switch (KS) 
ON for Tx/Rx 
( ON for the 
composite) 
-20 dB 
1.8 MHz 
1 and 30 
set to video 
OFF 
Either separate transmitter / receiver or transceiver mode of operation 
may be selected with the appropriate D.I.L. switches fixed on the array 
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head amplifier module. It is also possible to use shock-excitation if 
required, instead of the gated sinusoidal excitation. However, as 
discussed in Chapter 6, the gated sinusoidal excitation gave far better 
results and flexibility of operation. In this case the only change 
required is to use the oscillator gate trigger pulse to synchronize the 
shock-excitation device directly, which is to be connected to the system 
in place of the power amplifier. 
GENERAL LAYOUT OF COMPONENTS AND CONTROLS. (REF. FIG. 13.2) 
1. Repetition rate controls (coarse and fine) 
2. Delay control 1 
3. Gate pulse width and amplitude controls (coarse and fine) 
4. Delay control 2 
5. Stroboscope trigger pulse width controls (coarse and fine) 
6. Stroboscope trigger pulse amplitude control 
7. Gate pulse out 
8. Stroboscope trigger pulse out 
9. Main frame oscillator frequency control 
10. Frequency counter (8 digit) L.E.D. display 
11. Frequency counter sampling gate width and d.p. selector 
12. Gated sinusoidal pulse output socket 
13. Internal/external power amplifier selector 
14. External (excitation) pulse input 
15. RF/Video selector 
16. Main frame TV/Video monitor power switch 
17. Power supply status indicator 
18. Power supply reset 1 
19. Power supply reset 2 
20. Main switch 
21. 30 V line overload trip set 
22. 50 V line trip level set 
23. Main fuse 
24. Key switch 
25. Visual alarm 
26. External power amplifier input 
27. External power amplifier output 
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28. Extractor fan (forced ventilation to channel amplifier compartment) 
29. Video input to an external monitor (if used) 
30. Video input from an external monitor (if used) 
31. External and internal monitor selector 
32. RF input (optional) 
33 and 37. a.c mains link from power supply to main frame 
34 and 36. d.c power link from power supply to main frame 
35. Cables out to the head amplifier/receiving probe array 
11-
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LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 
---
The following publications have already been made. 
1. A new stroboscope for schlieren and photoelastic visualisation 
of ultrasound: G.P.P. Gunarathne and J. Szilard. Ultrasonics July. 
1983. pp. 188 - 190. and UltrasonicS International 83 conference 
Procedings. pp. 74 - 78. Butterworth and Co (Publishers) Ltd. 
2. A real time high frame rate ultrasonic imaging system : 
G.P.P. Gunarathne and J. Szilard. Ultrasonics International 85 
Conference Proceedings. July 1985. PP.98 - IN/ (oral presentation 
by the author followed by a video demonstration). 
3. A new ultrasonic imaging system. - G.P.P. Gunarathne and J. Szilard 
Ultrasonics symposium. Oct. 1985. San Fransisco. USA. (oral 
presentation by the uthor). 
4. A real time ultrasonic imaging system. - (invited paper) 
G.P.P. Gunarathne and J. Szilard. Colloquim on "Developments in 
tomography for NDT and medical applications·. 11 March 86. The 
Institution of Electrical Engineers. London. Digest No: 1986/34. 
(Oral presentation and a video demonstration by the author). 
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Research note 
A new stroboscope for schlieren and 
photoelastic visualization of ultrasound 
G.P.P. GUNARATHNE and J. 521 LARD 
Conventional stroboscopes, when used for visualizing the path of ultrasound in a 
transparent medium, suffer from many problems including too long a flash duration, 
jitter and inconsistency. To overcome these limitations a new stroboscope has been 
developed which is based on a light emitting diode driven with very short, very high 
current pulses. 
KEYWORDS: ultrasonics, visualization, stroboscopes, light emitting diodes 
Introduction 
An essential element for visualizing the path of ultrasound 
in a transparent medium by schlieren or photoelastic 
visualization techniques is a good quality stroboscope. The 
conventional stroboscope, which relies upon some form of 
a gas discharge to generate light pulses, suffers from too 
long a flash duration, inconsistency, change of flash energy 
with repetition rate, jitter and aging. Apart from these 
limitations, other drawbacks of commercial stroboscopes 
are bulkiness, and high cost. 
As an attempt to overcome these limitations a new strobo· 
scope has been developed using super·bright light emitting 
diodes. The average output power of LEDs is too small for 
them to be used effectively as stroboscopic light sources, 
but if the flash duration is short enough and the duty cycle 
is such that the average power dissipation is within the 
specified limits, the peak currents can exceed the rated 
average current by a factor of 10' or more. Under these 
conditions, the light output obtained is well adequate for 
most schlieren applications. The flash duration can be as 
short as 10 ns and free fromjitter. This enables resolution 
far superior to that possible with gas discharge or spark 
light sources. A further advantage is the monochromatic 
light, which helps to reduce the cost of optics in the 
schlieren system. The far superior performance of the LED 
stroboscope makes it a natural choice for ultrasonic 
visualization purposes and many other applications. 
Pulse operation of LEDs 
The light emitted by a LED is the result of a process of 
recombination of carriers taking place at the forward biased 
diode junction in the presence of injected minority carriers. 
The apparent brightness B is given by the formula' 
The authors are in the Department of Electronic and Electrical 
Engineering, University of Technology. Loughborough, 
Leicestershire, UK. Paper received 30 March 1983. 
where Tlext is the external quantum efficiency, L the lumi· 
nous efficiency of the eye, J the Junction current density 
A cm-',AyA, the ratio of the junction .. rea to observed 
emitting surface. and" the emission wavelength in I'm. 
According to the above formula, the optical output'would 
increase linearly with the current. However, as the junction 
, temperature increases due to the current, efficiency 
decreases, reSUlting in diminishing retums of the output 
light power with current. Hence, in the case of normal dc 
operation, the maximum light output obtainable from a 
given LED is primarily limited by the thermal dissipation 
of the device. Therefore under steady state conditions the 
optical output also depends on the thermal resistance 
between the diode junction and the environment, and 
also on the ambient temperature. 
Figures I and 2 show a simple equivalent circuit and 
b 
Fig. 1 
0-0 ---j~:4------o0 
a 
,-----1 II-c:--
, 
r 
, 
~ H,of ooer9' (fold 
LiQht ener9yl quantum 
Heal ener9Y J mechanical process 
a - Ideal diode; b - equivalent circuit of practical diode 
0041-624X/83/040188-Q3/$03.00 © 1983 Butterworth & Co (Publishers) Ltd 
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• 
2 General current-voltage characteristics of 8 diode 
-ent - voltage characteristic for a light emitting diode. 
3 shows the relationship between the relative intensity 
mission against the current through the diode in the 
tinuous and pulse modes up to about 50 mA for a 
.sP LED. Since heat dissipation within the LED is a 
lary limiting factor, it is clear from Figs I and 2 that 
lliode forward resistance is an important consideration. 
refore, in order to obtain a better optical output: 
LED with a low internal resistance may be selected, 
le LED may be operated in a low temperature 
nvironmen t. 
er ordinary practical conditions, only the first remedy 
propriate. Certain LEDs now available in·the market 
, remarkably high efficiency. Stanley Hi·Super Bright 
~ are some examples_ They offer a continuous light 
_ut' of typically 500 mcd at 20 mA compared to about 
:d from an ordinal)' LED at the same current. For this 
>n and for their good linearity over an extended current 
~, red LEDs of this kind have been used for the first 
)type stroboscope made, which gave a very satisfactol)' 
)rmance. 
re 3 reveals two further important characteristics of a 
. Firstly, in the pulse operation, the LED is far more 
ent than in the continuous mode and secondly, it is 
1 more linear over an extended range of currents. 
it is observed in experiments that if the average power 
.ation is well below the pennissible limit, the apparent 
al saturation in the case of the dc operation is removed 
at ltighly elevated currents. These features are of great 
rtance as far as the design of a stroboscope is concerned 
enormous current pulses can be passed through the 
e if the flash duration is short enough and the duty 
is such that the average power dissipation is within 
lecified limits. This results in vel)' bright light flashes 
elevated conversion efficiency. By way of comparison, 
) which is rated for a maximum forward steady 
It of 50 mA at 25°C could take 100 ns pulses of 
1t as high as 20 A or even more at a duty cycle of 
_ 0.2% (2 kHz repetiton). If the pulse width or the 
tion rate is reduced, the current may be further 
~ed to compensate to some extent for the drop In 
:e brightness. 
ASONles. JULY 1983 
Our Stanley Hi-Super Bright LED gave an output energy 
per flash of 0.03 IJJ when driven by 100 ns, 19 A pulses. 
It is observed that the ultrasonic field was clearly visible 
when illuminated by a single flash of a pulse mentioned 
above. 
LED driving circuit 
Switching times of LEDs can be as short as a few nano-
seconds if the driving circuit is designed carefully. For 
stroboscopic applications the maximum pulse current 
capabilities of the circuit is a primal)' limitation. Attention 
must also be paid to avoid excessive distortion of short 
pulses and the circuit must be stabilized against various 
interferences due to high current pulses and transients 
generated, etc. 
The assembled device is shown in Fig. 4. Approximate 
dimensions are 7.6 x 5.1 x 2.5 cm. It is capable of switching 
pulses up to about 20 A. The circuit consists of only four 
active elements in three stages and this indicates the low 
cost involved. Total power consumption is less than I W. 
A low impedance pulse generator typically of the order of 
50 n triggers the device. 
The above stroboscope is successfully used in ultrasonic 
schlieren systems. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 shOwing two 
examples of clear and stable images that could be easily 
obtained with a simple schlieren system using this strobo-
scope. Because of the nearly monochromatic light of the 
LED, it is relatively easy to produce high contrast schlieren 
images even with ordinal)' non·achromatic lenses rather 
than mirrors. 
Conclusions 
A new stroboscope has been successfully built based on a 
LED driven with vel)' short, vel)' high current pulses. The 
advan tages compared to ordinal)' stroboscopes can be 
summarized as follows. 
(I) Extremely short flash duration, independent of 
repetition rate; IOns or even shorter pulses are 
possible as assessed by the current pulses; compared 
to 30 to 50 ns of a spark discharge stroboscope' or 
0.5 to 3IJs of a commerdal gas discharge tube 
stroboscope" whose flash duration varies with the 
repetition rate in the above range . 
Forward current 
Fig. 3 Comparison of pulse and dc operation of a GaAsP LEO 
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Fig. 4 Stroboscope on a breadboard 
(2) Completely free fromjitter. 
(3) Nearly monochromatic emission. 
(4) Pulse width and pulse energy can be accurately 
con trolled. 
(S) Long working life. 
(6) Small physical size. 
(7) Very low cost. 
If still more light is needed, an array of LEDs may be used. 
A further publication is planned to cover more detailed 
aspects of the stroboscope. 
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Fig. 5 a - A gated burst of ultratonlc waves emitted from a large 
2 MHz trensducer; b - cylindrical field of a small 2 MHz transducer 
driven bV a long train of sine waves 
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, limy problems are fourrl in present day ultrasonic inaging 
systemS ,such as 1"" . speed, high cost, large size etc. A new 
system has been develope:l. to overcane mmy of these limitatioos 
by extending the principle of Hanstead's Direct Ultrasonic 
Visualisation of Defects('~DUVDJ system; The inherently low 
sensitivity of the DUVD is eliminated by intorducing electronic 
amplification using transducer arrays while preserving its ideal 
features by adopting a new sonoptical design. The first 
experimental model has a naninal depth range of up to 40 an in . 
steel and takes only 0.15 ms to,produce a high resolution 
focused B-scan type inage of the whole' object field.' 
'l11e inherent potential of ultrasonic inaging in non destructive testing am 
medical applicatioos leaves plenty of room for further developnent. The new 
system described here offers mmy advantages such as high speed, good resolution, 
large field of view, ocrnpactness, ease of operation and 1"" cost etc. 
The basic principle is an extension of Hanstead's Direct Ultrasonic Visualisation 
of Defect:,/'tDUVDJ system. The main problem with the DUVD is its 1"" sensitivity. 
further """rk on this technique has also been reported by Haymm(2) in 1977 and by 
Bar-Cohen et.al(~' in 1978. Even so, at its best, the object field .is only a few ems 
in width, length and depth. Therefore in spite of its attractive features and 
siIrq>licity, the DUVD has not been implemented in practice. 
Developim further the basic concept of the DUVD by introducim electronic 
amplification between a set of receiver and re-transmitter arrays, the problem of 
low sensitivity is eliminated, while preservim the ideal characteristics of the-
concept, namely the linearity and isochronicity. Another feature of the system is 
that it is showing a slice of the DUVD display and presentim it as a very high 
resolution B-scan type inage. 
A number of areas have been developed during the course of this Io<lrk, 'sore of 
which are also briefly outlined. These include a high performance wide aperture 
~ct schlieren system, a new mIniature L.E.D. stroboscope, wide band rf 
amplifiers, miniature wideband transducer head amplifiers, high quality transducer 
arrays and backings etc • 
.£ lESCUPTlQI CF ~ _ ~ 
b..!. ~ BASIC = OF f!1YQ 
DUVD essentially consists of a pair of aooustic lenses, [Fig. 1 J designed in such 
a ... y as to produce a 3D inage wi th ~ other special properties called linearity 
and isochronicity, as mentioned above. The term linearity here refers to its ability 
to maintain a constant object-to-image spatial relationship, while isochronicity 
means that when the object is insonified with a short pulse, all the echoes fron 
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different targets (defects), irrespective of their distances, arrive simultaneously 
at their respective image pJints, thus giving the system its ability to display the 
whole image at once. '!he ultrasonic image is made visible either by the Px>toelastlc 
technique or by the schlieren technique using a stroboscopic flash of light. 
,1 ~ NEl'/ <INE?T 
") 
'l1le new concept is aimed at maintaining the ideal characteristics of the OOVD, 
narrely the linearity an:! isochronicity, while eliminating the problem of low 
sensitivity. '!his is done by designing a new sonoptical geanetry an:! introducing 
electronic anq>liflcation between a set of receiver a.rrl re-transmitter arrays. 'llle 
concept may be sumnarized as follows. 
(1) SIGNAL INI'ERCEPTIOO 
(2) llMPLIFICATIOO 
(3) RE-TAANSMISSIOO 
It is apparent- -u.at the new technique is a great deal "",re involved than the 
OOVD, due to the requirements to be lOOt in each of the above areas. '!he basic 
pararreters investigated are listed below. 
3.1 SIGNAL INTERCEPl'IOO 
(1) No. OF CI!ANNELS 
(2) TAANSOOCER ELEMmI' SPACING 
(3) ELEMENl' WIImi 'ID GAP RATIO 
(4) PHYSICAL SIZE, SHAPE, AND 'lllE TAANSOOCER MATffiIAL 
(5) cmrnE ~ etc. 
'!he first two pararreters were estirrated by a preliminary canputer sirnuIaticn 
using the !OC>del shown in Fig. (2).. The aim here was to obtain an idea of the 
sharpness of the irrages an:! the extent of artefacts that may be forrred in a given 
irrage space as a functicn of the number of channels an:! elen-ent spacing. '!he 
mathematical !OC>del used is 
Pexy) 
N 
= .! 
1= 1 
-j (krj + \!)j ) 
e 
r· 1 
Where PI. rlis the pressure distriOOtion at point (,.,y) in the image space, r, is 
the distance fran the i th elen-ent of the array an:! k is the wave number. For the 
first prototype a centre frequency of 2 MHz was chosen with element spacing of O.7'A., 
an:! thirty channels,' although the feasibility stlrly was carried out with cnly 
fifteen. '!he results were excellent as can be seen fran Figs.S an:! 9. 
3.2 AMPLIFICATIOO 
With short pulses the received signals ccntain a broad band of frequencies. 
Raising the power of these signals to a level sufficient for visualisaticn without 
distorticns and differential phase errors between channels need careful attenticn. 
In this respect various areas have been investigated as listed below, fran which the 
amplifier design specificaticns were fornuIated. 
(1) TYPICAL AND w::RST CASE INPI1l' SI= LEVErS 
(2) oorror SIGNAL LEVErS 
(3) PIIASE DIS'ICRTIOO AND IWmIIl'l1I a:NSIDERATIOOS 
(4) DYNAMIC RlINGE 
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(5) INPUr AND OUTPUT IMPEDANCES 
(6) DAMPING CHARACI'ERIsrICS 
(7) NOISE LEVEL 
(8) PCMER a:NSUMPI'ICN 
(9) SIZE 
(10) msr, etc. 
A set of wideband rf power ~lifiers operating in class A was designed for early 
experiments. Although these are still in use, a new category of amplifiers here 
named as G giving higher efficiency and dynamic range has been developed and 
tested. for this particular purp:::>se. It operates in switched rrode but retains the 
ideal characteristics of class A during the pulse period when the signal 
transmission takes place. A set of 30 miniature wide band array head amplifiers 
Fig.3 were also develope::l which matches the transducers to the cables up ·to a 
usable length of 50 metres. Thus re.rrote operation is also p:>ssible. These 
amplifiers have a 1 kV surge protection at the front end with short dead zone 
enabling them to be used in transceiver mcde of operation as well. The amplifier 
assembly can be clipped to the operators lower arm for easy operation. 
1.1 RE-'lRANSMISSICN 
In addition to the hasic parameters investigated. l.l1'rler [3.1], the sonoptical 
geanetry had to be determined. After examining a few possibilities a final geanetry 
oonsisting of a curve:l array and a cylindrical lens was designe:l in place of the two 
lens arrangement of the OOVD. This curved array replaces one of the two lenses in 
the rovo set up, thus simplifying it further arrl. enhancing the sensitivity even 
oore. 
3.3.1 VISUALISATION 
The schlieren technique was adopte:l using a sensitive liquid as the visualising 
medium. One of the roost significant improvement has been the developnent of a new 
L.E.D. stroboscope!" which greatly improved the perfoIll\3l1ce and canpactness of the 
whole system. It is capable of outputting light far in excess of what is required 
for the purpose. Even a single pulse shows the whole image field. This stroboscope 
is assembled inside a lens cap as shown 1n Fig.4. 
This is an area of great i.JrItx:>rtance in achieving gcx::x:l results close to 
theoretical limits. For example the axial resolution is directly dependent on the 
p..!lse width end consequently the wide band perfoIll\3l1ce of the array elements is 
pararoount. It is well known that naninally identical transducers very often 
differ widely in performance. The situation.is even Irore acute when the transducers 
are P'lysically small as lateral mcdes of vibrations bea:rne rrore Significant. One can 
therefore envisage the difficulties of making two 30 element arrays with 
sufficiently identical characteristics between the individual elements. 
After investigating the bisic requirements, a considerable amount of work has 
reen done in developing high quality arrays. This includes a new approach in the 
development of high quality transducer backings. Both conductive and non-conductive 
back.ings were developed. The nan-conductive backings are specially meant for the use 
in higher frequency arrays to achieve lCM electrical cross coupling. This work is 
intended to be published later. 
2 ~ ASSEMBLY AS ~ W!KlLE 
Figs.5 and 6 show the assembly of the first experimental prototype. Fig.7 shows 
the system block diagram. A high performance, wide aperture, canpact schlieren setup 
is designed arrl. kinematically m::>unted such that it is insensitive to typical 
vibrations of all kirrls experienced. on a shop floor, hence the images are perfectly 
steady. furthennore, this particular setup can be used in full daylight without the 
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need of any dark environment. OIerall dimensions of the whole assembly are 1 m by 
0.5 m by 0.5 m. With further advances in electronics am construction techniques any 
future m::::del m3.y be canparable in size to that of a conventional flaw detector of 
the early type. 
hl OPERATION 
When testing, the array is coupled with oil to the test object. Either separate 
transmitter/receiver or transceiver IT'Crle m3.y be selected. The test object is 
insonifie::l with a short pulse of ultrasourrl an:! the delay of the stroboscope firing 
circuit is set appropriately. An A-scan display of signals is provided for quick 
detection of targets in the test obj ect. '!he corresporx:1ing images are seen next to 
it in real time on the 'N rronitor. 'lliese images can be recorded on a VTR if 
necessary. ille image field may also be seen with the nake::l eye directly fran the 
schlieren without the CCN. 
&. RESULTS 
Two examples of images produce::l by the first system at an early stage of 
development are shown in Figs 8 an:! 9. Fig.[8] shows images of three holes drille::l 
in an aluminium test block an:! Fig.9 shows an image of an actual crack found in a 
T-weld. Note that in Fig.8 the holes marke::l 1 an:! 2 are closer than 2 an:! 3 by about 
3 rrrn an:! the vertical offset of 1 an:! 3 about 2 rrrn which are clearly shown in the 
image. ille longitudinal resolution is very close to a wavelength; this being the 
result of the development of wideband high quality arrays an:! amplifiers. 
I DISClJSSION AND OJNCLUSIONS 
Fran what is seen in the market today an:! during the past few years it is 
apparent that the present day imaging in general is moving more an:! rore towards the 
use of digital canputers and sophisticate::l signal processing techniques. Although 
they have many attractive features, there can be inherent drawba.cks such as lOIN' 
spee::l and inadequate image quality, these being the result of involved lengthy 
proceSSing, loss of information arrl other limitations arising fron the particular 
technique use::l. 
In this respect the new imaging system presents obvious advantages mainly due to 
its fundamental simplicity which requires only analogue processing. The sonoptical 
schlieren arrangement does all the image re-construction, in place of digital 
canputers an:! the like at a fraction of the cost an:! with remarkable accuracy an:! 
minimum time. Even in its present form with only 15 elements operating, its 
resolution is high, typically in the order of a wavelength in the longitudinal 
direction an:! abnut 1.5 wavelengths laterally at a depth of around 6 an in the test 
block. Its sensitivity is also high, for exarrple t:l\"e three holes shown in Fig,8 
are image::l with an insonifying pulse of around 50 V p.p. only while the present 
circuits allCM 20 times as much. It operates in real time, i.e. a ccmplete image 
is forme::l by a single pulse, thus in a section of steel 400 Inn deep an image is 
fonned in alxxJt 0.15 ms ani the frame rate can be as high as 1kHz or more. This is 
just the time of flight of the pulse. Canpare this with minutes or hours taken by 
other existing systems. Furthennore the' interpretation of -results are 
straightforward an:! less operator-deperrlent. These benefits, taken together with 
its remarkably low cost, make the system unique in the field of ultrasonic imaging. 
All these features are ideal for medical applications as well and this 
possibility is intended to be explored in depth, as the work done so far is 
concerne::l with NOT only. Further work has also been planne::l on system optimization 
and ooupling to non-uniform surfaces. 
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A REAL TIME ULTRASONIC IMAGING SYSTEM FEATURING 
GOOD RESOLUTION. HIGH SENSITIVITY. LOW COST EH:','· 
HAS BEEN DEVELOPED. IN TESTING. THE TEST OBJEQr 
IS INSONIFIED WITH A SHORT PULSE OF ULTRASOUNP. 
AND THE ECHO,SI.~NALS.A~~{ T~~CE,(YEp",,~ITH AN ARRAY. 
OF TRANSDUCER'S. THESE· SIGNALS' 'ARE AMPLIFIED IN 
PARALLEL CHANNELS,'AND,''ARE,i;RE;TRANSMIHED INTO A 
TRANSPARENT MEDIUM USING A SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT 
OF A SECOND TRANSDUCER ARRAY AND AN ACOUSTIC 
FOCUS ING SYSTEM;: :THIS '.\IN;·, TURN L PROCUCES A FULL: 
ACOUSTIC IMAqf OF,,;rHE,,~'i,~f,C!B~~sTTn~LD AND IS MArn:: 
VISIBLE BY SYNCHRONISED STROBO~CCPIC ILLUMINATIoN(;, 
THE FIRST EXPERlMENTAL)OrfROT()~YPEc. HAS A NOMINA':;: 
DEPTH RANGE OF UP TO 40 OM IN STEEL AND TAKES ONLY 
0.15 MS TO PROCUCE A HIGH'RESOLUTION FOCUSED B.SC~ 
TYPE IMAGE OF THE WHOLEO~JECT FIELD. '~'ii 
! ~ 
1. I NOOicTIO'J ~ 
'I ~ 
MANY PROBLEMS ARE OFTEN SEEN IN ULTRASONIC IMAGI~ 
SYSTEMS SUCIWAS ..... ~em;! U'NlIiiE1i1i:Ut !R£sotlltlbN~ 
LARGE PHYSICAL SIZE. HIGH~' COST E.TC' THE NEW SYSTEMI 
DESCRIBED HERE- IS --cAPAB E- OF -OVERCOMING" MAN'f-OFI 
THESE LIMITATIONS AND IS ASED ON A NEW DEVELOPMENT\ 
ALONG THE· L'INES Of' • HA:! TEAD'S-OIRECT' llLTRASON·I~1 
VISUALISATION or DEr(CT~1 DUVD] PRINCIPLE. 
At. THOuGH ll.M) HAS VER~- E;":;K~~:E-FE;~URES.;:;;~! 
FUNDAMANT AL' PROBLEM' I S -tT - LOW SENS I TI V ITY. T HI S--l S 1 
MAINLY SO AS THE SYSTEM IS 'PASSIVE', IN THAT ITI 
ONLY UTILIZES THE 'I NSON1f 100·' ENERGY FOR ACOUSTIC', 
IMAGE FORMATION AND EAVY ENERGY LOSSES ARE: 
INVOLVED. ,·FURTHER Io.ORK TH~TECHNIOUE HAS ALSO· 
BEEN REPORTED BY HAYMANN'" IN 1977 AND BY BAR·CoHEN; 
ET.AL~ IN -;978."'EVElrTSO-. -AT-ITS BEST;'--THE' 
SENSITIVITY OF THE ll.M) F LLS FAR SHORT OF THATI 
REOUIRED FOR-PRACTlCAI:-; LEMENTATION;' -THE-- OTHER 1 
DRAWBACKS ARE THE DIFFI ULTIES IN COUPLING AND. 
MANIPULATION; '·'1 
I NTRODUC I NG --ELECTRON I C L If' I CAT ION 'BETWEEN 'A -sETl 
OF RECEIVER AND RE-TRAN MITTER ARRAYS. THE BAS'C, 
CONCEPT OF ll.M) IS' CHANGED FROM "PASSIVE"· TO· 
'ACTIVE'. SOLVING THE. PRatLEM or LON SENSITlVITy,l 
WH I LE THE I DEAe- CHARACTE~ I SItCS .. ARE PRESERVED'·' BY, 
DESIGNING A NEW SONOPTICAU GEOMETRY_ IN THIS WAyi 
THE PROBLEM OF MANIPULATION IS ALSO SOLVED AS THE, 
PROBE ARRAY IS NOW SEPERATED FROM THE REST OF THE, 
SYSTEM. 
A NUMBER OF AREAS HAVE BEEN DEVELOPED DURING THE 
COURSE OF THIS WORK. WHICH ARE ALSO BRIEFLY 
OUTLINED_ THESE INCLUDE A HIGH PERFORMANCE WIDE 
APERTURE COMPACT SCHLI EREN.SYStEM,- A NEW M 1Nl ATURE 
L.E.O. STROBOSCOPE';" WIDEBAND RF AMPLIFIERS. 
HIGH QUALITY TRANSDUCER ARRAYS AND BACKINGS ETC. 
'.I .:."L' 
TH I S PAPER ALSO PRESENTS SU~PLEMENTARY TEST RESULTS 
TO THE PREVIOUS PUBLICATIoN 'AI THE ULTRASONICS 
~NTERNATlONAL' 85 CoNFERENCE~ HE·LD'· IN: juLY 1985. 
~ONDON. .:1\1"':;·· ... : 
. ' 
2. EAS I C CXl\CEPT Cf ll.M) 
HANSTEAO'S DUVD SYSTEM ESSENTIALLY CONSISTS OF A 
;SPECIAL-ARRANGEMENT OF A PAIR OF ACOUSTIC LENSES AS 
SHOWN IN FIG. 1. 
-
LEN~ 1 _~S2 
c»JfCT FIELD I . lMAUE FIELD 
A- /=N ·S' .. 
., 
e!' .. ell( 
'I' \ --
~ ..... 
F,G. 1 TWO-LENS DUVD ARRANGEMENT. 
~ART OF BEING CAPABLE OF PROOUCING 3D ACOUSTIC 
I'MAGES.- ll.M) HAS TWO OTHER '''SPECIAL PROPERT I ES 
pALLED 'LINEARITY' AND 'ISOCHRONICITY ' • THE TERM 
~INEARITY HERE REFERS TO ITS-ABILITY TO MAINTAIN A 
poNSTANT OBJECT-TO-IMAGE SPAflAL RELATIONSHIP. 
~TtE'ISOCHRONICITY MEANS· THAT WHEN'THE' TEST OBJECT 
liS INSONIFIED WITH A SHORT PULSE. ALL THE ECHOES 
fROM-01Ff'ERENT TARGETS [OEFECTSJ; IRRESPECTIVE OF 
trHEIR DISTANCES. ARRIVE SIMULTANEOUSLY AT THEIR 
~ESPECT1VE'IMAGE POINTS. THUS GIVING THE SYSTEM ITS 
~ILITY TO DISPLAY THE WHOLE IMAGE AT ONCE. THE 
!Jr;TRASONIC'lMAGE IS MADE'VISISLE IN·' A SUITABLE 
pRANSPARENT MEDIUM EITHER BY PHOTOELASTIC TECHNIOUE 
OR SCHLIEREN TECHNIOUE OF VISUALISATION USING 
~TROBOSCOPIC FLASH OF LIGHT. 
t-I 3, 11£ t-£W <P\CEPT 
, .a> ~HE MAIN FEATURES OF THE NEW CONCEPT CAN BE SEEN 
FROM FIG. 2. WHICH ARE ALSO SUMMARIZED BELOW. 
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OBJECT 
R[([IV[R AARAY ; 7 ·TRANS'.ITl[R AFflAY 
FiElD AMPuFIERS 
-:1..' IMAGE FlElD 
• 
r: ry 
.B' A ,J) ("INHElS 
·B h .f{, 
CYLINDRICAL LENS 
FrG. 2 
EChQ SIGNAL RECEPTION BY MEANS or A LINEAR 
ARRAY Of TRANSDUCERS. 
(2) 
(3) 
AMPLifiCATION or RECEIVED SIGNALS IN PARALLEL 
CHANNELS. 
RE-TRANSMISSION Of AMPLifiED ECHO SIGNALS INTO 
AN OPTICALLY TRANSPARENT MEDIUM USING A SECOND 
ARRAY or TRANSDUCERS, FORMING A PART or AN 
ACOuSTIC FOCUSING SYSTEM, 
LACH OF THESE AREAS HAD TO BE EXAMINED IN DETAIL IN 
ORDER TO IDENTifY THE DESIGN PARAMETERS or THE 
SYSTEM AS OUTLINED BELOW. 
3 J SIG'W. RCCLPTlOO 
(1) No. Of CHANNELS 
(2') TRANSDUCER ELEMENT SPACING 
(3) ELEMENT WIDTH-TQ-GAP RATIO 
(4) PHYSICAL SIZE. SHAPE AND TRANSOUCER MATERIAL 
(5) CtNTRE FREQUENCY ETC. 
THE F'lRSl TwO PARAMETERS WERE ESTIMATED BY A 
PRELIMINARY COMPUTER SIMULATION USING THE MODEL AS 
SHOWN IN fiG. 3 BELOW. 
f ~-'-,o --.!''-' ____ -' 
: i 7 P'''' i_~ __ r~ ____ -
• 0 
: ~O ____ +-~~ __ __ 
i:V: ' • 0 '_0 
2-0 
0- FOG. 3 
I'(xy) 
- j(kri • ~j) 
• 
rj 
WHERE, P IS THE ACOuSTIC PRESSURE AT POINT (X,V]. 
~. IS THE DISTANCE fRCM THE: tth fiLE:MENT. 
ID, I S THE RELA T I VE PHAse W. R. T. l' ELEMENT. 
AND K' IS THE WAVE NUMBER. 
AIM HERE WAS TO OBTAIN AN IDEA Of THE SHARPNESS Of 
THE IMAGES AND THE EXTENT Of ARTifACTS THAT MAY BE 
fORMED LN A GIVEN IMAGE SPACE AS A fUNCTION Of THE 
NUMBER Of CHANNELS AND ELEMENT SPACING. fOR THE 
fiRST PROTOTYPE, A CENTRE fREQUENCY Of 2 MHz WAS 
CHOSEN WITH ELEMENT SPACING Of 0.7 • AND THIRTV 
CHANNELS, ALTHOUGH THE fEASIBILITY STUDY WAS 
CARRIED OUT WITH ONLV fifTEEN. EVEN SO, THE RESULTS 
ARE VERY REMARKABLE AS CAN BE SEEN fRCM TYPICAL 
TEST RESULTS PRESENTED. [PAGE 3) 
3,2 SIGNAL AMPLIFICATION 
Aok~R or THE RECEIVED SIGNALS HAS TO BE RAISED TO A 
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LEvEL SUrf :;:'I[NI rOR Tt,[ PARrtCULAR ;..cc.'~:_,; 
TECHNiQuE er VISUAL tSAT tOtl USED. IN .... 
ACHIEvE GOGC RESOLUTICN ANC tMAGE OUA~II 
RECEIVEO ANJ RE·TRANSMtTTED PtILS!:S MuST E1!:" ... ~~,.' 
AS POSSIBLE REQUIRtNG F'AITHF'L.:'_ :''':PLIF'tCATI',"'~, r-:; 
BROAD BAND OF' fREQUENCIES. THESE TOGETHer.: .... 1 r't ;"':. 
ELECTR I CAL DA!'-1P I NG REOU I R(M(NTS OF' THE TRAI'IS:luCE :;.~. 
TO ACHIEVE WIDEBAND RESPONSE PLACES HEAVY O[MAt--:::, 
00 THE AMPLIF'I[R(5. IN THIS RESPECT. VARIOUS AREAS 
HAVE BEEN INVESTIGATED, AS LISTED, fRO'-1 ..... HICH T>-t[ 
AMPLifiER DESIGN SPECifiCATIONS wERE fORMULATED. 
(1) 
(z) 
0) (4) 
(5) 
(6) 
m 
(10) 
TYPICAL AND WORST CASE INPUT SIGNAL LEVELS 
OuTPUT SIGNAL LEVELS 
PHASE DISTORTION AND BANDWIDTH CONSIDERATIONS 
DvNAMt C RANGE 
INPUT AND OUTPUT IMPEDANCES 
DAMPING CHARACTERISTICS 
Po.vtR CONSLMPTIQN 
SIZE 
CoST ETC. 
A S~T Of wID~BAND Rf PQwtR AMPLIFI[RS OP~RATING IN 
CLASS A WAS DESIGNED fOR EARLY EXPERIMENTS. 
ALTHOuGH THESE ARE STilL IN USE, A NEW CATEGORY OF' 
AMPLifiERS HERE NAMED AS ~GIVING HIGHER EfFICIENCY 
ANO DYNAMIC RANGE HAS BEEN DEVELOPED AND TESTED FOR 
THIS PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IT OPERATES IN SWITCHED 
MODE BUT RETAINS THE IDEAL CHARACTERISTICS Of CLASS 
A DURING THE PERIOD WHEN THE SIGNAL AMPLIFICATION 
TAKES PLACE. THIS CONCEPT IS ILLUSTRATED IN fiG. 4. 
A SET or 30 MINIATURE wlDEBAND ARRAY MEAD 
AMPLIFIERS WERE ALSO DEvtLOPED WHICH ~~TCHES THE 
TRANSDuCERS TO THE CABLES UP TO A USABLE LENGTH Of 
50 METRES. fiG. 5. (PAGE 4). THUS REMOTE OPERATION 
IS POSSIBLE. THESE AMPLIFIERS HAVE A 1 KV SURGE 
PROTECTION AT THE fRONT END WITH SHORT DEAD ZONE 
ENABLING THEM TO BE USED IN THE TRANSCEIVER MODE Of 
OPERATION AS WELL. THIS AMPLifiER ASSEMBLY IS SMALL 
ENOUGH TO BE CLIPPED TO THE OPERATORS LOWER ARM. 
3. 3 RE· TR.t>NS-1 I ss I 00 I>Nl V I 9JAL I St\ TI 00 
A SONQPTICAL GEOMETRY CONSISTING or A CURVED AR~AY 
ANO A CYLINDRICAL LENS WAS DESIGNED TO RE·TRANS~IT 
THE AMPLIFIED SIGNALS INTO THE VISUALISING MEDIUM. 
THIS ARRANGEMENT IS CAPABLE or PRODUCING fOCUSED 8· 
SCAN TYPE ACOUSTIC IMAGES Of THE TEST OB..J(CT fIE'_D. 
IN ORDER TO VISUALISE THE ACOUSTIC IMAGES, THE 
SCHlIEREN TECHNIQUE WAS ADOPTED. A SEALED COMPACT 
SCHLIEREN SYSTEM WAS DESIGNEO AND KINEMATICALlY 
MOUNTED SUCH THAT IT IS INSENSITIVE TO VIBRATIONS 
EXPERIENCED IN USE. GIVING PERFECTLY STEADY IMAGES. 
THIS PARTICULAR SETUP CAN BE OPERATEO IN rULl 
1)·'\YLI(jlll WITHOUT THE rJ[EO or ANY DARK ENVIRONM[NT. 
ONE OF THE MOST SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS HAS BEEN 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW L.E.D. STROBOSCOPE ~iICH 
GREATLY IMPROVED THE PERFORMANCE AND THE 
C()'o1PACTNESS or THE WHOLE SYSTEM. I T IS CAPABLE OF 
OUTPUTTING LIGHT fAR IN EXCESS OF WHAT IS REQUIRED 
FOR THE PURPOSE. EVEN A SINGLE PULSE SHOWS THE 
WHOLE IMAGE FIELD. THIS STROBOSCOPE IS ASSEMBLED 
INSIDE A LENS CAP AS SHOWN IN FIG. 6, [PAGE 4l. 
4. mJSTRlCTl()Ij Cf tffll\YS 
THIS IS A VITAL AREA IN ACHIEVING GOOD RESULTS. THE 
INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS OF THE ARRAY MUST HAVE, 
(1) W,DEBAND PERFORMANCE 
(2) GooD SENSITIVITY 
(3) MINIMAL CROSS'COUPLING (4) SUFFICIENTLY IDENTICAL BEHAVIOUR 
THIS IS DIFFICULT TO ACHIEVE, ESPECIALLY WHEN THE 
TRANSDUCERS ARE PHYSICALLY SMALL AS THE LATERAL 
MODES OF VIBRATIONS BECOME MORE SIGNIFICANT, A 
CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF WORK HAS BEEN DONE IN 
ACHIEVING THESE OBJECTIVES. IN THIS RESPECT, A NEW 
APPROACH HAS BEEN TAKEN TO DEVELOP BOTH CONDUCTIVE 
AND NON,CONDUCTIVE HIGH QUALITY TRANSDUCER BACKINGS 
5. THE ASSEMBLY AS A WHOLE 
FIG. 7 ON PAGE 4. SHOWS THE FIRST EXPER IMENTAL 
PROTOTYPE. OvERALL DIMENSIONS OF THE WHOLE ASSEMBLY 
ARE 1 M BY 0.5 M BY O.SM. W,TH FURTHER ADVANCES IN 
ELECTRONICS USED AND CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES. ANY 
FUTURE MODEL MAY BE COMPARABLE IN SIZE TO THAT OF A 
CONVENTIONAL FLAW DETECTOR OF THE EARLY TYPE. 
F,G. 9 BELOW SHOWS THE SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM 
le; PULSE I I l'AIGGEA PULse TO, 
GENf:AAT1 l DELAY J " ;" 
t ~ • ~ 
~llTAASON~:J BLOCK OIAGRAM • 0 PULSE • 
AANSAiITT'f ,~ f 
" 
L",;;'-
TRAHSMtT/AECEIVE AE·TA~~ SCHLIEAN 
0' 30 channels rOT 
TRANSMIT & RECEIVE 
'"t.: FOCUSIM: 
r 
) TEST OBJECT 
\ FIG, 9 ----
WHEN TESTING THE RECEIVING ARRAY IS COUPLED WITH 
OIL TO THE TEST OBJECT. EITHER SEPERATE TRANSMITTER 
RECEIVER OR TRANSCEIVER MODE MAY BE SELECTED. THE 
TEST OBJECT IS INSONIFI(O WITH A SHORT PULSE OF 
ULTRASOUND AND THE DELAY OF THE STROBOSCOPE 
TRIGGERING CIRCUIT IS SET APPROPRIATELY. AN A-SCAN 
DISPLAY OF SIGNALS IS PROVIDED FOR QUICK MONITORING 
f"&' Tl\or.r-Te Tur ,..,....oor-C"o,....~'n'~I,.. .,,~"'r-~ "nr- ... r-,-., .,,-,,,,,,, 
b. RESl.TS 
FIGS. 10 TO 13 SHOW SOME TYPICAL TEST RESULTS 
OBTAINED WITH THE FIRST PROTOTYPE. OPERATING WITH 
ONLY 15 CHANNELS. 
F,G. 10 IS AN IMAGE OF A LINE OF HOLES DRILLED AT 
AN ANGLE IN AN ALUMINIUM TEST BLOCK. THIS IMAGE 
DEMONSTRATES THE LINEABITY ~ I SQCHRQNICI TY 
ASPECTS OF THE SYSTEM. 
:UJ.L!JI.ll; 
....... 
FIGS. 11(A) & 11(B) SHOWS THE ABILITY OF THE SYSTEM 
TO EXAM I NE A ~ LllllI. .Q[.l!.UlI'... I\bTE THAT THE 
RECEIVING ARRAY IS NOT DIRECTLY ABOVE ANY or THE 
DRILLED HOLES. THIS IS A FAVOURABLE FEATURE WHEN 
EXAMINING VERTICALLY ORIENTED DEFECTS. 
.1 
, , 
;!.ll.llII.ll: 
'. 
" 
" 
F,G. 12(A) SHOWS THREE HOLES DRI~LED IN A TEST 
BLOCK. I\bTE THAT THE HOLES MARKEb 1 AND 2 ARE 
CLOSER THAN 2 AND 3 BY ABOUT 3 MM AND THE VERTICAL 
OFFSET OF 1 AND 3 ABOUT 2 MM WHICH ARE CLEARLY SEEN 
FROM THE IMAGE. THIS GIVES AN IDEA OF THE ACCURACY 
ACHIEVED WITH THIS SYSTEM. 
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THE THREE HOLES $H()W1\I IN FIG. 13(A) ARE IMAGED wt TH 
AN INSONIFYING PULSE or AROUND SO V ONLY, WHILE THE 
PRESENT CIRCUITS ALLOW 20 TIMES HIGHER VOLTAGES. 
EVEN IN ITS PRESENT FORM WI rH ONLY j--IFT(EN CHANNELS 
OPERATING. J.lS. RfSQ! IJTION l..S. AL.S.Q!i!.Q.!::!... TYPICALLY 
IN THE ORDER or A WAVELENGTH IN THE LONGITUOANAL 
DIRECTION AND ABOUT 1.5 TO 2 V/AV(L(NGTHS LATERALLY 
AT A DEPTH OF AROUND 5 TO 6 CM IN THE TEST BLOCK. 
IT QPERATES lH ~ ~ I.E. A COMPLETE IMAGE IS 
fORMED BY A SINGLE PULSE, WITHIN A PERIOD REOUIRING 
,JUST THE TIME or fLIGHT or THE PULSE IN THE TEST 
OBJECT AND IN THE SONOPTICAL ARRANGEMENT Of THE 
SYSTEM. THUS IN A SECTION OF STEEL 400 MM DEEP. AN 
IMAGE IS FORMED IN ABOUT 0.15 MS. THE fRAME RATE 
MAY BE RAISED AS HIGH AS 1 KHz OR MORE. 
SINCE THE SYSTEM OPERATES IN REAL TIME AND WITH THE 
IMAGES or ACJUSTIC DISCQNTINUITI($ WHOSE SHAPES 
AND POSITIONS ARE KNO'IN. EG. DRILLED HOLES. THE 
REPEATABILlry ASPECT Of THE SYSTEM COULD EASILY BE 
SEEN. FURTHERMORE. THE INTERPR(TATION Of RESULTS 
ARE STRAIGHTFORWARD AND ~ QPERATQR DEPENDENT. 
7. DI!'WSSIOIIS!WJ mUUSICN3 
IT IS SEEN THAT THE PRESENT-DAY IMAGING SYSTEMS IN 
GENERAL ARE MOVING MORE T~~ARDS THE USE OF DIGITAL 
COMPUTERS AND SOPH I ST I CATED SIGNAL PROCESS I NG 
TECHNIOUES. ALTHOUGH SUCH SYSTEMS HAVE MANY 
ATTRACTIVE FEATURES. THERE CAN BE INHERENT 
DRAWBACKS SUCH AS LOW SPEED. INADEOUATE IMAGE 
QUALITY ETC •• THESE 3EING THE RESULT OF INVOlVED 
LENGTHY PROCESSING AND OTHER LIMITATIONS ARISING 
FROM THE PARTICULAR TECHNIOUE USED. 
IN THIS RESPECT THE NEW IMAGING SYSTEM PRESENTS 
OBVIOUS ADVANTAGES MAINLY DUE TO ITS fUNDAMENTAL 
SIMPLICITY WHICH REOUIRES JUST ANALOGUE PROCESSING. 
THE TECHN I OUE OffERES AN UNUSUAL COMB I NAT 10'l OF 
USEFUL FEATURES IN IMAGING APPLICATIONS AS GIVEN 
ABOVE. THESE BENEfiTS TAKEN TOGETHER WITH ITS 
REMARKABLY LOW COST, MAKE THIS SYSTEM UNIQUE IN THE 
FIELD OF ULTRASONIC IMAGING. 
ALL THESE fEATURES ARE IDEAL FOR MEDICAL 
APPLICATIONS AS WELL AND THIS POSSIBILITY IS 
INTENDED TO BE EXPLORED IN DEPTH AS THE WORK DONE 
SO fAR IS CONCERNED WITH NDT ONLY. FURTHER WORK HAS 
ALSO BEEN PLANNED ON SYSTEM OPTIMISATION AND 
OOUPLING TO NON UNIFORM SURfACES. 
fIDllEN:LS 
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G.P.P. GuNARATHNE AND J. SZILARD 
A new real time ultrasonic imaging system featuring high resolution, good 
sensitivity, low cost etc. has been developed. The new system is based on the 
principle of Hanstead's Direct ultrasonic Visualisation of defects'''[DUVD] 
technique. The inherently low sensitivity of the DUVD is eliminated by 
introducing electronic amplification using transducer arrays while preserving its 
ideal properties by adopting a new sonoptical design. The first experimental 
nodel has a ncrninal depth range of up to 40 an in steel and takes only 0.15 ms to 
produce a high resolution focused B-scan image of the whole object field. 
Introduction 
Hanstead's DUVD systaR)is one which is capable of producing 3D images of targets 
in a test object medium with two other special properties called 'linearity' and 
'isochronicity'. 'Linearity' here refers to its .ability to maintain a constant 
object-to-image spatial relationship, while isochronicity means that when the 
test object is insonified, all the echoes fron different targets [defects], 
irrespective of their distances, arrive simultaneously at their respective image 
points. The design of the system is such that ultrasonic images are formed in a 
transparent medium, made visible by photoelastic technique or by schlieren 
technique using stroboscopic flash of light. See Fig. 1. 
The main problem with the DUVD is its low sensitivity. This is because the 
system is 'passive', in that it only utilizes the insonifying energy for acoustic 
image formation and heavy energy losses are involved. (a>Further work has also 
been reported by Ha~in 1977 and by Bar-Cohen et all. in 1978. Even so, the 
sensitivity of DUVD falls far short of that required for practical implementation 
('I' 
The ~ concept 
The main features of the new concept can be seen fron Fig. 2, as follows 
1. Echo signal reception by means of a linear array of transducers. 
2. Amplification of received signals in parallel channels. 
3. Re-transmission of amplified signals into an optically transparent medium 
using a second transducer array fonning a part of an acoustic focusing system 
Echo signal reception 
The following areas have been examined. 
1 • Number of channels 4. Length of the elements 
2. Transducer element spacing 5. Transducer material 
3. Element width to gap ratio 6. Centre frequency 
The first two parameters were estimated by a preliminary canputer simulation 
using the nodel shown in Fig.3. The mathematical nodel used is 
N 
PIxy) = i~ 1 
-j(kri+r:>j} 
e 
g.?? 9una~athne and J. Szifa~d a~e at the uepa~iment ot [fect~ical and 
tdellionic enginl?~~ing, Loughll.o~ough Ilnive/lAiiy 0/ hchnology, Loughll.o~ough, 1lJ(. 
lEE 1!/(flEST ,"0' 191i6/34· 
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where P<~ . .J-s the pressure distribution at PJint (x,yl in the image space, ri is 
the distance from the ith element, It, is the relative phase w.r.t. 1st element 
and k is the wave number. For the first prototype a centre frequency of 2 MHz 
was used. From the above simulation an element spacing of 0.7 , and thirty 
channels were chosen, although the feasibility study was carried out with only 
fifteen. Even so, the results are very remarkable as seen from Figs. 6 & 7. 
Signal amplification 
Power of the received signals has to be raised to a level sufficient for the 
particular acousto-optic technique of visualisation used. In order to 
achieve good resolution and image quality, the received and re-transmitted pulses 
must be as short as possible requiring faithful amplification over a broad band 
of frequencies. These together with the electrical damping requirements of the 
transducers to achieve wideband response places heavy demands on the amplifiers. 
Following areas have been examined in the design of the amplifiers. 
1 • Input signal levels 6. Input and output impedences 
2. Output signal levels 7. Damping characteristics 
3. Bandwidth considerations 8. Power consumption 
4. Dynamic range 9. Size 
5. Noise levels 10. cost 
A set of wideband rf power amplifiers operating in class A was designed for early 
experiments. Although these are still in use, a new category of amplifiers here 
named G giving higher efficiency and dynamic range has been developed and 
tested for this particular purpose. It operates in switched mcx:le but retains the 
ideal characteristics of class A during the period of signal amplification. This 
concept is illustrated in Fig. 4. 
A set of 30 miniature wideband array head amplifiers were also developed which 
lTI3.tcl1es the transducers to the cables up to a usable length of 50 metres. These 
amplifiers have a 1 kV surge protection at the front end with a short dead zone 
enabling them to be used in the transceiver mcx:le of operation as well. 
Re-transmission and visualisation 
A sonoptical geometry consisting of a curved array and a cylindrical lens was 
designed to re-transmit the amplified signals into the visualising medium. This 
arrangement is capable of producing focused B-scan type images of the object 
field. Schlieren technique was adopted for visualising the acoustic images. 
One of the rrost significant ~rovements has been the developnent of a new 
sub-miniature L.E.D. strobosco~ which greatly improved the performance and the 
a::mpactness of the whole system. It is capable of outputting light far in excess 
of what is required for the purpose. Even a single pulse shows the whole image. 
Construction of arrays 
This is a vital area in achieving good results. The individual elements of the 
arrays must have 
1. Wideband performance 4. Minimul cross-coupling 
2. Good sensitivity 5. SuffiCiently identical behaviour 
3. Adequate omni-directional resPJnse 
These are difficult to achieve simaltaneously, specially when the elements are 
physically small and a considerable work has been done in achieving good results. 
In this respect, good quality transducer backings were also developed. 
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'!he operation of the system. 
Fig. 5 shows the system bl=k diagram. When testing, contact coupling is used. 
Either seperate transmitter receiver or transceiver mode may' be selected. The 
test object is insonified with a short pulse and the delay of the stroboscope 
trigger circuit is set appropriately. The images are seen in real time on a 'IV 
monitor or may be seen directly through the schlieren system. 
sane test results 
Fig.s 6 and 7 show some typical test results obtained with the first prototype, 
operating with only 15 channels. Fig. 6(a) shows three holes drilled in a test 
block and 6(b) is the corrosponding image. Note that the holes marked 1 and 2 
are closer than 2 and 3 by about 2 rrrn which is clearly seen frcm the image. Fig. 
7(a) and (b) show the images of natural cracks found in aT-weld. 
Discussions and conclusions 
The new imaging system is fundamentally different to any other existing imaging 
techniques and offers ·an unusual canbination of useful features such as extremely 
high speed, high resolution, good sensitivity, linearity, good accuracy and 
repeatability etc. A canplete image is formed by a single pulse practically 
within the time of flight of the pulse. Frame rate may be as high as 1 kHz or 
more giving very high temporal resolution canpared to other systems. These 
benefits taken together with its remarkably low cost, make this system unique in 
the field of ultrasonic imaging. 
These features are ideal for medical applications as well and this possibility is 
intended to be explored as the \;Ork done so far is concerned with NOT only. 
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